The second book of this set: Designing for
Antwerp, an Implementation of Theory,
applies the notions as theoretically deﬁned
in the previous work, to the city of Antwerp,
Belgium. More speciﬁcally, this book dives
into the role of the Left-Bank of the river
Scheldt that runs through the city and
examines what role this area of the city can
and should play in the communication of
the radial-concentric city model that can be
found in this medieval European city.
Through Urban Form, Urban Tissue,
morphology and placemaking, Designing for
Antwerp sets out to design a possibility for
the expansion of the city in an organic,
non-disruptive manner in an attempt to
continuate upon the existing form and tissue.
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Prologue

The approach towards
designing linkeroever
ANTWERP LINKEROEVER

ANTWERP

The study area for this project contains the entirity of the grounds of
Linkeroever Antwerp. The grounds span all grounds of the municipality
of Antwerp situated on the left bank of the river Scheldt. These Grounds
were acquired in the early 20th century by the city of Antwerp for
further development and growth of the city. Throughout the 20th
century various plans for the area have been submitted, acquired and,
often partially, executed. This in the end has led to a situation that
is visible today, a situation in which the quarter Linkeroever is little
experienced as an integral part of the city of Antwerp and is more
experienced as a seperate instance, located at the other bank of the
Scheldt, only related through its proximity rather than through its
experience of being an integral part of the city of Antwerp.
The literature study prior to this book, ‘Designing for a European City’
examined the various observations of major writers, philosophers,
architects and urbanists in regard of designing for the city, with the
aim of creating something that is part of the city or continuation of the
city, rather than an autonomous island. From this analysis an approach
for designing for a European city had been distilled, an approach that
focuses around the principles of form and quality of the Urban Tissue
and puts emphasis on the analysis of not just the area that is to be
studied, but the city as a whole and specifically the role that the study
area plays within the larger whole that is the city. The approach focuses
on expanding or altering parts of the city on the basis of thorough
analysis of the city and incorporating these findings in the design of the
study area, making the study area designed on the basis of continuation
or multiplication of that which is already present and typifies the city.
Core subjects within this approach consider the Urban Form and the
essence of its clarity and the aspirations and developments that tend to
keep following these set out lines of growth that find their origins in the
past and the essence of staying close to the nature of the Urban Model
that lies behind this Urban Form. Secondly the method pays close
attention to what it takes to form a proper and healthy Urban Tissue
that can be found throughout the lively European Cities, and does
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so through the examination of the Urban Tissue on the basis of two
components; the Res Publica and the Res Economica as defined in Leon
Krier’s “Architecture of Community” (2009) (see figure 0.1).
With the projected growth of Antwerp towards 2030 with an estimate
between 610.000 to 700.000 inhabitants, a worse case growth of up to
45% of the current number of inhabitants (Studiedienst Stadsobservatie
2009), it becomes once again interesting to examine the grounds of
Linkeroever, once acquired to take in the large growth projected for the
city of Antwerp.

The City

Expansion through Multiplication / Continuation

To cater for a design that can take in this large growth without resulting
once again in a district that is seemingly unrelated to the city, the
approach as defined in the literature study will be taken on. The first
stage of the development of a masterplan to cater this growth will
thusly be the analysis of the Urban Form of the city of Antwerp and the
analysis of the Urban Tissue of Antwerp (Section A) prior to defining
the demands or recommendations to be taken into account for the
designing of a masterplan (Section B) that can once again showcase
Linkeroever as the site par example to take in the large growth that
awaits the city of Antwerp.
Within this Masterplan there is specific attention for the design of a
so-called “City Crown” (Taut, 1919) for the Urban Development of
Linkeroever. The third section of this book forms a take on the design
of a Masterplan for Linkeroever and is devoted to the architectural
component that was elucidated upon in the first volume, ‘Designing
for a European City’ in regard of the design of such an important
Quartermaster (Gramsbergen, 2014). More specifically it is dedicated to
the architectural component that deals with the design of the dominant
architectural element that is of greatest importance in the structuring
and forming of identity within the Urban Tissue, the City Crown.
This City Crown in combination with the other Quartermasters in the
Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever are what Aldo Rossi refers
to in “Architecture of the City” as pieces of Civic Design. With civic
design, Rossi refers to the creation of individual urban artifacts that are
of great importance in both typological and morphological sense. They
are pieces of architecture that emerge at the crossroads of historical
and political importance and of a rational and definite architectural

Figure 0.0: Expansion of a Mature City by Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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approach toward the creation of form.

Civitas

CIVITAS

On the basis of the observations of the three previously mentioned
authors as well as the works of Leonardo Benevolo and Kevin Lynch,
the first volume of this boxset defined an approach for this ‘rational
and definite’ creation of Form for these elements. This starts at the
very base of the artifact through questioning what role the building
has to play in its Urban Context, both in the small scale immediate
surroundings as in the large scale spanning a district, quarter, city
or even greater. This is done on the basis of the findings of Esther
Gramsbergen in regards of the Quartermaster, the Primary Element,
the Urban Artifact as a catalyst and influencer of the creation of Urban
Tissue.
The third section of this report will thusly deal with the architectural
analysis and the implementation of the theoretical findings of the first
volume of this series of reports specifically catered to the analysis of
Antwerp and the proposed Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever
Civitas
Res Economica
as examined in the first two sections of this report. The final section
- the building block or ‘mass’ of the tissue
of -this report will be dedicated to the elaboration upon the design
that flowed from the application of the theory of translating type and
programme into form on the basis of the design recommendations
drawn from the architectural and urban analysis as executed in first
three sections of this book.

ca
heir public space -

Res
Publica
RES PUBLI
CA
- quartermasters and their public space -

s

This books design concludingRes
chapters
(7 & 12) are paired with the
Economica
take-out large
map,
showing
a
masterplan
that isof
grafted
the- the building block or ‘mass’
the upon
tissue
continuation of the city on the left bank of the river Scheldt in order
to design a quarter of the city that can take on the large projected
growth, without becoming an alienated autonomous part within the
municipality of Antwerp, but an integrated part of the city as a whole,
based on the theories elucidated upon in the literature study, as found
in the previous volume, and the findings of the Urban Analysis found in
this books first and third section.

Res Economica
RES ECONOMICA
- the building block or ‘mass’ of the tissue -

Figure 0.1: The two Components of Urban Tissue
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SECTION A

URBAN ANALYSIS

Chapter I

Uncovering the
antwerpian urban form
The theoretical approach defined in ‘Designing for a European City’
and briefly re-examined in the prologue of this book, reasons for
starting a designbrief for a European city with a close examination of
the city model and the Urban Form of said city. In order to understand
and unravel the city model and Urban Form of the city, it is key to
understand how the city came to be and evolved throughout the
centuries, becoming the city that one can observe today.

Origin

Civitas

pace -

Figure 1.0: Civitas by Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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The city of Antwerp, located in Flanders, Belgium, originated, as many
of the large European cities, as a medieval settlement. The area that the
city is located in, however, has probably been inhabited long before, as
excavations on the right bank of the river Scheldt have demonstrated
signs of inhabitation as early as Gallo-Roman times (Van Roey, 1999).
In the fourth and fifth century the area became Germanized by the
Franks and gave the area the name that it is still referred to today. The
city is believed to have developed from a large nucleus grown around
the ninth century fortified castle “Het Steen”, and to have developed
around this castle in more or less concentric half circles. This primary
settlement, located on the right bank of the river Scheldt and situated
relatively far inland, was only to thrive from trade and shipping. As
early as the thirteenth and fourteenth century the city of Antwerp
became an important trade and shipping center for this part of Europe.
As the majority of the Low Countries in the fifteenth century become
united under the Burgundian and Habsburg dynasties, it is Antwerp
that becomes the mercantile metropolis of western Europe through
the transferral of the English, Venitian and Genoese trading houses
to the city (ibid). Extensive urbanization plans are developed in order
to cope with the growing population that within the past century had
quintupled from a mere 20,000 at the end of the fourteenth century
to a population of nearly 100,000 mid-sixteenth century (Kappelhof,
Res Economica
2004).of
French
Ferdinand
Braudel defined this point in time as
- the building block or ‘mass’
thehistorian
tissue
the ‘Golden Age of Antwerp’ (1992) and even went as far as stating that
Antwerp at this time in Europe was the centre of the entire international
economy. It is thusly from this important stage in the history of the city
that the development of its urban form and growth is examined.
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Sixteenth Century Antwerp
As the city is nearing the end of the 16th century, as stated before, it is
becoming one of the, if not the most important trading hubs of Europe.
The growing population results in an expansion of the city. At this
moment in time that is mainly an exercise of infill development within
the existing town rampart.
The morphological development of the city thusfar clearly demarcates
the growth of quarters or boroughs around the central nucleus that
first sprouted urban activity. This old city is at this time still demarcated
through a circular system of canals. As can be seen in the morphological
map on the left, the city, or at least the walled city, is already nearing
its capacity. Space for development however is situated in the north
of the city within the rampart that had recently, from 1545 to 1555,
been laid out. While the trading and commercial position of the city
grows, development of the port in the northern half of the walled city
continues as well. New industries such as German refineries and silk
factories settle in the northern half of the old city, near the new docks
and the finer industries such as the diamond industry settle in the
center of the city (Van Roey, 1999)

OiStERWEELe

swijndrecht

borcht

Berchem

The second half of the sixteenth century shows a primal focus on
development of the northern area within the city’s rampart. The area at
this time is referred to as ‘newtown’ and, due to the mercantile nature
of the city, is developed as a mixture of commercial and residential
activities around the newly dug port canals, the so-called Vlieten.
The three canals, from south to north Brouwersvliet, Middelvliet and
Timmervliet, were designed and realised in such a fashion that optimal
land use could be sprouted in the coming years by the first Urban
Planner of the city, Gilbert van Schoonbeke. His primal focus, as for the
city council, remained the increase of new industrial- and portlands.
Between the first two Vlieten, various breweries and heavy industries
set up, while between the old city and the newtown area more
residential parcels were realised (De Munck, 1979).

hoboekem

Figure 1.1: Antwerpen ca. 1573
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SEVENTEENTH Century Antwerp
During the seventeenth and majority of the eighteenth century there
is little to no expansion of the city visible, especially not intramural.
Where the city knew nearly 12,000 residential units by the end of
the sixteenth century, this figure never grew during the following two
centuries and even decreased due to the demolishing or merging
of almost 2,500 residential units. This decrease is mainly due to a
decrease in population near the end of the sixteenth century. The cities
population during the seventeenth and eighteenth century would never
rise above 66,000 inhabitants (De Munck, 2010).
OOStERWEEL

The sudden decrease in population was a direct result of various state
bankruptcies throughout Europe and simultaneously religious troubles
that eventually resulted in the annexation of Antwerp by the duke
of Parma. (Van Roey, 1999). Though stagnant, Antwerp remained an
important economic and trading hub within the Spanish Netherlands.
The status quo was not only visible in the population and in the
residential units, but even within the entire morphology of the city,
where little to no alterations within the urban tissue are visible. The
main morphological alterations that are seen during this period happen
extramural, within the proximity of the city, namely the emergence
of more residences along the chausses, steenwegen, towards nearby
villages of Sint Willebrord and Merksem.

swijndrecht
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burcht

Berchem

hoboken

Figure 1.2: Antwerpen ca. 1664
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nineteenth Century Antwerp 1

OOStERWEEL

Tete de
flandre
swijndrecht

In the fall of the eighteenth century, under French rule, the Scheldt once
again became freely navigable and Antwerp restored its former function
as one of the main seaports of Europe. The revival of the port resulted
once again in population growth, which, in its turn sparked once again
the need for the city to expand and modernize. Major alterations
intramural can be seen once again in the old, ‘newtown’ in the north
where the two northern vlieten are replaced by two large docks; the
Willemsdok and the Bonapartedok, whilst other waterways within the
city are closed off. In the south the first new residential neighbourhood
since the sixteenth century is built while at the same time grand
renewal plans are executed within the old city both on architectural and
urban scale (De Munck, 1979).
In addition to the residential and commercial building-revival, the
military fortifications during the first half of the nineteenth century
are heavily updated and the left bank of the river Scheldt sees the
emergence of a full-scale fortification referred to as ‘Flanders Head’, the
Tete de Flandre. The fortification, its outer rampart and the old town
of Sint Anneke that lies at the bank of the Scheldt echo the concentric
half-circle model that is so dominantly present in the development of
Antwerp on the right bank. These elements were to be the basis for
the creation of a new, city and bastion by the name Ville Marie-Louise
envisioned on the left bank by Simon Bernard (Plomteux, 1989).

burcht

hoboken

Figure 1.3: Antwerpen ca. 1846
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nineteenth Century Antwerp 1I
Where the first half of the nineteenth century saw the revival of
Antwerp as a merchant and port city, it is the second half where the
growth of the population due to this revival becomes clearly visible.
The majority of this urban growth and the morphological expansion
of the city is possible due to alterations in the military defence of the
city. In 1859 the city starts with the demolishment of the extensively
used Spanish rampart and starts building a new rampart at a much
greater circumference around the city in line with the design of H.A.
Brialmont. With the demolishing of the southern bastion fort an area
over 100 ha becomes available for the creation of new residential
neighbourhoods. (De Munck, 1979). This brings the city morphologically
again in a situation similar to its ‘golden age’ in the sixteenth century,
with a great intramural inventory of land, ready to be built upon. Within
this expanding city, the former Spanish rampart is morphologically still
visible in the inner-city ringroad comprised of the various Leien.

Tete de
flandre
zwijndrecht

While this infill exercise comes up once again, the increase in trade
and commerce sees once again northward expansion of the port and a
shift of industrial functions with that, giving more space for residential
and other urban functions near the former portdocks. Simultaneously,
extramural and on the left bank, rural development continues along the
chaussees towards Zwijndrecht, Deurne and Hoboken.

burcht

hoboken

Figure 1.4: Antwerpen ca. 1897
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Twentieth Century Antwerp 1
As with the majority of the large cities in Europe, the beginning of
the twentieth century one that is marked by a standstill or even a
decrease both in prosperity and population, due to the first world war.
Even though Antwerp did experience a standstill due to the war, the
economic depression of the 1930s had little to no effect on the thriving
and the expansion of the port (Van Roey, 1999). In fact the expansion
of Antwerp continued thusfar that even after pre-war purchases of the
Kiel area from Hoboken and the Middelheim area from Wilrijk, Antwerp
seeked to acquire more land to expand (“Een eeuw openbare werken
[…]”. 1968). The city found this land for expansion on the opposite
bank of the river Scheldt which it acquired in March, 1923. Though
many plans are drawn up for the area, little to no progress is made,
until in 1929 a general coordinating party is appointed in I.M.A.L.S.O.
(Intercommunale Maatschapij van den Linker Schelde-oever te
Antwerpen) (Beuckelaers, 2002)

Tete de
flandre
zwijndrecht

After the founding of imalso, the project to expand Antwerpen over the
river Scheldt starts to take shape, as the company immediately begins
with preparatory work for the creation of a new part of the city. These
preparations are visible in the permanent connections between the two
banks that are created and various earthmoving operations. Between
the heart of the city and the opposing bank a pedestrian tunnel is
realised, the Sint Anneke Tunnel and in the north a car-tunnel is realised,
the Waaslandtunnel. Simultaneously on the left bank various areas are
made ready for construction by raising landlevels, seen in the map on
the left without polderstructure.

burcht

hoboken

Figure 1.5: Antwerpen ca. 1933
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Twentieth Century Antwerp 1I
As stated before, the first half of the twentieth century saw relatively
little harm to growth of population and prosperity in Antwerp. It is
only during the Second World War (1940-1944) that growth of the city
and the port are stunted. The port of Antwerp, at that time already
one of the largest port in mainland Europe, had experienced little to
no physical harm during the war and had survived bombings by both
allied and axis forces. This resulted in the usage of the Antwerp port
straight after the war for shipping of goods, people and services for the
reconstruction of Europe (Van Roey, 1999).

port of antwerp

Major changes in the morphology of the city include the further
development of the left bank of the river Scheldt, according to plans of
architects De Heem and Van Averbeke, which will be examined more
closely later and the demolishing of the Brialmont rampart. Similarly
to the Spanish rampart, the Brialmont rampart remains visible in the
morphology as seen on the map to the left, due to its incarnation as
an infrastructural element within the city. Where the Spanish rampart
became the Leien, an inner-city ringroad connecting south to north,
the Brialmont rampart became the outer-city ringroad, the E3. The
expansion of neighbourhoods on the right bank remains however in this
sense an infill exercise for the ‘intramural’ city of Antwerp, while at the
same time ‘satellite’ towns see such as Hoboken, Deurne and Merksem
see large developments as well.

zwijndrecht
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Figure 1.6: Antwerpen ca. 1950
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present-day antwerp
As Antwerp continues to grow, it is visible that the infill exercise within
the outer-city ringroad, the E3, is, apart from an area between the
Palace of Justice and the riverbank is almost fully completed. This
area however is currently under construction and is projected to be
completed before 2030. As in the previous stage of development,
most morphological change can be seen in the direct surroundings of
Antwerp and on opposing river bank. The creation of a third permanent
connection between the two banks is seen in the Kennedytunnel, dating
from May 1969. This tunnel ensures the continuation of the E3 ringroad
onto the left bank.

port of antwerp

On that left bank, only a stones-throw away from the old city center,
the development during the 20th century has seen morphological
traits comparable to those originally coined by CIAM and it seems the
one area of the where the urge to build continues to thrive as ever
before. Throughout the past decades various areas on the left bank
saw different types of development and seem to keep doing so for the
coming years as Antwerp continues to grow.

zwijndrecht
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Figure 1.7: Antwerpen 2019
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Development of the Urban Form
The overview of the morphological development of Antwerp, as
showcased in the previous maps shows that the city of Antwerp
originated as a medieval town on the right bank of the river Scheldt.

River Scheldt

This medieval town, throughout the centuries, has expanded through
the expanding shift of the city’s fortification walls outward in a
concentric fashion. The old chaussees that connected the various
Flemish and Brabantian towns within this scheme functioned as radial
points of entrance within this concentrically expanding city.

Antwerp

1300 AD

With the Scheldt as a border between two provinces, at that time still
duchies, the left bank of the river Scheldt became grounds for the start
of a fortification as well. A fortification that, in line with the expansion
of Antwerp would be layed out and expanded in a concentric manner as
well, resulting in a river with two semi-circular concentric forms on each
bank.

Tete de
Flandre

1600 AD

Categorising this development of the Urban Form of Antwerp into one
of the three arcehtypical categories, radial-concentric or circular, grid or
rectangular or network or traingular, would put Antwerp in the category
of the Radial-Concentric / Circular Urban Form development.
As stated by Aldo Rossi in his “Architecture of the City” (1966), the
city tends to remain on their axes of development. The acquisition of
the grounds on the left bank of the river Scheldt from the province of
East-Flanders, in order to expand the city of Antwerp is in line of that
statement, a breach of the axes of development of the city; namely in a
semi-radial-concentric fashion on the right bank of the Scheldt.

1850 AD

1910 AD

Growth Model of Antwerps Urban Form

The development of the newly acquired grounds would due to this, be
met with controversy and a wide variety of optics and visions in regard
to what was necessary to develop this as an integral part of the city.

Acquisition of
Linkeroever

1929 AD
radial concentric / circular*

Figure 1.8: Growth Model Antwerp up to 1930s
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grid / rectangular*

network / triangular*

Figure 1.9: Three Archetype Citymodels
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The designcontest for linkeroever
As stated before, with the acquisition of the grounds of Linkeroever and
various aims to develop this area, eventually the IMALSO company is
founded and, aside from the leveling of terrain and the construction of
various tunnels beneath the Scheldt river in order to connect the right
and left bank of the river, one of the first deeds of the company is to
launch a design contest in 1933 for a masterplan for the development
of this new part of the city of Antwerp. It is already this designbrief that
sparks controversy, especially among a group of historicists and artists
led by professor in Aesthetics Jean van de Voort.
Situation 1931

Recommended Expansion

Figure 1.10: Recommended Expansion of the City of Antwerp on the Grounds of Linkeroever as stated by Jean van de Voort

“For the expansion of the City, one must thoroughly study the existing,
for it can not be the aim to create a new town. It is of appaling nature
that this, and many other demands for this new part of the city are not
carefully laid out.”			
Jean van de Voort (1934)
The designbrief was, according to Van de Voort, almost of a ‘Carte
Blanche’ nature, something that was seen not only in the popularity of
the brief, which hauled in 97 submitted desings, but also in the wide
variety of plans that were submitted. In his critiques of the submitted
plans, published in “KUNST” (1933-1934), Van de Voort categorised
these plans in 6-fold, varying from traditional to modernist (see figure
1.11). From this categorisation and the examination of the various plans
submitted by notable architects such as Le Corbusier and Henry van de
Velde, the critic Van de Voort argued that only those plans of traditional
nature would result in a proper development of the grounds.

Traditional

Renaissance

Haussmannian

Van de Voort saw the continuation of the growthscheme of the city
thusfar as essential. A notion that, years later would start to resonate
amongst various critics of the modern movement. Two observations are
perhaps interesting in that case to support his observations:
“A strong, recognizable Urban Form is crucial in a city and is essential
when adding to or rebuilding a city.”
Kevin Lynch (1981)
“The rich backstory and physical constellation of the European city and
its configurative Urban Form call for the need of a responsible and active
appreciation of its spatial setting.”
Leonardo Benevolo (1993)

Garden City

Cadastral

Modernist

Overview of Expansionplans 1933

Figure 1.11: Categorised overview of the 97 received submitted plans for Linkeroever
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The DESIGN for Linkeroever 1
Eventhough a great portion of the Antwerp citizens and numerous
critics voiced their concerns in regard of the development of the
Linkeroever as a seperate city, breaking with the development the city
had seen thusfar, the eventual plans for Linkeroever that were acquired
did exactly that.
As IMALSO had started the levelling of the terrain nearly all historical
references had been buried under a four meter layer of sand, leaving
Linkeroever, in the words of Antwerpians at that time, as nothing more
than a desert complete with sandstorms. This almost literal carte
blanche drew the attention of architects and designers in the European
Modern Movement.
Situation 1931

Recommended Expansion

“With its Linkeroever, Antwerp is the only city that has the possibility to
create a model-city, a complete plan” 		
Huib Hoste (1934)
Linkeroever in the eyes of the Modernists had to function as a testcase
for the development of Modernist Urban plans. Under influence of the
recently founded “Studiekomité voor het Plan van Linkeroever en GrootAntwerpen”, the jury acquired a number of modernist plans for the
development of the grounds.
Though the name of the Committee suggests its unpartisan approach
towards the judgement of the feasability and viability of plans, its
true nature was not so unpartisan. As a committee comprised of
the forefront of modernist Belgian architects and urbanists, the
committee had as main goal the creation of an atmosphere in which the
urbanisation of the grounds of Linkeroever would occur in accordance
with the principles of the Modern Movement.
Even though the committee succeeded and the jury acquired a variety
of Modernist plans for the development of Linkeroever, the jury, led
by Henry van de Velde and Emiel van Averbeke, found none of these
acquired plans completely feasible and fit for the development of the
grounds.

Actually Executed Plan
Figure 1.12: Scheme of the actually executed plans in relation to the recommended expansion plans.
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The DESIGN for Linkeroever 1I
As stated none of the submitted plans that were acquired were of such
nature that the jury of the competition deemed them executable. This
resulted in the task of drafting a Masterplan for the development of the
Linkeroever grounds on the basis of the acquired modernist plans. This
task fell to the city’s chief architect Emiel van Averbeke and the city’s
chief constructor of civic works Paul de Heem.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN URBAN DEVELOPMENT ANTWERP WEST

The synthesis plan that the two drafted, although heavily based on the
thoughts of CIAM and the modern movement with the aim to create an
area predominantly focussed on dwelling in an open, green setting, did
seem to tackle one of the objections of Van de Voort and his associates,
namely the liveliness of the area in order to relate the grounds to the
city. Van de Voort namely had the following concern:

Monumental Axis
as Backbone

“In these modern plans no points of attraction are envisioned, and can
thusly never cater the envisioned population of the grounds.”
					Jean van de Voort (1933)
With plans for stadiums and even an airport the committee backing De
Heem and Van Averbeke drafted various ideas to supply the grounds
with enough points of attraction to make it a viable quarter of the city.
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As ths part of the city would literally be erected upon a tabula-rasa
desert due to the leveling of the grounds, there were no starting points
for the creation of a tissue and form that can be qualified as a citytissue. The addition of numerous ‘Quartermasters’ was thusly one of the
greatest adaptations that the synthesisplan brought forth. It is namely
the public ameneties and spaces that De Heem and Van Averbeke, in
line with the critics of the Modernist plans, deemed to be essential for
the development of this new part of the city aimed to house between
100.000 to 250.000 people.

Large
City Park

Dwelling
Quartermaster

P. de Heem - Hoofdingenieur
E. van Averbeke - Stadshoofdbouwmeester

Years later, the observation that it is this dispersal of certain functions ,
Quartermasters, interwoven in the tissue is what creates lively, healthy
Urban Tissues and even sparks the development of said tissue is
widely accepted as point of strategy, a notion perhaps most dedicately
advocated by Aldo Rossi (1966), Kevin Lynch (1981), Leonardo Benevolo
(1993) and Esther Gramsbergen (2014).

Figure 1.13: Scheme of the Masterplan for the development of Linkeroever as Antwerp-West by De Heem & Van Averbeke (1934)
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The Execution of Design for Linkeroever 1
GENERAL STRUCTURAL VISION
Antwerp L.O. 1972

As one could expect from a plan that is in its essence a synthesis of
other plans, the draft of De Heem and Van Averbeke unleashed a storm
of criticism, from both isles of de debate, nor the modernists, nor the
traditionalists found any liking in the plan of the two gentlemen. Stating:
“Though the exact and precise plans of De Heem and Van Averbeke for
IMALSO are not yet declassified, one can be sure that there will be no
core thought at the center of these plans, nor will this plan be or contain
anything overwhelming or grandiose.” Jean van de Voort (1934)
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Critics of the plan however had little to fear for the execution of
these plans deemed so ‘underwhelming’, as the Second World War
stood at the verge of beginning, plans came to a screeching halt and
development of the Linkeroever where put to a standstill until after the
war. All that was executed up until then from the synthesisplan was a
small number of streets, reports of IMALSO however show that little to
no parcelation let alone sales of parcels took place in the interbellum,
this resulted after the war in a deserted Linkeroever in which only a
small part of infrastructure had been realised.
The 1936 synthesisplan offered no solution for the housing problems
that occured after the war and was thusly thrown out. Once again in the
1950s and 1960s major competitions are set out in order to define a
new Masterplan for the development of the grounds on the Linkeroever.
Resulting in the increase of Modern high-rise structures, popular at that
time, implemented within the remnants of the infrastructural scheme
that was left over from the partial execution of the synthesisplan of De
Heem and Van Averbeke.
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The existing infrastructural plan was taken as a base and the areas
between these large chaussees were deemed to be the areas of
development, in its practical nature een referred to as ‘sectors’. All
executed based on the modern vision of the “Existenzminimum”;
the greatest level of comfort on an as small as possible surface. This
found its haydays in the 60s with the continuing development of social
housing in the form of large high-rise slabs. Uniformity, Rationality and
Cost became core values of the development of the dwelling areas of
Linkeroever.
The General Structural Plan of 1972 shows the heavy zoning of
commercial activity and dwelling areas, in the so-called ‘sector-thought’
that became dominant for the development of Linkeroever post-war.

Figure 1.14: General Structural Plan for the Development of Linkeroever, 1972, Vereeniging Streekplan Schelde-Dijle
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Critique on The Execution of Design for Linkeroever
The execution parts of the various designplans for Linkeroever and the
continuing drive to create areas that are ‘state of the art’ and would
intentionally break with the growth of the urban form resulted in the
situation we can see today.

ANTWERP L.O.
ANTWERP

Antwerp anno 2020 is a city where not one clear Urban form is present,
as advocated for by Kevin Lynch (1981), but is a city where two city
models are at conflict with one another. It has resulted in a city that,
contrary to the recommendations of Aldo Rossi (1966), delibirately
decided to not develop allong its original layout and direction of growth.
It has resulted in a city where two halves are seemingly unrelated to
one another, establishing their relation merely on their close proximity
rather than the experience of being two halves of the same city.
Forming a coherent, experiencable and easily readable unity within
this Urban Form is the basis for altering this discrepancy between the
two halves of the city. A strong, solid Urban Form is the basis for the
development of the city (Lynch, 1981, Rossi, 1966).

Figure 1.15: Linkeroever Anno 2019

With future growth predicted for Antwerp, the road is cleared to once
again examine the role of the Urban Form in the development of the
city. As the growth of the city requires the adaptation and alteration
of the Urban Form (Lynch, 1981). In fact, perfecting the urban
organization, the form of the city, is the base for the improvement of the
European city (Benevolo, 1993).
Future growth of Antwerp and specifcally development of Linkeroever
would thusly have to be concerned with the restructuring of the Radial
Concentric Urban Form of Antwerp, to fulfil the demands set out
directly after the acquisition of the grounds of Linkeroever: Linkeroever
as integral part of the City and not as an autonomous, distant district.

Situation
1931
The
City

Figure 1.16: Antwerp Anno 2019
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Expansion
City
as a Whole

The City in Conflict

Figure 1.17: The City as a Whole or the City of Conflicting Models
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Towards the radial-concentric urban form I
As the analysis of the development of the Urban Form of the city
showcased, future developments, in order to highten the spatial
quality of the city as whole would be concerned with the integration of
Linkeroever into the Radial-Concentric city model that is the basis of the
Urban Form of Antwerp.
This alteration would result into the fulfilment of the wish that
originated with the acquisition of the grounds of Linkeroever, namely
the creation of a district complementary to and continuing based on the
existing city on the right bank of the river Scheldt. Though the majority
of plans acquired and (partially) executed on the grounds of Linkeroever
have seemingly permanently contradicted this wish, it seems to not
have died a silent death just yet.

Infrastructural Network anno 2019

The major infrastructural development plan launched by the city of
Antwerp and aimed to be realised in 2026, entitled “Over de Ring”,
aims to complete the city ring laying the first foundations for the
transformation of Linkeroever from a conflict in the Urban Form towards
an integral part of the Urban Form of Antwerp.
This is however only the first step to be taken in the process of forming
a completed Radial-Concentric Urban Form in which the grounds of
Linkeroever become an integral part of the larger whole that is the
city of Antwerp, as the model in itself is more than just a base for the
infrastructural organization of the city, it is, as stated by Emily Talen
(2002), the foudation of order of all parts of the city.

Infrastructural Network anno 2026

Figure 1.18: Alteration of the Infrastructural Network of Antwerp due to the “Over de Ring” Project.
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Figure 1.19: The required Urban Development of Linkeroever for future Development of Antwerp
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Towards the radial-concentric urban form II
As stated, the Urban Form is more than an organizational scheme of
infrastructural movements of the city. It can be seen as the core of
the spatial organization of the city (Talen & Ellis, 2002), or even as the
vehicle that communicates the identity of the city and the society that
resides within that spatial configuration (Ward, 2013).
What then does comprise this Radial-Concentric Urban Form? It can be
distilled to three spatial components; the Concentric Component, the
Radial Component and that which makes the Urban Form more than a
principle of spatial organization, that which turns a scheme into a city;
the Morphological Component.
The first, the Concentric component, for Antwerp can be found in
the city ring that not only sets the borders of this circular spatial
configuration, but also is a spatial component in itself due to its
nature as the organizational, green structure that forms the barrier
between city and hinterland. This component is largely taken care of
in the development of the Radial-Concentric Urban Form through the
realisation of the “Over de Ring” project in 2026.
The second, the Radial component, for Antwerp can be found in the
old Chaussees that connect the various Belgian towns. In the past,
these used to connect the old medieval cities to one another, today, as
these cities have expanded over the course of centuries, these former
chaussees connect the city centers of these cities. Resulting in the radial
component of the Urban Form of Antwerp.

Radial Concentric Urban Form

Radial Concentric Urban Form

Concentric Component:
The Green Ring
Concentric Component:
The Green Ring

The Radial Component:
The Chaussees
The Radial Component:
The Chaussees

The third and last, the Morphological component, is that what makes
the Urban Form more than just an organization scheme of spaces, but
an organizational scheme of a city. Karl Kropf (1993), states of this that it
is the Morphological component, the Urban Tissue, in which the Urban
Form is written. It is specifically in this component that the greatest
steps are to be made, for its contradiction between left and right of
the river Scheldt is the greatest, as will be elaborated upon in the next
chapter.
The Morphological Component:
The Urban Tissue
The Morphological Component:
The Urban Tissue

The greatest transition of the existing Urban Form of Antwerp, one of
the conflicting city, towards a whole city in a Radial-Concentric Urban
Form lies thusly in this last component for future development and
expansion of the city.

Figure 1.20: The Spatial Components of the Antwerpian Radial-Concentric Urban Form
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Chapter II

In search for the
antwerpian urban tissue
As derived from the analysis of the Urban Form of the city of Antwerp
(see previous chapter), the core of development of Antwerp and
specifically the grounds of Linkeroever, is to be focussed around the
transformation of the existing Urban Tissue in such a way that it
becomes an integrated part of the Radial-Concentric Urban Form of
Antwerp and a complementary half to the existing city on the right bank
of the river Scheldt.

Basis of analysis
The theoretical approach defined in ‘Designing for a European City’
and briefly re-examined in the prologue of this book, reasons for the
examination of the Urban Tissue through the examination of two
different contributors to the creation of the Tissue, namely Res Publica
and Res Economica, who together form ‘Civitas’ the Urban Tissue that
creates the city (Leon Krier, 2009).

Res Economica
- the building block or ‘mass’ of the tissue -

The Res Publica in this case is examined as the ‘Primary Element’ (Aldo
Rossi, 1966), or perhaps better phrased, the ‘Quartermaster’ (Esther
Gramsbregen, 2014). The Res Publica is the variety of civic functions
that are quintessential to the Urban Life that is associated with the city.
It is not only a diversifier of the otherwise uniform and monofunctional
dwelling area, nor is it only a monument that signifies place, it is the
element that is a catalyst or spark of urbanization of a certain district.
Though the Quartermaster comprises a lot of these functions, which will
be adressed in the next chapter, in this chapter it will be examined in its
function as the spark or catalyst of the development of a certain district.
The analysis of the Res Economica is what forms the basis for this
chapter. In this chapter the morphological component, the mass and
organization of the Urban Tissue that belongs to Antwerp is examined.
In line with the method and approach defined in the literature review
‘Designing for a European City’, this is done through the examination of
morphology following the three approaches defined by Roger Trancik
(1986); Figure-Ground, Linkage and Place (see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.0: Res Economica by Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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In order to examine what makes Urban Configurations not generic but
specific for Antwerp, the various quarters on the right bank of the river
Scheldt will be examined. From this can be derived what in the end gives
a sense of belonging specifically to Antwerp, or as Rossi (1966) states,
the trace of its plan and the design of streets are not due to chance, but
an obedience to certain rules albeit unconciously, it is that which is the
generating element of the plan and is characteristic for each city.

Place

Linkage

The ‘‘ trace of the plan’’ as referred to by Rossi, is what is examined in
the light of the Figure-Ground layer of Morphology that Roger Trancik
defines. This however will be examined in the light of three sublayers,
as explained in the theoretical volume
that preceeds this examination
Figure-Ground
of Antwerp, namely on the basis of Plots, Plot Series and the Built Form
(Karl Kropf 1996).
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Figure 2.2: The Resolutions of Figure Ground and their possible Configurations (Karl Kropf 1996)

Figure-Ground

Figure 2.1: The Three Layers of Morphology as defined by Roger Trancik (1986)
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As the recommendation from previous chapter considered the transition
of the morphological component of the Urban Form, specifically the
alteration of the Urban Tissue of Linkeroever, this chapter, after the
analysis of what these conscious or unconscious rules are that result
in Antwerpian Urban Tissue, will examine the existing Urban Tissue on
Linkeroever in light of these rules. Once again this shall take place on
the basis of the approach defined in ‘Designing for a European City’
following the observations of Trancik (1986) and Kropf (1996).
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DESIGNING ANTWERPEN

ASPECT B - DOMINANT FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATIONS

Aspects of the antwerpian urban configurations
Examining these various quarters (see Appendix A) and comparing
them amongst one another brings forward a few ‘common grounds’,
or unconscious rules as Rossi would refer to, as to which the built
environment seems to adhere which in its turn is interpreted as having
an ‘Antwerpian’ atmosphere. Dominant factors to take into account
when designing for Antwerp, with the aim to design Antwerpian Urban
Tissue can be distilled from this.

Figure-Ground Configurations
ORGANIC FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

MAJORLY ADOPTED IN AREAS WITHIN OR ADJACENT TO THE CITY CENTER

In examining the various quarters a fourfold of figure-ground
configurations came forward as most dominant. Each within their vary
own context and implementation. These four configurations consider
the Organic, the Radial, the Angular and the Orthogonal.
The Organic tissue is one that is mostly found within the oldest parts of
the city. The Historic Center and the adjacent quarters such as Mode,
Latin and to a certain extent even the Diamant quarter. This is thusly
a configuration that is mostly confined to the development within the
Leien, the inner city ring.

RADIAL FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

MAJORLY ADOPTED THROUGHOUT QUARTERS THAT ARE NOT CITY CENTER OR INDUSTRIAL

The Radial tissue is quite dominant in the city, it is often seen in quarters
that surround the Historic Center and its direct adjacent quarters. This
configuration however must be noted is not used for quarters that are
closely associated with industrial development. Notable examples of this
configuration can thusly be found in the quarters Zuid and Zurenborg.
Complementary to the Radial is the Angular configuration. Just as the
Radial Tissue it is found in quarters that hold relation or proximity to the
city center but are not necessarily directly adjacent. It is not associated
with the industrial development of a quarter and can even be found
in close cooperation with the Radial configuration in the creation of
various quarters such as Berchem and Brederode.

ANGULAR FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

MAJORLY ADOPTED THROUGHOUT QUARTERS THAT ARE NOT CITY CENTER OR INDUSTRIAL

ORTHOGONAL FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

MAJORLY ADOPTED IN AREAS FOR HIGH RISE NOT IN OTHER QUARTERS

Figure 2.3: The Dominant Spatial Configurations of Antwerp
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Lastly the Orthogonal Figure-Ground configuration can be found. This is
predominantly found in the extents of the Urban Form, in the quarters
Nieuw-Zuid and Eilandje. These are often attributed to either high-rise
development or industrial or former industrial development.

Building Heights and stReet ratios
Throughout the Antwerpian Urban Tissue a general trend can be found
in the differentation between building heights, and subsequently
the type of dwelling inside these, and the street ratios. These are
47
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ASPECT A - SECTIONS AND RATIOS

ASPECT A - SECTIONS AND RATIOS

INNER RING

NEAR CENTER - HIGH UNIFORMITY

SOUTH AND NORTH ENDS

VARIATIOINS ON THE MAJORITY OF STREETS OUTSIDE RING 3-5 FLOORS, AVERAGE STREETWIDTH

PARK FRONTS

FORMER STEENWEGEN - QUARTER DEFINING ROADS

CITY CENTER STREETS

RIVER FRONT

Figure 2.4: The Dominant Building Heights and Street Sections of Antwerpian Tissue pt. A
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Figure 2.5: The Dominant Building Heights and Street Sections of Antwerpian Tissue pt. B
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DESIGNING ANTWERPEN

ASPECT C - THE CREATION OF THE BUILDING BLOCK

dominantly related to the larger elements within the Antwerpian Urban
form such as the inner city ring, comprised of the various Leien. This is
also applicable for the large ordening elements such as parks and the
quay of the river Scheldt. Lastly buildinghight is increased along the old
Chaussees emphasizing their importance in regard to its surrounding
tissue. The majority of the tissues examined however, regardless of
their Figure-Ground configuration seems to strictly stay within the 3 to
5 building layers, however it must be noted that the Orthogonal FigureGround configuration deviates more than other tissues from this, as it
knows more exemptions through its development often as a high-rise of
industrial district.

Parcelation and Built Structures
Examining the various quarters showcases that Antwerp is preeminently the city of the traditional, closed building block, with a high
gradient of parcelation. Notable is the alignment and orientation of
every element towards the street. It is in Antwerp the building block
that defines rather than the street that defines the building block. Its
infrastructure seems to be cut from a solid rather than a set of solids
filling up a void. Regardless of size or shape, the individual parcelation,
the construction oriented on the street and built right up to the edge
of the parcel are rules that are, consciously or unconsciously followed.
The structures also seem to adhere to a clear facade division, dividing
each building threefold: a base, often more open, a body and a crown,
clearly demarcating the end of the structure, through either roofshapes
or parapets. The majority of the structures are built in such fashion
that they are set with their base upon the street and accessible right
from the street. All of this results in the creation of buildigblocks that
are uniform in their diversity, oriented outward and defining the Urban
Tissue of the city of Antwerp.

The Squares as net of public space

THE CLOSED BUILDING BLOCK, SMALL TO INTERMEDIATE PLOTS AND DEFINING THE PUBLIC SPACE

Figure 2.6: The Dominant Parcelation and Built Forms of Antwerp
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The public space of the various tissues can be typified as a network
of linked squares within the various configurations. Based on their
Figure-Ground configuration two different approaches can be distilled;
formal and informal. The formal realisation of the squares can be seen
predominantly in the more ‘organized’ tissues, such as the radial and
orthogonal tissues. Within these tissues larger dimensioned, geometric
squares can be found. The informal realisation can be found in the more
‘organic’ tissues such as the Organic and the Angular tissue. Squares
here are often smaller and are created seemingly from two streets at an
angle from one another that meet up. Throughout the various tissues
these squares seem to be interlinked and guiding in the navigiation of
these tissues.
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Figure 2.7: The Dominant Squares of Antwerp
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Examining linkeroevers morphology
At first sight, seeing and comparing the Urban Tissues of the Linker- and
Rechteroever, as depicted in figure 2.20, the two could not be further
apart. A much lower density, a much different grainsize and a much
different style of tissue configuration, or at least so it seems.
In ‘Designing for a European City’ various modern tissues, varying from
early modernism with the Siedlungen of Frankfurt by Ernst May to the
late modernistic highrise districts of Gropiusstadt in Berlin are examined
on the basis of the layers of Figure-Ground as introduced by Karl Kropf
(1996). That particular excercise showed that even in the tissues that
would seem most distant from the ‘urban tissues’ that are associated
with the traditional European city qualities that are attributed to the
traditional European city can be found. These qualities perhaps do not
lay in the directly observable built form, but can lay in the underlaying
layers that comprise the built environment; Plots and Plot Series.
Configurations of the Built Form - Linkeroever

By examining Linkeroever of today on the basis of these three layers and
comparing that to the findings of the morphological analysis of the right
bank of the city of Antwerp, those traits that link the morphology of the
Linkeroever to the Rechteroever are aimed to be uncovered. In figures
2.21 through 2.24 these various layers of morphology of Linkeroever can
be seen.

Plot Series

Configurations of the Built Form - Rechteroever

At the ‘lowest resolution’ as defined by Karl Kropf, can often be found a
lot of similarities between Urban Tissues that are defined ‘modern’ and
‘traditional’. This is also the case for the Urban Tissue of Linkeroever. The
main division of the Linkeroever that comes forth from the Plot Series is
one that could easily serve as the backbone for the further development
of these grounds as. Similar to the Quarter division that can be found
on the Rechteroever, this new Quarter division on Linkeroever can flow
from the existing Plot structure division already present on the grounds
of Linkeroever. The largest difference between the Plot Series on the
Linkeroever and the Rechteroever however is the permeability. Many of
the finer grained Plot-Series are product of dead-end streets, resulting
in a very low movement economy, a signifier of unpleasant Urban
Tissue. It is the open space of these plans that forms a morphological
challenge as the fabric lacks optional explorative patterns of movement
and in its current state does not allow the creation of a thriving place.
A change in Plot Series resulting in a higher permeability is needed if a
change in movement economy is wanted (Klasander 2013).

Figure 2.8: The optic difference at first glance between Linker- and Rechteroevers built configurations
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ANTWERP L.O.
ANTWERP

Figure 2.9: Antwerpen Linkeroever Anno 2019 - Plotseries

ANTWERP L.O.
ANTWERP
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ANTWERP

Figure 2.11: Antwerpen Linkeroever Anno 2019 - Plot-series + Built Structures

ANTWERP L.O.

Figure 2.10: Antwerpen Linkeroever Anno 2019 - Plots

ANTWERP L.O.

ANTWERP

Figure 2.12: Antwerpen Linkeroever Anno 2019 - Plots + Built Structures
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PlotS
The ‘Intermediate Resolution’, the Plot division of Linkeroever shows
also various similiraties between the two halves of the city and various
opportunities for the transformation of the Tissue on Linkeroever
towards one that resembles more closely the Tissue on Rechteroever.
The plots in this case contribute to this twofold. On the one hand,
certain areas of the Linkeroever in its current state resemble the
overall concept of Antwerpian morphology already, the blockform of
parceling, with individual parcels, oriented towards the street. On the
other hand, those areas optically ‘tabula rasa’ such as Middenvijver, do
have a parceling structure beneath that is of a fineness of grain that
resembles the grain structure of parceling on the Rechteroever. This first
contribution towards the transition of Linkeroever can be seen mostly
north of the Charles de Costerlaan and south of the Blancefloerlaan in
areas that are less structured as the typical 1960s highrise districts, but
rather the more ground-bound housing.

Buildings

Figure 2.13: Infrastructural Map Antwerp Anno 2019

Figure 2.14: Inverted Infrastructural Map Antwerp Anno 2019
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The division of built forms that resemble, to some extent, the
Antwerpian built form, of the closed building block, with the entrance
at street level, oriented towards the street and defining the public
space rather than vice versa and those built forms achieving exactly the
opposite is one that follows almost directly the division of usefulness
of the plotstructure as stated above. It is specifically in the districts
that are the typical 1960s and 1970s highrise structures that are set
furthest apart from what can be seen as the unconcscious rules that
are to be followed for the creation of Antwerpian Urban Tissue. It is
specifically the Parkwijk and Sector 1 that upon analysis seem to be
most distant from these characteristics. In line with the actual living
quality of these structures, these areas would require and extreme
amount of attention and alteration to be brought up to standard and
representation comparable and capable of forming a complement to the
built structures present on the Rechteroever.

Figure 2.15: Recommended conservation of Existing Built Structures Linkeroever
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Chapter III

The Quartermasters
and citycrown of Antwerp
In the previous chapter the Res Publica was shortly introduced and
briefly examined for the Tissue of the Rechteroever, however the focus
lay mostly with the uncovering of the unconscious rules that the mass
of the Urban Tissue, the Res Economica, seems to follow and give
that ‘Antwerpian atmosphere’. In this chapter however the second
component that makes up the European Urban Tissue is examined; the
Res Publica.

The Res Publica
Civitas

Res Publica
- quartermasters and their public space -

The basis for this approach lies in the notion that for the Urban Tissue
is not just the morphological traits are important but that there is a
seperate layer of singular Urban Artifacts that are important for the
creation of Urban Tissue, as a catalyst, but also within those same
artifacts the layer of identity and place that are added to the Urban
Tissue in which they are situated. These artifiacts are what Leon Krier
refers to as Res Publica (2009), Aldo Rossi as Primary Elements (1966)
and Esther Gramsbergen (2014) as Quartermaster. Due to their nature
of propelling and stimulating the growth of Urban Tissue it is this later
term that suits these artifacts best.

In the previous chapter the various Quartermasters of the Linkeroever
Res
Economica
have been shortly addressed in this function and shortly
examined
on the basis of their architecture. -In this
this will
further or
be ‘mass’ o
thechapter
building
block
examined as it is these artifacts, following Rossi (1966) that bring
individuality and a saense of place through their design. They form
moments within the Urban Tissue that define their surroundings and
integrally structure the city (Lynch, 1981). They are built structures
of civic nature that define and supply public space. Milizia in his 1804
work “Principles of Civic Architecture” defines the local characteristics
of a primary element in the city based on their positioning in the
tissue and of a sense of fitness in the role they play in the formation
and constitution of parts of the city (Rossi, 1966). For this latter, the
examination of Esther Gramsbergen in regard of the role that certain
Quartermasters can play within developing Urban Tissues is perhaps the
most clear.

Figure 3.0: Res Publica by Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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The Nature of Quartermasters
Following the reasoning of Esther Gramsbergen (2014) the role of the
Quartermaster can be subdivided into three different categories:
- Center Developing
- Peripheral Developing
- Quality Enhancing
Governance

Commerce / Trade

Center Developing

These are the outworkings that the placement and realisation of a
Quartermaster, or Primary Element can bring as a result in regard of the
Urban Tissue that it is projected upon or for. The Quartermaster is to
be seen as an institute; the collaboration between form and function.
In this chapter however the Quartermaster is merely examined by its
nature as a function within a tissue. For the approach of the Form of the
Quartermaster, volume III of this research is recommended regarding
the Architectural Implementation of the theory of ‘Designing for a
European City’.
In the approach of Gramsbergen, there are seven ‘original’ functions
that have with them the quality to perform as a Quartermaster. These
functions are: Governance, (Religious) Congregation, Commerce, Health,
Knowledge Institutes and Recreation. These can be subdivided among
the previously mentioned categories as follows:

hospice/caring

Congregational

Peripheral Developing

Center Developing:
Commerce and Governance, specifically relations between the two
found a traditional center for European Cities. Governance forms truely
a recognizable core of the city and society, whilst commerce brings the
liveliness associated with the center of a city.
Peripheral Developing:
More Social functions are useful in the development of Urban Tissues in
the peripheries around the centers. These are often of a caring/health/
hospice function or of a (religious) congregational nature. Often these
institutes function as catalyst not only through their sole function within
their own form but through the management and creation of real estate
in their direct surroundings.

Parks & Recreation

Knowledge Institutes
Quality Enhancing

Quality Enhancing:
Knowledge Institutes, specifically Universities, and Parks do not
necessarily increase the growth of Urban Tissue as much as it alters the
type of growth. The palcement of these type of Quartermasters mainly
increases the level of living quality associated with the Urban Tissue
they are situated in.

Figure 3.1: Quartermasters Categorised (based on Gramsbergen (2014))
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The DISPERSAL AND DENSITY OF QUARTERMASTERS
CITY

CITY

city

city

CITY

a variable of complete urban tissues

balanced density and composition

dispersal of civic uses

quartermasters
& lively tissue

Figure 3.2: Tissue Density and functioning in relation to Dispersal of Quartermasters
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As derived from the approach set out in ‘Designing for a European
City’, the aim for designing districts is to create fully functioning Urban
Tissues with a balanced density and composition. An important factor
in this is the dispersal of the Quartermasters through Tissue and
Urban Form. The quality of Good Urban Tissue, as stated by Klasander
(2014) stems from the proper mixture of economic, social and cultural
components and more specifically the private and the public realm. This
development of healthy and qualitative Urban Tissue can be regulated
through the placement of these civic uses as defined on the previous
pages. Through their dispersal they can function as Quartermasters
throughout the entire city, creating lively Tissue throughout the entire
city, rather than concentrating them resulting in pockets of livelihood
and deserts of desolation.
What is to be kept in mind however in the dispersal of these
Quartermasters is that their dispersal must not be too great, for if that
is the case, the entire city becomes a agglomeration of mediocrity and
fields of near-desolation. Proper balance is to be sought in the dispersal
of the Quartermasters based on the aims that lay behind the Urban
Form of the city be it polycentric or monocentric in order to create a
lively tissue throughout the city but with various grades of liveliness and
spatial interaction for inhabitants and visitors who together form the
people that make use of the Urban Tissue.

Monocentric Urban Form

Polycentric Urban Form

Figure 3.3: Intensity in the Dispersal of Quartermasters
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Dispersal of Quartermasters in Antwerp
The first chapter concluded that the greatest step to be made to
incorporate Linkeroever in the Radial-Concentric Urban Form is
alteration of the Urban Tissue of Linkeroever. In the previous chapter
the ‘mass’, or the Res Economica of Linkeroever has been analysed
in order to determine which changes are suggested to in transform
Linkeroever from a district in conflict with the Urban Form to a district
of complementary nature within the Urban Form. As stated before
Tissue can be seen as comprised of two components: the Res Publica
and Res Economica. Altering the Tissue of Linkeroever would thusly
need to be founded in the alteration of both.

Center Developing
Peripheral Developing
Quality Enhancing

The unbalance in Tissue can namely not only be seen in the ‘mass’,
the Res Economica, but also in the dispersal of Quartermasters. As can
be seen in figure 3.4, there is a heavy unbalance in the way that the
Quartermasters are divided accross the Quarters of Antwerp, resulting
in a situation in which the Linkeroever becomes a quarter solely
dedicated to dwelling, void from all liveliness assoaciated with Urban
Tissue.
Taken in account the growth of Antwerp (Studiedienst Stadsobservatie,
2009), redispersal of the Quartermasters is not adivsed, rather the
increase of the total number of Quartermasters, with a specific
attention for the substantial increase of Quartermasters on the grounds
of Linkeroever, in order to work towards a balance of Tissues between
Rechter and Linkeroever and spark growth of healthy and lively Urban
Tissue on the Linkeroever grounds.

Figure 3.4: Quartermasters in Antwerp anno 2019

This is specifically necessary in regard of the center developing
Quartermasters in light of the continuation of the Urban Form in which
the center of the city is ought to make a jump across the river Scheldt.
The Quartermasters that posess the quality to be centerforming are
in the current situation absent on Linkeroever and thusly require most
attention for the creation of a complementary half of a lively city center
on the grounds of Linkeroever.

Center Developing
Peripheral Developing
Quality Enhancing

Figure 3.5: Proposed addition to dispersal of Quartermasters in Antwerp
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ASPECT E - POSITIONING OF THE QUARTERMASTER

Positioning of Quartermasters in ANtwerpian Tissue

QUARTERMASTER AS CENTERPIECE OF PUBLIC SPACE

OFTEN GEOMETRIC SPACE AND OFF-CENTERED OR AS PART OF THE BUILDING BLOCK

As underpinned by Milizia (1804), Rossi (1966) and Gramsbergen (2014),
the characteristics of the functioning of the Quartermaster is trifold;
its nature, its positioning and its form. What is of importance in the
designing of a Masterplan for the transformation of the Urban Tissue
of Linkeroever is the positioning of these Quartermasters within their
Tissue. As Rossi (1966) states, this positioning is a factor that is unique
for each city, and thusly needs to be examined prior to positioning these
in newly designed or altered Tissue. In examining the Urban Tissue of
the quarters on the right bank of Antwerp, four dominant ways in which
the Quartermasters are positioned within the Urban Tissue can be
distinguished.

Quartermaster as Centerpiece

QUARTERMASTER AS A COMPLETE AND INDEPENDENT BUILDING BLOCK

THE QUARTERMASTER IS OF SUCH PROPORTION THAT IT FUNCTIONS IN THE TISSUE AS A BUILDING BLOCK IN ITS OWN

The first type of positioning of the Quartermaster that can be
distinguished is the Quartermaster as the centerpiece of a public space,
a square. This is often reserved for the most dominant Quartermaster
of that district/quarter. In that case it is often literally positioned on the
square or forms the dominant side of the square.

Quartermaster as Building Block
The second type of positioning of the Quartermaster can be seen as
the Quartermaster used as a autonomous, independent building block
within the Urban Tissue. This is often the case for Quartermasters of a
lesser importance or reach or those situated along major elements that
constitute the Urban Form such as boulevards or parks.
QUARTERMASTER AS INTEGRAL PART OF THE BUILDING BLOCK

OFTEN AT CORNERS OR CENTERED IN A SIDE OF A BUILDING BLOCK, NESTED BETWEEN OTHER BUILT FORMS

Quartermaster as Part of the Building Block
Often in Antwerp the Quartermasters that are of a lesser reach or
importance, can be found as artifacts that are integrated within the
building block. Oftentimes these form the larger parcels within the
building block and can even take up the entire courtyard of the closed
building block. Additionally, the Quartermaster can often be seen
positioned at the corner of the building block. In this case it can often be
linked to more important infrastructural moments within the Tissue or
certain lines of sight that reach the corner of the building block.

Quartermaster at Monumental Axes
QUARTERMASTER AS DESTINATION OF MONUMENTAL AXIS

FOUND IN THE MORE BAROQUE OR CLASSICAL CONFIGURATIONS OF THE URBAN TISSUE IN THE CITY

Though not necessarily a widely used tool in the creation of Antwerpian
Urban Tissue, there are some monumental axes to be found in the
Tissue. When this is the case, these monumental axes dominantly lead
up to a Quartermaster, just as the Quartermaster as a centerpiece,
these Quartermasters are often more dominant and with a wider reach.

Figure 3.8: Overview of Positioning of Quartermasters in Antwerpian Urban Tissues
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Linkeroever, Quartermasters and City Crowns
The observation of an increase of Quartermasters with the densification
and creation of new Urban Tissue on Linkeroever is not necessarily
a new observation. Already in the Synthesisplan of De Heem and
Van Averbeke the Tissue projected for Linkeroever was to serve
complementary to Rechteroever in liveliness and functioning. The
projection for a district with 150.000 - 250.000 inhabitants came
complete with a variety of various Quartermasters that were to function
as catalysts of the district. In this the two sought, in line with the
various critiques of the originally selected plans, a balance between a
singular dominant ‘metropolitan’ Quartermaster, and various smaller
Quartermaters guarenteeing the livelihood of the various parts of the
newly projected Urban Tissue for the developing grounds of Linkeroever.
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With the creation of a singular dominant ‘metropolitan’ Quartermaster,
for the plan of De Heem and Van Averbeke in the form of a large
Stadium, the two aimed to bring about a catalyst not only for the
development of Tissue but also for the development of the identity
of the grounds of Linkeroever. The plan was further typified by the
large park dividing various parts of the plan and a monumental axis
upon which the majority of the governmental and order related civic
functions were positioned. The peripheries of the plan where signified
through the addition of various hospices and congregational halls, while
the Tissue between the river Scheldt and the large park was dedicated
to be more of a center through the addition of various commerce
Quartermasters.

Large
City Park

Dwelling
Quartermaster

This singular dominant ‘metropolitan’ institute that De Heem and Van
Averbeke had in mind for the development of Linkeroever, resembles
closely that what is dealt with in the theory in volume one of this set
under the concept of the Citycrown or ‘Stadtkrone’ by Bruno Taut.
This Urban Element aides in the constitution and development of
the identity and complementarity of Linkeroever in relation to the
existing city that is Rechteroever. Introduction of a Citycrown in the
Urban Development Plan for Linkeroever would contribute to this as
a complementary answer to the Citycrown of the Rechteroever found
in the Cathedral and would aide in constituting the Urban Form of
Antwerp as two complementary halves in the Radial-Concentric City
Model.

Figure 3.6: Summarisation of the Plan De Heem van Averbeke (1934)
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Chapter IV

RECOMMENDATIONs for the
urban development of linkeroever

The City

In the literature analysis an approach was defined for designing for a
European city. The core of this approach was to design additions or
alterations on the basis of the existing city. As Leon Krier refers to it in
his ‘Architecture of Community’ (2009), designing through multiplication
or continuation. The approach as defined in the literature analysis
focusses on this continuation through close analysis of a number of
components. These focus on the development of not only the site that
is to be designed for but on the development of the entire city and what
typifies the districts of the city and results in the association of a certain
design to that specific city. Thus far this has been done for the city of
Antwerp on the basis of the examination of the evolution of the Urban
Form of the city as a whole but also specifically the role that our site,
Linkeroever, plays in the development of this Urban Form.
From the analysis it becomes clear that both in the aspirations of the
original development of the Linkeroever in the 1930s up to the new
plans considering the “Over de Ring” projects there still is a wish for
drawing Linkeroever into the Radial-Concentric Urban Form that forms
the basis of the development of the city of Antwerp over time. This
results in the fact that in addition to the creation of the circular ring
through the “Over de Ring” project, some additional Infrastructural
tweaking needs to take place in order to obtain the most ideal
realisation of this Radial Concentric model. Though the majority of the
infrastructural work on the Linkeroever is maintained as it forms on Plot
Series level a suitable spatial organizational element, there is one large

Expansion through Multiplication / Continuation

Situation
The City1931
in Conflict

Figure 4.0: Expansion of a Mature City by Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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Recommended
The City as aExpansion
Whole

Figure 4.1: The required Urban Development of Linkeroever for future Development of Antwerp
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Figure 4.4: Quartermasters in Antwerp anno 2019

Radial Concentric Urban Form

Radial Concentric Urban Form

Concentric Component:
The Green Ring
Concentric Component:
The Green Ring

The Radial Component:
The Chaussees
The Radial Component:
The Chaussees

The Morphological Component:
The Urban Tissue
The Morphological Component:
The Urban Tissue
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Figure 4.3: The Spatial Components of the Antwerpian Radial-Concentric Urban Form
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Figure 4.5: Proposed addition to dispersal of Quartermasters in Antwerp
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additional project that tackles the fulfilment of the Radial-Concentric
model and its clarity and readability as large structuring Urban Element,
which is the completion of an inner ring. This is to be achieved through
connecting the Galgenweellaan and the Namenstraat (see figures 4.6
and 4.7).
In addition to this large steps need to be made in the morphology of
Linkeroever in order to create a district of Urban Tissues that can fulfil
the role of complementary half to the city that is situated on the right
bank of the Scheldt (see figure 4.3). This is to be done on the basis of
the conscious and unconscious rules uncovered through the analysis of
the Urban Tissues on the right bank as seen in chapter 2 of the analysis
in order to achieve this complementary trait that is attributed to the
Linkeroever in the completed Radial-Concentric Urban Form.

Projected Form Antwerp 2026

Lastly, as already envisioned in the synthesisplan drawn up by De
Heem and Van Averbeke in 1934, the Tissue on Linkeroever must be
transformed into a lively Urban Tissue. This is done through careful
examination of the so-called Quartermaster and their positioning
within the Urban Tissue. As can be seen in figures 4.4 and 4.5. the
Masterplan for the development of Linkeroever is ought to take care
of the proper dispersal of the Quartermasters in Antwerp in order to
obtain this complementary role within the Urban Form. In line with the
synthesisplan and the examination of the ‘place’ component of Trancik
(1986) it is advised to implement a large, metropolitan Quartermaster,
or ‘Citycrown’ as a shaper or catalyst for a renewed identity of the
Linkeroever grounds and strengthening of the concept of the two
complementary halves that constitute the Radial-Concentric Urban
Form of Antwerp.

City Ring - City Border

Inner City Ring - City Core

Recommended Development of the Urban Form

Figure 4.6: The Recommended alteration to the Urban Form of Antwerp taking the Over de Ring Project into account
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Radial Connection - Chaussees

Figure 4.7: Components of Alteration Infrastructural Organizational Elements
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SECTION B

URBAN
DEVELOPMENT

Chapter V

THE BASIS FOR DEVELOPMENT Form and Tissue
The base for the Urban Development of the Linkeroever, as demonstrated
in the literature analysis found in “Designing for a European City” in regard
of developing as a continuation of the city, is found in the continuation of
the Urban Form of Antwerp. To continuate the Radial-Concentric Urban
Form that has been the base for the development of Antwerp through past
centuries, the concept of the Urban Development of Linkeroever deals with
the formation of a group of Urban Tissues, inherently Antwerpian, that
functions as a complementary half to the exisiting city on the right bank.
As stated in the previous chapter, in line with the observations in the
literature analysis, this is done through the formation of Urban Tissues
in regard of characteristics and elements attributable and characteristic
for Antwerp, as uncovered in the previous section of this report. In order
for the Linkeroever grounds to be developed in light of the formation
of a complementary half to the existing city and a continuation of
the Radial-Concentric Model, these charactersitics and elements are
to be implemented at various scales and levels within this proposed
development.

Recommended Alteration Form Antwerp

City Ring - City Border

Inner City Ring - City Core

Radial Connection - Chaussees

At the largest scale this requires the development of a large set of
Urban Tissues that deals with generation of new and regeneration of
existing Tissues present on Linkeroever and the further development and
strengthening of the large Urban Elements that constitute the sense of
the two halves, both banks of the Scheldt, being integrated in a singular,
coherent, Radial-Concentric Urban Form (see figure 5.0). One of these
elements, the large cityring that is to be completed by 2026, but additional
to this, the construction of another connection between the two halves,
aides in obtaining this coherence. This additional connection can be found
in the proposition for the completion of a second semi-circular motion
on the grounds of the Linkeroever, as proposed in the original designbrief
of Linkeroever (motion C-D in figure 5.1). This motion would form a
counterpart to the former ramparts that enclosed the medieval city on the
rightbank which currently, function as a large structuring, infrastructural
Urban Element in the form of an inner-city ring as the Leien.
Using this suggested motion in relation to the existing infrastructure on

Figure 5.0: Schematisation of the recommended alteration to the Urban Form of Antwerp
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing accompanying the original designbrief of Linkeroever (F. De Jaeghere (1933))
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Figure 5.2: The synthesisplan by De Heem and Van Averbeke for Linkeroever (1934)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic drawing of what is to be taken from the current situation of Linkeroever into the new Masterplan
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of what is preserved of the current situation and the original designbrief of 1933
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Linkeroever and the aim to connect Linker- and Rechteroever even further
(see figures 5.4 and 5.5), realisation of an inner city ring that outlines the
core of the city within the new Urban Form is proposed. This additional
crossing, tying the city on the Left and the Right bank together, can be
realised through the connection of the present Namenstraat and a slightly
diverted Galgenweellaan. It is this increase of possibilities of motion
between the two, together with the formation of a dominant visual
connection between the two that transforms the river from a dominant
barrier to a seam (Lynch, 1960). The Scheldt, in that sense transforms from
a terminating Urban Element in the current Urban Form to a structuring
element in the proposed Urban Form, a line of exchange along which
Linkeroever and Rechteroever are sewn together into one coherent RadialConcentric Urban Form.
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The experience of a continuous, coherent Urban Form, stems not only
from the larger connecting motifs within the Urban Form but also through
the continuation of characteristics and manifestations of the Urban Tissue
throughout the Urban Form. It is in this element of the Urban Development
of Linkeroever that largest steps and biggest alterations are to be made.
Based on the analysis of the characteristics of the Urban Tissue of Antwerp
Rechteroever, and in comparison to this, the existing Urban Tissue of
Linkeroever, in regard of the different resolutions of the FIgure-Ground,
certain areas are up for further development whilst others are to be newly
developed (see figure 5.3). A specific component in light of this is the
formation of Urban Tissue on the Linkeroever as complementary half to
Rechteroever in regard of the proper dispersal of the Urban Elements of
the Res Publica throughout the areas of development (see figure 5.6).
The development of qualitative Urban Tissue that is a continuation of the
Urban Tissues of Antwerp on the right bank of the Scheldt, as examined in
the literature study, requires specific attention to the Res Publica and the
quartermaster functions within that. In line with the original intents for the
development of Linkeroever as an extension or continuation of the city (see
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Figure 5.5: Additional Elements to be taken into account for the Masterplan based on De Heem & Van Averbeke
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Figure 5.6: The recommendation of increasing the Quartermasters and examining their dispersal
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figure 5.2), an increase in the Quartermasters and Urban Elements within
the to be developed Tissue on Linkeroever is an essential foundation.
Specific interest within these Quartermasters and Urban Elements of
the projected Res Publica of Linkeroever is one that can function as the
City Crown of Linkeroever, a complementary half to Rechteroever’s City
Crown; the Cathedral. It is specifically this Quartermaster that triggers
the development of the Linkeroever and contributes to the shaping of
its identity as a complementary half within the ensemble that is the
Urban Form of Antwerp. It is, following the Literature analysis, to be of a
larger stature (Taut, 1919) and, through its placement to be of a centre
developing nature (Gramsbergen, 2014). In addition to this, regarding
the lack of Urban Elements of the Res Publica currently present on
Linkeroever, the projected City Crown of Linkeroever is one that brings with
it inherently, more Elements of the Res Publica in order to generate further
Tissue Development on site.
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Figure 5.7: Summation of Larger Urban Elements that form a base for the Urban Development of Linkeroever
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inner ring

Taking all this, and the current and past identity of Linkeroever as a place
for coping with the growth of the city whilst simultaneously functioning as
a place where there is space for recreation for the city and its inhabitants
into account leads to a base for a masterplan for Urban Development of
Linkeroever as showcased in figure 5.7. In this the larger Urban Elements
can be found in the form of a recreational belt between the outer and
inner city ring, based on existing and former appearances both in plan as
executed forms, and an Urban Axis that forms the backbone of the Tissue
Development of Linkeroever. In this specific attention is to be given to the
City Crown of Linkeroever as a centerpiece in around which the extended
city center of Linkeroever is projected that, through its connection with
Rechteroever via the Waasland and St. Anna tunnel forms a complete
Urban Entity and additional element increasing the sense of two
complementary halves within a singular, coherent Radial-Concentric Form.
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Figure 5.8: Major organizational elements and principles for the proposed masterplan Linkeroever
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Chapter VI

The theoretical approach defined in ‘Designing for a European City’ and
briefly re-examined in the prologue of this book, reasons for starting
out with the design of important or key areas of a design with the
determination of what the important moment within the plan needs to
achieve and if so if this is to be achieved through Urban Composition or
through the introduction of a certain Civic Function, a Primary Element
(Rossi, 1966), a so-called Quartermaster (Gramsbergen, 2014). This
Quartermaster is to be examined in the setting of what it is that needs
to be achieved and is dependent on various factors of which programme
is the first to be adressed.
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Figure 6.0: Search for a Main Quartermaster for Linkeroever
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As examined in the previous chapter, the basis for this approach lies
in the notion that for the Urban Tissue is not just the morphological
traits are important but that there is a seperate layer of singular Urban
Artifacts that are important for the creation of Urban Tissue, as a
catalyst, but also within those same artifacts the layer of identity and
place that are added to the Urban Tissue in which they are situated.
These artifiacts are what Leon Krier refers to as Res Publica (2009), Aldo
Rossi as Primary Elements (1966) and Esther Gramsbergen (2014) as
Quartermaster. Due to their nature of propelling and stimulating the
growth of Urban Tissue it is this later term that suits these artifacts best.
In the previous chapter the urban contribution of Quartermasters
for Linkeroever has been shortly addressed in this function. In this
chapter this will further be examined as it is these artifacts, following
Rossi (1966) that bring individuality and a sense of place through their
design and in turn through their function also demand a certain formal
appearance. This appearance is not only related to the institute as an
object in itself only, but is also related to the formal and architectural
appearance of the Urban Tissues that surround it. These elements form
moments within the Urban Tissue that define their surroundings and
integrally structure the city (Lynch, 1981). They are built structures
of civic nature that define and supply public space. Milizia in his 1804
work “Principles of Civic Architecture” defines the local characteristics
of a primary element in the city based on their positioning in the tissue
and of a sense of fitness in the role they play in the formation and
constitution of parts of the city (Rossi, 1966). For this latter, as argued in
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the literature analysis “Designing for a European City”, the examination
of Esther Gramsbergen in regard of the role that certain Quartermasters
can play within developing Urban Tissues is employed.

Determining Parameters for the rogramme
Governance

Commerce / Trade

Center Developing

As stated by Milizia, reiterated by Rossi and Gramsbergen, the
positioning within the Urban Tissue is a major factor that influences the
demand of the programme and functioning of the Quartermaster, of
importance is thusly their sense of ‘fitness’.
Following the reasoning of Esther Gramsbergen (2014) the role of the
Quartermaster can be subdivided into three different categories:
- Center Developing
- Peripheral Developing
- Quality Enhancing

hospice/caring

Congregational

Peripheral Developing

These are the outworkings that the placement and realisation of a
Quartermaster, or Primary Element can bring as a result in regard of the
Urban Tissue that it is projected upon or for. The Quartermaster is to
be seen as an institute; the collaboration between form and function.
In this chapter however the Quartermaster is merely examined by its
nature as a function within a tissue. Its Form and Appearance of and
related to that the Form and Appearance of its surrounding Tissue is
dealt with later in this research.
In the approach of Gramsbergen, there are seven ‘original’ functions
that have with them the quality to perform as a Quartermaster. These
functions are: Governance, (Religious) Congregation, Commerce, Health,
Knowledge Institutes and Recreation, each attributable to one of the
three influences that a Quartermaster can have.
Regarding the positioning of the the City Crown within the Urban Tissue
(see figures 5.7 and 6.2), the Main Quartermaster will be demanded
to be of a nature that is ‘Center Developing’ as it forms the core
Quartermaster within the to be developed new city center on the
grounds of the Linkeroever masterplan.

Parks & Recreation

Knowledge Institutes
Quality Enhancing

The functioning of the City Crown, as defined by Taut (1919), within the
Urban Tissue however is not solely based on what it does to alter or
improve the growth of Urban Tissues, it also brings with it a component
of identity. Especially the most dominant Quartermaster of a Tissue
or district is burdened with this additional task to fulfil. It becomes in
essence a component that does not only structure the Urban Tissue but

Figure 6.1: Various Roles of Quartermasters (Gramsbergen, 2014)
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also aides in its readability. They function as a Landmark, forming clues
of identity and structure of Tissue, district and even the city as a whole.
This function of Landmark is defined by Kevin Lynch (1960) as an
external type of point-reference and defined as physical objects. They
form clues of identity and structure and may be distant or local. The key
physical characteristic of landmarks is singularity, an aspect that makes
them unique or memorable in the context, they require some sort of
spatial prominence. Landmarks manifest themselves through visibility
from many locations or through local contrast with nearby elements.

ANTWERP L.O.

ANTWERP

In the case of Antwerp, with the ideal of the Masterplan Linkeroever
to design a complementary half of Rechteroever and continuate the
Radial Concentric Urban Form, the Main Quartermaster is to fulfil two
tasks based on the works of Rossi, Lynch and Gramsbergen. These
are to be of a Center Developing nature, whilst simultaneously be of
such importance that it is capable to add to the forming of Identity of
Linkeroever and perform as a Landmark that is complementary to the
Cathedral of Antwerp, the Main Quartermaster and Landmark of the
right half of the city. In addition to these observations, as stated in the
previous chapter, the introduction of a City Crown on Linkeroever should
be of a programmatice nature that, in itself is capable or inherently
related to, the drafting of more Quartermasters in its surroundings. A
programme taking care of this par excellence, is that of a recognizable
and dominant governmental function that inherently brings with it
more (governmental) institutions; the House of Parliament. To be more
specific: The Flemish House of Parliament.

Antwerp as the seat of the flemish parliament
The placement of the Flemish House of Parliament on the grounds of
Linkeroever as the City Crown and catalyst of the Urban and Identity
Development within the Masterplan Linkeroever would mean the
relocation of the Flemish House of Parliament of its current location,
Brussels, to Antwerp. A political situation that is not unthinkable,
to illustrate that, the current political state of the country is shortly
examined.

Evolution Towards Current System

Figure 6.2: City Crown of Linkeroever as Beacon of Identity for Linkeroever
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The country of Belgium is at its core a federal representative democratic
parliamentary constitutional monarchy. This summarization forms
the core of the governmental structuring of the country. Firstly, the
country is a constitutional monarchy, meaning that the head of state is
a monarch and of inherited position. Currently this role is taken by the
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states monarch King Phillipe. Secondly, it is a parliamentary democracy,
meaning that there is a parliament that forms government and thusly a
head of government separate from the head of state. This is embodied
through the means of the Prime Minister of the country, currently
a position held by Sophie Wilmes. Together with the Ministers, the
Prime Minister forms the Federal Government of Belgium. This federal
government is the government of all citizens of the nation and is seated
in the nation’s capital, Brussels. This however does not explain all
components of the full summarization of the country’s political system
as given at the beginning of this paragraph. Key to understanding the
functioning of the governmental structure and the country as a whole
and why relocation of the Flemish Parliament from Brussels to Antwerp,
is the very first characterization given in that sentence: federal.

Brussels

Namur

Flanders

Brussels

Wallonia

Brussels

Namur

To understand the federal system of Belgium and thusly how its
government is organized it is key to understand the composition
and division of the country. The country, is home to three linguistic
communities; the Dutch or Flemish speaking community, the French
speaking community and the German speaking community. In its capital
the dominant linguistic community is of French nature, but as the
capital district of the entire nation it is marked under both the Flemish
and French community. Due to an ethno-linguistic struggle between
the Dutch and French speaking population of the country ever since the
constitution of it in 1830, each of these linguistic groups is represented
not only in the federal parliament, but through their own governing
body complete with their own parliaments. These parliaments became
officially recognized in the 1971 as additional parliaments to a system
that already consisted of various parliaments. The ethno-linguistic
struggle had already caused the founding of a tripartition of the country
through various legislative actions in the interbellum. In 1971 however
the constitution of the Kingdom of Belgium was altered to the federal
system that forms the basis of its current political organization. At
this time, with Brussels as the political and governmental heart of
the country, each of these linguistic parliaments took their seat in the
nations capital.
Though now officially separated in three self-governing districts, the
clash between the two dominant cultural and linguistic populations
within the country, the Flemish and the Walloon (Dutch versus French),
continued and with that the call for greater autonomy. This was
eventually achieved in 1979 through another constitutional change,
subdividing the country even further. Now not only the population was
divided into three on the basis of culture and language, the country was

Figure 6.3: Current Belgian District and District Capitals Model
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Federal State: Belgium
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REGION CAPITALS
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Brussels Capital: Brussels

Walloon Capital: Namur

now tripartitioned on the basis of the clash between the two dominant
linguistic groups as well. Each of these groups, both the Flemish and
the French speaking communities had been granted their own territory,
the Flemish Region and the Walloon Region. The Federal Government,
seated in Brussels, as an institute meant to transcend these struggles
and be of unifying and all-representing nature was granted its own
Region; the Brussels Capital Region. Who, in line with the Federal
Government under this act was obliged to be of paritarian nature,
meaning that both the Flemish and the French community had to be
represented equally. This constitutional change resulted in the creation
of another triple addition of governments and parliaments to the
already four-parliament system that the country had at that time; the
Flemish Region Government, the Walloon Region Government and the
Brussels Capital Region Government, each with their own parliament.
Upon the creation of the Flemish Region complete with its
governmental powers, the Flemish Community opted for immediate
merge of power. This singular Flemish Government thusly governs both
the Flemish Community as the Flemish Region. As the second trifold
division of the country was at its core a struggle for more autonomy
and division, the new Walloon Region Parliament took a seat in their
newly declared capital Namur, whilst the French Communal Parliament
remained seated in the nations capital Brussels. Eventhough the Flemish
Region was the main propelling force behind further autonomisation of
the cultural populations within the country, it was exactly the merger
of the Regional and Communal governments that seemed to block the
declaration of Flanders own capital, as the Walloon population had
done. This resulted in the dubious honor of Brussels to remain the
capital of Flanders eventhough the city lies not in its jurisdiction or
territory (see figure 6.4).
The merger of the Flemish Regional and the Flemish Communal
governments also resulted in the Governmental Sixfold Organisation in
which the Federal Government, the Flemish, Brussels Capital, Walloon,
French and German governments each take share in the governing of
their consecutive districts (see figure 6.5).
The struggle between the two major linguistic and cultural groups
however seems to continue, especially among the Flemish population
that, in the 21st century once again has seen a surge of Flemish
Nationalism in both the political arena as in numerous associations
throughout the region.

Figure 6.4: Overview Masterplan Linkeroever
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Relocating the Seat of Parliament
This brief examination of the founding of the six-tier governmental
structure of the country uncovered that the current situation with
Brussels as the seat of the Flemish Parliament is perhaps dubious or
at least not irrefutable. Seeing the struggle for autonomy that was the
basis of the creation of the Flemish Region and the growing tension
and struggle for increased autonomy the relocating of the seat of
the Flemish Parliament into Flemish territory would thusly not seem
unthinkable.
The foundation of this can already be found in the original advise of the
Advisory Board of the Dutch Cultural Community toward the federal
government in 1973 that advised for more autonomy for both the Dutch
and the French community, advise that eventually was honored in the
1979 tripartition of territory of the country. In this advise notables
Evrard Raskin, Maurits Coppieters, Robert Vandezande and André De
Beul, state that:

Federal Government
Regional Governments

Communal Governments

“… it is common for every political entity to have at its disposition a
number of personal symbols. This is not just the case for autonomous
states, but also for their more or less autonomous parts.”
Brussels

Walloon

Flemish

Flemish

French

German

In the decree the flag, anthem and national holiday are declared, but in
the accompanying debate more tangible symbols, such as a House of
Parliament and a capital are brought to attention as well. The merger
upon declaration of the Flemish Region however resulted in the absence
of the latter, something that the French/Walloon Government did
manage to achieve. The increased Frenchification of the nation’s capital
and the resurgence of the ethno-linguistic debate and sentiment have
once again brought up the debate on these more tangible symbols of
the Flemish people.

merger

Federal

Brussels

Flemish

Walloon

THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENTS

French

German

In 2004, a Flanders-wide poll of “Nieuwsblad”, showed that if Brussels
kept jeopardizing Flemish interest, 61% of the Flemish people would
rather not have it be their capital and would rather see Antwerp, the
economic and cultural heart of Flanders, as their Regional Capital.
Three years later, in 2007, the “Gazet van Antwerpen” and the “Libre
Belgique” joined forces and held various town hall meetings in Flanders
and in Wallonia. This poll showcased an increase of the figures of
three years earlier, stating that seven out of ten Flemish citizens do not
recognize Brussels as their Regional Capital. Of this 70%, 95% would
ideally see Antwerp as their capital. Though this seems a Flemish wish,
it is not solely argued for by the Flemish people, the research of “La

Figure 6.5: Overview Of the Belgian Governments
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Libre Belgique” among the Walloon population showed a preference
for relocation of the Flemish capital, away from the federal state of
Brussels.
In 2009 another Flemish-Walloon collaborative research for the Flemish
capital was conducted, once again through polls and town hall debates,
this time executed by “De Standaard” and “Le Soir”. Once again the
figure of those in favour of the relocation of the Flemish capital from
Brussels to Antwerp increased on both sides of the ethno-cultural
debate all while Flemish National parties such as the N-VA and the
Flemish Interest party kept gaining support and seats within the Federal
and the Flemish Parliaments.
Antwerp

Brussels

Namur

Fast forward ten years to 2019 and the Flemish Nationalist movement
is at an all-time high, as are the ethno-linguistic debates between
the French and Dutch speaking communities of the country. At this
point the advisory board for the Walloon Government, the Institut
Destrée, in person of Philipe Destatte advises for the embrace of the
Confederalist state and the announcement of Antwerp as the new seat
of Government and Capital of Flanders. At the same time in Flanders the
political system echoes that though the parliament of Flanders might be
seated in Brussels, de facto the decisions in regard of Flanders are premade in Antwerp by the Provincial and Municipal councils (De Ochtend,
2018).
The relocation of the seat of the Flemish Parliament from Brussels to
Linkeroever and with that the location of a catalys for Identity and Urban
Development of Linkeroever is, as stated prior, thusly not unthinkable
and perhaps even advisable.

The house of parliament, more than a functional programme

Flanders

Brussels

Wallonia

Antwerp

Brussels

Namur

Figure 6.6: Proposed alteration to District and District Capital Model Belgium
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In the previous chapter and the beginning of this chapter it was
emphasized that the City Crown does not only function as a catalyst
for Urban Development but can also be of value in the contribution
towards the development of identity of a district or Quarter. In that
sense it would, as stated by Kevin Lynch (1960) function as a Landmark

Capital as possible
Tangible Symbol of
the Flemish Region

61% of Flanders
wants Antwerp
as Capital

1973; Raskin et al.

2004; Nieuwsblad

70% of Flanders
renounces Brussels
as Regional Capital

2007; Gazet van Antwerpen
& La Libre Belgique

>70% of Belgians
prefers Antwerp
over Brussels as
Flemish Capital

2009; De Standaard
& Le Soir

Embrace Confederalism
and announce Antwerp
as Capital of Flanders

2019; Institut Destrée

Figure 6.7: Brief overview of the increased call for the relocation of the Capital of Flanders to Antwerp
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simultaneously. The City Crown forms in that case an external type
of point-reference and defined as physical objects and dictates from
itself and its surrounding tissue corresponding and correlating formal,
architectural and urban appearance. They form clues of identity and
the key physical characteristic of landmarks is singularity, an aspect that
makes them unique or memorable.
1971 - Flemish Communal Council

1979 - Flemish Council

1991 - Flemish Council

1995 - Flemish Parliament

In the context of the positioning of the Flemish Houses of Parliament
as the City Crown of the Linkeroever Masterplan this Landmark quality
is one that becomes of even greater, or wider, importance. As already
stated in 1973 by Raskin in the debate of Flemish Identity the Houses
of Parliament are a tangible symbol associated with the autonomy and
souvereignty of the Flemish Region.
Eventhough the current political climate is extremely tumultuous in
Belgium and specifically in Flanders, in either of three of the most
iterated scenarios for the future of Flanders, this concept of the Houses
of Parliament as a symbol of autonomy and a Flemish self-determination
stands. In the first scenario structurally no changes occur in the
Governmental system, but the relocation of the Flemish Parliament
towards is a symbolic gesture of increased self-determination. The
second scenario follows the advise of Philip Destatte and the Walloon
government towards a Confederalist Belgium with Antwerp as capital
of Flanders in which both symbolicaly and literally there is increased
self-determination with the relocation of Parliament. Thirdly, following
the wishes of the Flemish Interest Party, the Flemish Region becomes
an autonomous country with its own capital in Antwerp, resulting in
literal incraesed self-determination, symbolically expressed through the
Houses of Parliament in the new capital.
Aside from the programmatic approach and the idea of the Flemish
Houses of Parliament as a local landmark that shapes the identity of
the Linkeroever as a complementary half of Rechteroever, the design
for the new Flemish Houses of Parliament and its surrounding Urban
Tissues must be of such nature that it also takes in account the much
wider symbolic and iconic nature of the programme that it houses
within its form. The design of the Flemish Houses of Parliament and
its surrounding Urban Tissue is thusly not only the design of a local
Landmark, but that of a Regional, or National Landmark. Design
must thusly not only take in account the tangible component that is
the practicing of politics, but also the intangible component behind
Parliament which is a component of the expression of Identity.

2010 - Flemish Parliament

Figure 6.8: Evolution of the Representation of the Flemish Parliament
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METROPOLITAN ANTWERP

HAVENDOKKEN

Chapter VII

THE MASTERPLAN LINKEROEVER
MERKSEM

Thusfar the various elements at the core for the Urban Development
approach for Linkeroever, Morphological, Spatial, Programmatic, Formal,
have been discussed. The Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever
aims to integrate all the various outcomes discussed thusfar. The
Masterplan as an entity in itself, following Krier (2009), forms the prior
condition for the integration of architectural projects into a coherent urban
complex in order to maintain the harmony of the whole. It is thusly in the
strategy of designing Linkeroever as a continuation or extension of the
Right Bank of Antwerp a means to guide development in such a way that
those elements or characteristics that make Urban Tissue quintessentially
‘Antwerp’ are applied in the Urban Development of Linkeroever. These
characteristics, as Rossi (1966) states, are in the existing city a product of
the conscious and unconscious rules followed by those designing for the
city. It is specifically these that are aimed to be captured in this Masterplan.
In addition to this the drafting of this Masterplan took into account
the perimeters for the creation of Good Urban Tissue as defined in the
Literature Analysis “Designing for a European City”. The Masterplan in this
sense, forms a guide for the development of Linkeroever and individual
projects within it that together form the whole of the development
of Linkeroever. The aim of these rules is to improve the quality of the
individual project, the individual building, element of the Res Economica, to
create a mass of “conventional” architecture of quality through established
building types and characterstics based on the analysis of the Urban Tissue
of Rechteroever. The Masterplan, following the definition of Krier (2009)
in this sense reserves exceptional architectural expression and artistic
rhetoric for the construction of public buildings and spaces, the elements
of the Res Publica and specifically the City Crown projected within the
Masterplan. The main aim of this Masterplan is the communication and
visualisation of the Urban Development of Linkeroever as a continuation of
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Figure 7.0: Excerpt of Overview Masterplan Linkeroever

Figure 7.1: Major organizational elements and principles for the proposed masterplan Linkeroever
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Figure 7.3: Summation of organizational elements and principles for the proposed masterplan Linkeroever
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the existing city, the continuation of the Urban Form of Antwerp and the
transformation of Linkeroever from its current state to a complementary
half for Rechteroever within the Radial-Concentric Urban Form of Antwerp.

Beyond the River

The Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever approaches the
Development of Linkeroever as an ensemble of the individual components
of the Urban Tissue and aims to develop each of these in light of the
philosophy of Expansion through Continuation of Antwerps Urban Form
and Tissues. These elements are thusly to be created in understanding
of the characterstics that constitute the harmony of the whole (Franck,
2008). Within this harmony, specific attention is given to those elements
that constitute the larger motifs within the plan. The Masterplan, following
Georg Franck, Professor of Spatial Planning and Architecture in Vienna
(2015), is to be seen as the conductor that guides the entirety of the Urban
Development and explains the terms and conditions of this development.
This is done through various parts of the Masterplan, following the
observations of Leon Krier (2009) in regard of the Masterplan and its
effects. At the core of the Masterplan for Urban Development lies the plan
of the city, defining the size and form of the various Urban Quarters, the
parks and the major Urban Elements within the plan (see figures 7.0, 7.1,
7.3, 7.5 -7.7 and the large overview plan included in this boxset). Additional
to this a Code of Construction (see Appendix B), or Architectural Code,
as Krier refers to it, accompanies the City Plan. This Code describes the
rules for the formation of plots, buildings, blocks and appearances of the
individual elements of the Res Economica. Lastly this is further specified
through characterdescription and atmospherical sketches that define
specific parts of the Masterplan that are related to these larger, structuring
Urban Elements within the Masterplan (see Appendix C).

The City Plan and Large, Structuring Urban Elements
A large portion of the analysis and recommendation for the Urban
Development of Linkeroever focusses on the development of the grounds
as a continuation of the Urban Form of Antwerp. This approach is
thusly focused greatly on the larger Urban Elements that comprise this
continuation. It is the first layer of the masterplan, as defined by Krier
(2009) that deals with the structuring of these elements, it forms the basis
in which the collective production of Urban Space will take place. They
are elements that each have various impacts on the creation of the Urban
Form, in line with the observations of Lynch (1960) are typified in their
principle workings as paths, edges, landmarks, nodes and districts. Within
the Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever various of these larger,
structuring Urban Elements can be defined. Amongst those elements
that are aimed to bring Linkeroever closer to the Rechteroever and shape

Figure 7.4: The visual connection of the two Complementary Halves, embodied by the Cathedral and Flemish Parliament
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it as a continuation or complementary half for Rechteroever within the
Radial-Concentric Urban Form are larger elements that function as paths.
As depicted in figures 7.1 and 5.5 this is not limited to the larger ‘outer’
city ring that is to be completed in 2026 with the “Over de Ring” project,
but is strengthened through the suggested completion of an Inner City
Ring, that shapes a “City Heart” that spans across the river on both banks.
This suggestion is one that stems from the notion of the continuation
of the Radial-Concentric movement that can be derived from the Urban
Development of Antwerp as a whole, and is also noted in the original
design brief for the development of the grounds of Linkeroever in 1933
(see figure 5.4). The addition of another physical connection between the
two banks in the form of a tunnel connecting the Galgenweellaan and the
Namenstraat also results in a clear demarcation of an extended city center
that spans both banks. This extended City Center can be seen as depicted
in figures 7.1 and 7.3 and is bordered by the St. Anna Pedestrian and
Cyclist Tunnel, and the newly proposed inner city ring. This extended City
Center as the core of the City, followed by the observations of Bruno Taut
(1919) is additionally visually connected. This visual connection aids the
appearance of the continuation of the Urban Form and the City on both
banks in addition to the physical connections that the numerous tunnels
across the Scheldt provide. In this visual connection, as seen in figure 7.4,
special attention is given to the relation between the two open, opposing
spaces at both quays and the positioning, spatial and formal relation
between the two City Crowns. Each of these City Crowns, represents
half of the Radial-Concentric Urban Form as divided by the river Scheldt,
embodied in the Cathedral of the old city and the Parliament of the new
city. This visual connection is further emphasized by the ferry that crosses
the river between the two open spaces at the quays. This visual relation
between the two City Crowns in combination with the traditional means of
crossing, the ferry-system, together form a more romantic or atmospheric
connection between the two complementary halves of the Urban Form.
The internal organization of the Urban Development of the Linkeroever
stems from the structuring of these larger motifs (figure 7.3) and, as
recommended within the approach as defined in “Designing for a European
City”, finds its base for the creation of place in the palimpsest approach
(figure 7.2).

Figure 7.5: Schematisation of Plot-series Urban Development Masterplan Linkeroever
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Taking both of these into account a clear tripartition of the Linkeroever
grounds can be seen (see figure 7.9): A Northern part, stretching from
the Charles de Costerlaan to the Scheldt, bordered by the outer city ring,
a Central part between the Blancefloer and the Charles de Coster and a
Southern part between the outer City Ring and the Blancefloerlaan. Each
of these areas in regard of their appearance and atmosphere will be dealt
with later on in this chapter, as currently it is the larger structural elements
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that are discussed. Examining these, another, sub-tripartition can be
defined within the Central part of Linkeroever, specifically in regard of the
Palimpsest examination (figure 7.2). This sub-tripartition can be defined as
the most Western, the Core and the Quay or Eastern part of this Central
tripart (see figure 7.11). Within these two tripartitions there are two larger
movements that can be defined as one of a recreational or scenic character
and one of a more urban nature (see figure 7.1). This first is a linking or
sequence of various large spaces of a recreational nature, found in the
Southern tripart in the recreational lake Galgenweel, in the Central tripart
in the large City Park and in the norther tripart in the newly introduced
Marina and Quaypark that mark the outside of the former Scheldtdyke (see
figure 7.2). Complementary to this scenic or recreational sequence is the
backbone of the Urban Development of the Linkeroever Masterplan; the
Urban Axis. This monumental Urban Axis is one that spans the tripartition
of the Central part of Linkeroever and was already envisioned for the
development of the grounds in the synthesisplan of the De Heem and Van
Averbeke of 1934 (see figure 5.2). Similar to the suggested development
of this axis back then, the Masterplan envisions this central axis as the
core trigger and contributor to the Urban Development of the Linkeroever,
housing the most important and contributing functions associated with
the development of a new, urban identity of Linkeroever. Together all
these larger Urban Elements constitute the base for the Masterplan Urban
Development Linkeroever within the aim to develop the grounds to a fullfledged complementary half of Rechteroever within the Radial-Concentric
Urban Form of the city.

The Code of Construction and the smaller, individual element

Existing Structures
New Plotseries

Figure 7.6: Schematisation of Figure-Ground of Urban Development Masterplan Linkeroever
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The second layer that has been dealt with in the analysis of Antwerp and
the approach to design Linkeroever as a continuation of the existing city
deals with the formation of the mass-component of the morphological
development. This layer of the Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever
deals with the development of the Res-Economica, as defined in “Designing
for a European City”, in a matter of the continuation of the Urban Tissue
that is characteristically attributable to Antwerp. This Urban Tissue is a
product of what Rossi (1966) refers to as the conscious and unconscious
rules to which the Figure-Ground and the individual smallest element
of the city, is developed and forms a coherent whole in a unique matter
related to the city. These motifs or common traits seen as conscious and
unconscious rules present in the city form the base for the development
of this layer. They are a product of analysis of the existing Urban Tissue
as seen in chapter two and appendix A and together form a Code of
Construction (see Appendix B) that assures the creation of individual
elements within the Masterplan Urban Development that can be seen
as ‘Antwerpian’. The Code of Construction as second element of the
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Masterplan, as defined by Krier (2009), is one of a more classical approach
toward the management and production of Urban Space. Its aim is to
balance the effects of both private and public elements of the Urban Tissue
in the collective production of the shared public space and the identity of
the Urban Tissue. This sense of unity and belonging to a certain locality,
its characteristics so to say, are mainly achieved through the regulation
and management of height, density, type and intensity (Franck, 2015). The
Code of Construction is drafted in such a manner that every stakeholder
and contributor within the Urban Development of Linkeroever can design
and construct within a realm of possibilities without limiting their wishes or
needs to harshly. The code, as found in Appendix B, aims to deal with the
development of the individual element within the Masterplan in such a way
that each and every individual element or plot contributes to the formation
of the Public Space and character of the Linkeroever without being a
trigger of offense within this aim of a unity in diversity. The Code centers
around the notion of a collective production of Urban Space in which every
element is to play its part, related to its location within the plan and the
atmospheres that are to go with this. Accordingly there are thusly general
rules within the Code of Construction, applicable throughout the entire
Masterplan, as well as additional, accompanying area definittions (see
figure 7.10) and their interpretations, captured both in word and image
through atmospheric sketches (see Appendix C).

Existing Structures
New Plotseries
Quartermasters

The Masterplan and the accompanying Code of Construction together
coordinate the spatial production of the Urban Development of Linkeroever
with powerful means such as dictation of building heights, spatial
sequences and alignment (Wolfrum, 2012). The plan as a whole combined
with the Code puts emphasis on both the public and the private element,
the Res Economica and Res Publica to be of an architectural kind focused
on the production of the public space. Its aim is to create a framework in
which the architecture of the individual element is of a kind that is directed
toward and catering of that public space (Franck, 2015). The architecture
as described in the Code of Construction recognizes the importance of
architecture as a producer of interior spaces but focuses on the function
of the individual architectural element as burdened with the task of
contributing to the definition of the exterior, public spaces. The rules
as drafted in the Code of Construction form a framework to assure the
development of the individual plot to be of an urban nature and related to
all other plots in the Masterplan, rather than development of the individual
plot as a singular, autonomous entity, an island within the plan.
The Code of Construction offers thusly the means to form this ensemble
that Franck and Taut speak of, achieved, as argued by Franck, through the
use of conventional formal language. The Masterplan and the Code of

Figure 7.7: Schematisation of dispersal Urban ELements Res Publica in the Urban Development Masterplan Linkeroever
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Figure 7.9: Trifold division of the Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever
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Figure 7.10: Trifold division of the Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever and their Sub-Areas
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Construction are thusly to be seen as integral components of one another
in the coordination of the spatial production of the ensemble of elements
in regard of the Urban Development of Linkeroever as a continuation of
Antwerps Rechteroever and the transformation of Linkeroever toward a
complementary counterpart to Rechteroever within the Radial-Concentric
Urban Form of the city.

the public spatial appearance of the central axis

Linkeroever
Central Axis

The backbone of the Urban Development Masterplan is embodied in the
Monumental Axis spanning through the three subparts of the Central Axis
from the House of Cabinet on the West to the House of Parliament on the
East (see figure 7.12). It is in that sense an axis that is not only a sequence
of urban spaces, but more so an axis that is main contributor to the
Identity of the Linkeroever as a full-fledged counterpart of Rechteroever.
In that sense the two extents of the axis, Cabinet and Parliament, function
as Landmarks (Lynch, 1960). With these specific Landmark institutes,
the axis, once proposed by De Heem and Van Averbeke (1934) as an axis
of governmental institutions becomes an even greater Power Axis. The
physical, formal, spatial appearance of the axis, and integrally the entire
central tripart of Linkeroever, is to represent and relate to this Power
Axis. The Urban spatial configuration of the axis is a representation or
manifestation of the power and identity that is housed within these two
symbols of power and the relationship the two houses engage in amongst
one another and simultaneously as a positioning of this relationship within
the Urban Tissue of Linkeroever and the Urban Form of Antwerp. A strong,
clear formal appearance in that sense is to be desired. As seen in figure 3.8,
it is not uncommon for Antwerp to have quartermaster functions as termini
of monumental axes, often seen in the setting of more classically executed
spatial configurations. These two houses, Parliament and Cabinet, as can
be seen in the analysis of the parliamentary type (chapter eight) lend
themselves as strong termini of an axis, they act in that sense in a coronary
nature. However, this does require a clear demarcation or manifestation
of such an axis. In the Masterplan Linkeroever, the center of the axis runs
through the large City Park. Continuation of this axis however, as a strong
Urban Element is desired and supersedes the structuring of the park, as
the Power Axis is the most dominant organizational element in the Central
tripart (see figure 7.13).
The nature of the plan for the Central Tripart becomes, due to this
Monumental Power Axis, an exercise of “Civic Art” (Rossi, 1966, Bohl,
2009). The large and rich history and positioning of the institutes within
society that coronate this axis requires an approach that is in line with
their status in regard of the formation of this piece of ‘Civic Art’. This, as

Figure 7.11: Tripartition of the Central Part of Linkeroever Plan
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advocated for by Bohl in his work “Sitte, Hegemann and the Metropolis
Modern” (2009), would ideally see the traditional not only as a heritage
but in cases like this a source of reference for civic ideals and patterns.
It is both Sitte and Hegemann that can be seen as urban architects that
exercised design for the qualitative aspects of the city, its monumental
values and spatial character. This form, referred to by Bohl as Civic Art,
is focused on the dimensions of space, symmetry, axiality and vistas
terminated by civic centers. Combined with the classical ideal that adheres
to these historic institutes (Parliament and Cabinet), a more classical, or
Sitte-esque approach toward the design and character of this set of Urban
Tissue is proposed. It is in this sense the translation of the spirit associated
or desired from these institutes into spatial form (Mundt, 1959). It is this
unification of ideals and form (Taut, 1919) that is the goal of approaching
this axis as a manifestation of civic art. This approach, as defined by
Hegemann (1922) is best manifested through the adoption of classical and
Renaissance values in the formation of Urban Tissue. The axis as this piece
of Civic Art and manifestation of democratic power and catalyst of a new
identity of Linkeroever is thusly designed and dimensioned according to the
principles as brought forth by Hegemann (“The American Vitruvius”, 1922)
and Sitte (“The Art of Building Cities”, 1898).
Important notions brought forward by these two gentlemen and taken on
in the design of this backbone, this monumental power axis include the
termination of the axis onto public squares, which in their turn preceed
the dominant public buildings. These two democratic houses in turn stand
related to their neighbouring buildings and resemble physical connection.
Breaks in the long axis are offered through regular opening and widening of
the axis with squares, that, rather than weaken the axis or vista strengthen
it as it, following Hegemann, avoids monotony. The dimensioning of
street and square in this axis take on the classical approach in regard of
dimensioning based on their main constituent; the House of Cabinet (see
figure 7.15 & 7.16) and House of Parliament (see figure 7.17 & 7.18). This
ensures a proper termination of the vista and axis while simultaneously
brings forth enough space and spatial conditions to approach the
architectural design of these buildings in a similar, stately, classical formal
approach in order to form a complete urban and architectural ensemble
that is a physical manifestation of the ideals and identity belonging to these
institutes and the proposed Urban Development of Linkeroever.

Tertiary

Figure 7.12: Central Axis as a Base of Power and Identity and as a sequence of Urban Places
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Figure 7.13: The Continuing Monumental Axis as main structural element of the Park
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Figure 7.14: A possible schematic design for a Park emphasizing the continuation the Axis.
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Figure 7.15: The Western termination of the Central Axis, Cabinet Square
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Figure 7.16: The Placement of Cabinet in its context as Architectural/Urban Ensemble terminating the Central Axis
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Figure 7.17: The Eastern termination of the Central Axis, Parliament Square
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Figure 7.18: The Placement of Parliament in its context as Architectural/Urban Ensemble terminating the Central Axis
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Chapter VIII

A Typological foundation
for CITY CROWN design
As examined in the previous chapters, an important factor of the
Quartermaster and specifically the City Crown is its influence on the
public space. A large contribution to this is its recognizability and
readability as an important, unique element within the public space and
the Urban Tissue. Its communication as a member of the Res Publica is
thusly of importance. The main contributor to this recognizability and
readability lies perhaps in the concept of Type. Type, states Aldo Rossi
(1966), is the basis of architecture, attested to both by practice and
treatise, stating with that that the typological question is perhaps of
greatest importance. Francesco Milizia (1804) lays the foundation for
the idea of the primary element, or Urban Element in the Res Publica,
through the determination of three principal items aside from the
programme that it houses, namely site, type and form. In the previous
volume in this series as well as in the first pages of the previous chapter,
site and programme have been addressed. This brings us thusly to the
topic of Type. As Aldo Rossi states in “Architecture of the City” and is
reiterated by various theorists and practiticing architects such as Leon
Krier (2009), type is something that evolves over time according to
both needs and aspirations, it is not of a static nature and the basis
for design lies thusly in the understanding of the evolution of the type
and eventually in the alteration of type on the basis of this knowledge
and the knowledge of the required needs and aspirations for the
development and further evolution of the type.
In short this means the analysis of the evolution of precedents that has
resulted in the creation of the dominant types of present-day, followed
by the analysis of the dominant types of present-day and finally the
examination of the required needs and aspirations that might be of
essential influence in the alteration or further evolution of type into the
future.

Figure 8.0: Similar Programme, Different Type
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As for the City Crown that is dealt with in this analysis, the House
of Parliament, a type similar to what one could define as a ‘House
of Parliament’ today emerges only in the modern-day democracies
that emerged around the 18th century. The concept however of
congregating for democratic, political means however dates back to
the ancient societies. In the examination of the Typology of the House
of Parliament, the present-day parliament type will be examined for
the period of the 18th century until present day but prior to that the 133

precedent analysis will examine the evolution of democratic systems
and their spatial and architectural manifestations.

Configuration
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Figure 8.1: Overview of Analysis Classic Parliaments - Appendix D
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With the examination of the Athenian Democracy up to the Dutch
Republic (see Appendix D), the evolvement of the precedent of
what developed into the parliament type from 500 BCE until 1795
AD is examined. This final days of the Dutch Republic, the final
half of the eighteenth century sees the emergence of various
built elements that serve the housing of Parliament in other new
democratic nations around Europe. These new structures are
often still in place as the Houses of Parliament of today around
the continent.
Over the course of these 2 millenia the shift of singular buildings
grouped together toward a singular Parliamentary building can
be noticed. The individual elements become more and more
closely grouped together, certain uses are combined in singular
built forms and other uses seem to be eliminated fully . The
development of the precedent of the parliamentary type sees the
dedication towards a singular use of the complex; solely for the
use of politics.

Not Applicable

Where in the origins of the democratic system the focus evolved
around the civilian and the interaction between the individual
citizan and the representative through extensive use of civic
gatherings and the mixture of commerce and politics this is step
by step removed from the spatial and organizatial comonents
of the political system. In the Florentine model the commercial
aspect is already stripped from the political type, though the
civilian gathering can still take place, albeit at this time only
sporadically. The next iteration with the Dutch republic shows a
complete negation of the presence of the individual citizen in a
closed off complex solely used by politicians and members of the
political court.

Parliamentary Offices

Civic Gathering

Florentine

palazzo degli uffizi

Besognes

Throughout the development of the parliamentary type, various
configurations of the parliamentary hall, based often on the
amount of power of parliament can be seen, from hemicicular in
the Dutch and Greek iterations, to classroom in the Florentine and
opposing benches in the Roman iteration.
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A recurring motif that remains present throughout all these
iterations is the seperatino of parliament and parliamentary
offices in seperate structures, typified by its colonnade type.

THe Contemporary Parliamentary Type
In line with the development seen in the Dutch Republics iteration
of the building type for the housing of the political / democratic
institute, the modern day parliaments, as the 17th century British
system of Representative Democracy was adopted throughout
Europe, do no longer have a place where the public can congregate
and come into touch with their representatives at the national level.
Simultaneously the representatives have no central place to converse
with or consult the public. In contradiction to the ancient Greek or
Roman governmental buildings there is no external function in the
sense that there is a place where non-parliament-related functions are
housed within the building. However, this does not mean that there
is no presence of any non-parliamental functions as was the case in
the Florentine Republic or the Dutch Republic. The public is, in certain
areas of the building welcome and regular tours are held through the
building, with the aims to stress the importance of the democracy and
government and increase the ties between public and parliament and
lower the idea of a threshold between the two. These tours are often
accommodated for from cafetarias or entry halls that are open to the
public, a place where, often digitally, parliamentary processes can be
viewed by the public.
In the analysis of the Parliamentary Type, as the Flemish Parliament
system is a single chamber system, only those iterations of the modern
parliament type are examined that are a product of democracies that
are of origin a Unicameral system.

original unicameral
reduced bicameral

Figure 8.2: Unicameralist Parliament Systems in Europe
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It was the British who in the 17th century invented the modern
parliamentary representative democracy, that soon swept the
entire European continent, though in a manner much similar to the
gatherings of the Dutch Republic where cooperation and coalition
was key to govern with and for all of the people. This results in a
discrepancy between the British and mainland European democracies
in spatial or typological configuration; the British still adopt a Roman
system, with opposing benches, while the more coalition focused
governments of mainland Europe employ the Greek system with a
semi-circle or horseshoe configuration. Between the parliaments
on the European mainland a distinction can be made between the
northern and the southern countries. A difference characterized by
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Joris Luyendijk (2019) as a dispute between the Northern Technocrats
and the Southern Identitaires. The Northern parliaments typified by
their cleanliness, transparency and modern atmosphere of a modern
and airy architecture, whilst the Southern parliaments are typified by
their historical air and high levels of symbolism in a somberly historic
architecture. Ulrike Guérot (2019) argues that this historicism and
perhaps pompous architecture drenched with symbolism might not be
reconcilable with the egalitarian claim of parliamentary democracy.

The Modern Parliamentary Hall
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5

This graphic is based on the polish sejm and altered according to analyses presented in xml's "parliamentbook"
and nico bicks "parliaments of the european union" to resemble a generic parliamenthall in europe.

The modern day parliaments (see figure 8.3), states Frits Gierstberg
(2019), architecturally do not need to meet specific requirements. It
must be open, well-lit, a seat for each member of parliament and a
means for casting votes (7). It must be possible to hear the speakers (2)
and so on. There is however, he states, a layout (5), but no hierarchy
for the exception of one: the Chair (1), standing in function and in body
above the parties and overseeing the hall from a certain elevation,
accompanied, but seated lower, by official responsible for maintaining
order and drafting reports and minutes (3). The public and the press
are seated in galleries (6) as they are not welcome in the hall itself
when parliament is in session, they are mere spectators. Seated beside
the chair and the officials is the government in function, the cabinet
(4), who are subjected to scrutiny by the members of parliament. The
final common trait of modern day parliaments throughout Europe,
technocratic or identitairian, is the adorning of a national symbol (8),
heraldic, flag or other identifier that signals the nationality of the
parliament.
What is striking is that, whether technocratic and modern or
identitairian and historicizing, the parliament buildings of the modern
era of democracy all tend to use similar architectural vocabulary. Some
use it literally, others stylistically copied the motifs that originated
among the governmental centers of the past. Recurring motifs are the
colonnades, and the raised foundations. Other renaissance, or classical
motifs are often found in the more classical or historicizing buildings. In
general the heaviness and sense of permanence in material and style
can be found throughout all national parliaments on the European
continent.
In the examination of the various unicameralistic democracies and their
houses of parliament in the European continent certain set motifs seem
to reoccur throughout all iterations. They form the basis of the modern
or contemporary ‘type’ for the configuration of Houses of Parliament.

Figure 8.3: Schematic representation and adaptation of the Polish Sejm to represent a ‘generic’ Parliamenthall
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Firstly considers the configuration of the seating of members of
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parliament. Though globally a division of five different configurations
can be found, opposing benches, semi-circular, horseshoe, circular and
classroom (XML’s Parliamentbook, 2016), the unicameral democracies
all gather in a so called hemicycle, this is a configuration of parliament
that is either semi-circular or horseshoe shaped.
Opposing Benches

Semi-Circle

Horseshoe

Full Circle

Classroom

Unicameral Parliamentary Hall Typology

Courted Typology

Circumscribed Typology

Winged Typology

Unicameralist Typologies

Other motifs that are recurring are the symmetrical composition of all
of the houses of parliament that were analysed, similarly all houses
of
DESIparliament
GNING PARLIAMENTseem to iterate the classical motifs associated with
UNICAMERAL PARLIAMENTS - OFFICES PLACEMENT
the
Classical origins of Democracy through the usage of colonnades
and a stylobate/stereobate translated into a ‘piano nobile’. The main
difference in comparison to the classical configurations is that these
are adopted in the singular built form and not necessarily associated
anymore to the functions these motifs originally were associated with.
The colonnade for instance becomes a motif generally asociated with
democracy and politics/government rather than specifically to the
offices of the members of parliament. In fact the offices of the modern
Los Angeles
Madrid
Manchester
day parliament,
remniscant of the
old parliaments, are still
seperated
from the main parliamentary building that houses the plenary hall. For
the application of the piano nobile a similar case is to be made that this
has become a motif that in the general publics eye has become related
to important governmental buildings in general rather than specific for
certain programmatic elements that have become integrated within
the singular parliamentary building.From the analysis of the unicameral
parliaments in Europe three dominant, or ‘arche’ types can be distilled
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Figure 8.4: Overview of Analysis Contemporary Parliaments - Appendix E
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Colonnade

DETACHMENT OF PLENARY HALL AND OFFICES
The majority of the offices of the parliaments members are concentrated
in an adjacent building. Through a walkway/skyway this office building is
often connected to the parliamenthall, that commonly houses only the
offices of the Executive Committee of the parliament.

Figure 8.5: General Spatial Configuration Parliament Hall & Parliament Offices
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namely the courted type best exemplified through either the Vouli
Ton Ellinon in Greece or the Eduskuntatalo in Finland, secondly the
condensed type can be distilled, best illustrated through the Palacio
de las Cortes in Spain, and thirdly the winged typology can be distilled,
best illustrated through either the Paleis der Natie of Belgium or the
Stortinget in Norway.
Though these differ in their means of organization there are
certain main elements that can be consider as transcending these
organizational diffferences. These are predominantly associated with
the positioning of the main hall of the building; the Parliamentary Hall
and thusly its approach.
In all three archetypes the approach is typified through its trifold
threshold and its central positioning of the approaching axis within
the spatial configuration of the building. The core of the parliamentary
or plenary hall fucntions simultaneously as the mirroring axis through
which the symmetrical configuration of the building is designed.

Parliamentary Hall

Entrance

Courted

Condensed

Figure 8.6: Overview of the three ‘Archetypes’ of Parliament configurations
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Winged

Second hall/
Lobby
Figure 8.7: General Spatial Scheme of the Archetype of Parliament Hall
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THe FUTURE Parliamentary Type
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Parliaments have evolved from a “Gentlemen’s Club” in the 19th
century into a “Mediator Parliament” in the 21st century. The first being
small and elitist while the latter has seen a focal shift from executives
to citizens. The 21st century parliament has become the most exposed
political institution and becomes in that sense a mediator between
society and governance, it thrives on active citizenry and expanding
forms of participatory democracy. (Leston, 2016)
Due to the rigidness of old traditions it is highly unlikely that a fourth
‘wave of democracy’ will sweep the globe. Generally the longer a
country has a democratic system the higher the probability it will
retain that. It is however subjected to loss of vitality due to ‘erosion of
confidence’ among citizens. Decrease in interest, decline in participation
and voter turnout weakens the system. (Lijphart, 2001)
Parliamentary Democracy offers however a supportive framework for
consolidating democracy through alterations in the existing system
(Stepan & Skach, 1994).
Though representative democracy remains dominant, the moments in
between elections shows a higher demand for participatory democracy.
The two forms should thusly in the 21st century not be seen as opposed
systems. In such a hybrid system one could see the representative
parliament as a functioning symbol of democracy, nation and unity, as a
flag or crest. (Leston, 2016)
Digital means to improve politics however are a product of a
certain romanticism. It does however spark the debate of increased
participation in democracy of the individual citizen. People are issuebased and gather/protest/revolt based on these issues and disappear
as soon as the issue has been tackled in current times, a return in
somekind towards the traditional Greek view of democracy is a trend
that could be noticeable in this ‘movement’. (Tormey, 2015)
Shift back to the citizen to the ‘demos’ requires a political change
incented by the political leaders. Technology can provide potential
for engaging citizens in the public debate but only if other factors and
opportunities exist in the social environment to support and guide that
engagement. (King, 2005).

Mixed Representative Democracy
Figure 8.8: Three Types of Democracy and their workings
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The future of the Parliamentary Type holds thusly an alteration of
the contemporary type in the form of a reintroduction of a spatial
component dedicated to the individual citizen once again as could be
seen in the classical democracies.
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Parliaments future programme and typological evolution
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The main adaption that is advised as alteration to the existing
democratic and parliamentary structure taken from the literature is the
focus back to the citizen. This is not necessarily advocating for the return
of a direct democracy but rather for the option of a blended or mixed
system based on individual dossiers. As the individual citizen seems
to be interested only to have direct influence on specific issues rather
than have a direct influence on every decision that needs to be made,
the representative parliamentary democracy and its related typological
configurations are to remain the framework for the new Flemish Houses
of Parliament.
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From the literature analysis that discusses the future of the
parliamentary system it can be taken that the departure from existing
typologies, as advocated for by Rossi (1966) and Krier (2009) is still a
very viable point of departure. Taking the existing parliamentary system
and its related type as a framework for the development of a new type
of Houses of Parliament that becomes more resistant for the near
future.
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However, it is not the aim to copy this as Type in that sense does not
represent the image of a thing to be copied or imitated. The idea of type
is to be an object according to which works can be conceived that do
not necessarily resemble. It is a nucleus around which development
and variation of form gathers (Rossi, 1966). This thusly asks for the
alteration of the type in favor of the suggestion that is given for the
future alteration of the parliamentary system, a reintroduction of an
element dedicated to the individual citizen and his or her influence,
perhaps even combined again with a space or spaces dedicated
to interaction between the representative and the constituents, a
reintroduction thusly of a spatial element that can cater civic gatherings.
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Civic Hall

Figure 8.9: Overview of constituting elements in the Program for a Modern House of Parliament
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Figure 8.10: Schematic Representation of the Three Archetypes for Parliamentbuildings
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Chapter IX

A Base for the Translation
of type into Form

Order

Effective Harmonisation

Figure 9.0: The importance of systems ‘Tracé Regulateur’, Leon Krier, “Architecture of Community” (2009)
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Thusfar we have considered the characteristics that Milizia (1804)
has given of the important factors that are of influence in the design
of a Quartermaster and the notions of Taut (1919) and Lynch (1960)
in regard of the development of a Quartermaster as a City Crown.
From this it can be concluded that site, type and form are of greatest
importance for the design of these. The previous chapters have dealt
with the determination of site and type, which leaves the question how
to translate this into form and in addition to this how to unify the Form
and the Function of the building. Of this unification, Bruno Taut (1919)
states that it is the ultimate goal of the creation of the City Crown, but
that one must note that architecture is that which exceeds the catering
of function as core. Taut states that the value of the City Crown lies in
Form and must bring joy and enrichment that supersedes its Function.
In the previous chapters in regard of the Urban Development of the city,
terms as ‘classical’ or ‘traditional’ have been used in the description and
determination of the formal appearance of spatial configurations and
Urban Elements within the city. In regard of this the design of spatial
motifs and elements of the Res Publica, in line with the observations of
Hegemann (1922) and Rossi (1966) the approach toward the design of
these was referred to as the practice of “Civic Architecture”. This “Civic
Architecture” is a practice that can be found in the works of, amongst
others, Camillo Sitte and Werner Hegemann (Bohl, 2009). Charles Bohl,
characterizes the practice of “Civic Architecture” as a continuation of
the Critical Tradition, building forth upon the values and observations
of the Classic Architects and the Renaissance Architects. In light of this
Harald Kegler (2009), professor of Architecture and Urban Planning at
the University of Kassel, Germany, even argues for a new “Renaissance”,
a reintroduction of these values in the design of civic buildings and
centers, such as the City Crown at hand in the Urban Development
Masterplan Linkeroever.
Kegler and Bohl are certainly not alone in their call to pay close
attention to the architects of Classic and Renaissance times when
looking for a base to design in the tradition of Architecture as a “Civic
Art”. Rossi (1966) argues that attention is to be paid to the architects
of renaissance and enlightenment who, in his eyes are those that
mastered the designing based off of type and translating type into form,
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Figure 9.1: The numerical harmonious proportions as dictated by Francesco Giorgi (1525)
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this is similarly acknowledged by Taut (1919) and Hegemann (1922).
The architects of the enlightenment paid very close attention to the
great architects and theorists of the Renaissance who in their turn paid
close attention to the study of the Classic architects. A more traditional
approach as argued for by each of these can be adopted through the
adoption of what Krier (2009) refers to as the grammar and vocabulary
of the Form and Type. Innovation and evolution, as discussed in the
previous chapter, of the design of the Form is then not to be seen as
a goal in itself, but rather is achieved through the examination of the
evolution of type and adaptation thereof through the tools handed
to us by the architects of the Classic period and the Renaissance. The
creativity of the design of these specific elements of the Res Publica,
as stated by Krier, lies in the adaptation of the existing multitude of
forms and types adapted to the local condition. It is a practice, following
the notions of Krier and Rossi, that is a product of careful, critical and
conscious imitation and elaboration of functional type and form that
symbolizes fundamental activities associated with the building that is to
be designed.
These “fundamental activities” that Krier refers to are not to be
confused with the notion that Architecture of these essential and
unique elements within the Urban Tissue are to be designed as a
product of their function solely. Adolf Behne (1923) states of that
assumption that this idea that Architecture is an artform of mere
utilitarian nature is so commonly accepted in the European mind that
it is almost seen as a scandal when Architecture is approached as a
free, magnificent and glorifying Artform that draws upon great history.
In his work “Der Moderne Zweckbau” (1923) (roughly translatable as
“The Modern Functional Building”), Behne argues that, though originally
Architecture emerged as a need, just like the old worktools, it is not
solely utilitarist. A primitive worktool, as stated by Behne, is toy as much
as tool, and the ‘worktool’ “building” is of no difference, the primitive
architecture is a balance between these two entities, a balance that is
seldom found throughout the rest of Architecture’s history. This balance
in understanding of Form and Function, Form and Type, as stated prior,
is seen to be drafting from the Classical, Renaissance and Enlightenment
architects. Examples of the implementation of such a combination of
building forth upon Type with an approach or attitude comparable to
that of the Classic or Renaissance Architects in the Modern History,
according to Morgenthaler (2015) can be found in the works of Behne,
Taut, Berlage, Van de Velde, Wagner and Messel. Each of these share
in his eyes a common approach of unifying Type and Form, through a
classical and academic approach of the Classical or Renaissance Forms
and Form-systems.
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The Forms or Form-Systems of the three periods deemed to draft upon,
Classical, Renaissance and Enlightenment, share a similar notion or
set of notions at their core. Key to the creations of all three of these
architectural periods, according to Wittkower (1949) is the careful
consideration of two important concepts; Symmetria and Eurythmia:
or the beauty of order and the beauty of mass distribution. The main
axonim of the creation of Quartermaster in general and the City Crown
specific can thusly be seen as the balancing of type and form through
proportion. Classical, Renaissance and Enlightenment architects share
the common trait to achieve this proportioning through the translation
of type to form via unified mathematical systems. Cesariano states
of this that it is the architecture of these primary elements, these
Quartermasters, that needs to be properly proportioned and must be at
harmony with one another. This harmonisation according to him is what
creates the awe and beauty associated with the important buildings
that shape the city and its society. This classical notion is shared by
Berlage, as he states that the foundation for Architecture should lie in
a composition based on a geometric scheme and form is developed
more formally rather than through assemblage of pre-existing stylistic
forms (Behne 1923). It is, as Behne reiterates Wagners, of essence to
approach the design of these buildings as a contemporary iteration of
Classicism and adopt a system of a clarity and strictness yet offer space
for iterations of traditional elements.
As stated prior, the City Crown, contributes for a great deal in the
shaping and founding of a sense of locality and identity (Taut, 1919,
Lynch, 1960). In this sense the programme of the City Crown as
projected in the Plan for the Urban Development Linkeroever is to be
one that deals with the sense of identity and associations with this
identity through Form and Function. Cesariano’s notion of harmony
as shaper of Form of buildings that shape the city and its identity
is thusly one that is to be examined more closely. The ideas and
notions associated with the societal and democratic character of the
programme of the projected City Crown in this sense find their ideals
in notions in regard of Form of these buildings in similar time-periods,
namely the Classics, the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. The
notion of Harmonisation and translation of Type into Form in regard
of these three time-periods is thusly of interest. These core classical
values, according to Behne (1923) remain to be kept in use in any
contemporary or future form of architecture. One should, argues
Behne, not come with a new mindset but elaborate upon existing,
as showcased by Berlage, Wagner and Messel, through concepts of
symmetry and clear forms. Two important observers in regard of this are
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Alberti and Palladio, who dine this harmonization that Cesariano speaks
of as the conformity between the whole and the parts, between the
parts amongst one another and subsequently between the parts and
the whole, in order to design a building that is a whole and complete
body of which every individual element resonates with all other parts
and each of these parts is necessary for the wholeness of its entirety.
This is reiterated in the 20th century by Architects such as Behne,
Berlage and others, and once again revisited later by observations of
Aldo Rossi amongst others. The art of architecture as a product of the
core notions of the ideas of the Classical and Renaissance Architects
and the revisiting thereof, is found in the mathematical ordering of the
plan and the elevation. The strength of each of these periods lies in the
arrangement and interplay of elements as if it were a musical piece, at
harmony. It becomes symbolic and shaper of identity through its clarity
and unity brought forth from this harmony that forms the foundations
for its beauty.
Alberti adds to this that one must be aware of the difference between
beauty and ornament in the judgement of architecture. Beauty and
awe is the direct result of objective thoughtful deliberation; a result
of the application of a uniform system of proportion throughout all
parts and elements of the building. The art of architecture, or the
purpose of architecture, according to Behne (1923), can be found in the
mathematical order, the harmony and proportion of all the relationships
of forms and parts of the total Form that is the building. Behne refers
to this approach, adopted by the Classical and Renaissance architects
as that of a Formalist, or Rationalist nature. The formal approach is
based on rules and aesthetics of past and present and examines the
design of the individual element, specifically the unique elements of
the Res Publica, as an evolution of Type and Form. The main key to the
production of this Form, according to the greatest architectural treatises
of the Classical and Renaissance architecture, is to be found in a system
of proportion ideally related to the harmonisation that is known through
the study of music and compositions. Its application, according to
Behne, Berlage and Alberti is preferably of an academic approach, sober
and through the means of order rather than ornamentation.
Specifically in regard of the design of a City Crown, in this case a House
of Parliament, it is a sense of ideals that comes along with the task
of the Form to embody a sense of identity. The City Crown and its
Form, are to be, in the words of Alberti, be exalted above the rest of
the city, having a sense of perfection in its proportion. To achieve this
exalting nature, beauty, as defined by Alberti, is a key component. As
stated prior, beauty is in this sense not to be confused with ornament,
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Translation of Planes into Volumes
The Three Harmonious Translations of Vitruvius and Palladio

Geometric Proportional System
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Figure 9.2: The seven Harmonious Plans by Palladio
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Figure 9.3: The harmonious translation of plane to volume as captured by Alberti
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as that is, regarding Alberti, a varnish that increases its value. Beauty,
states Alberti, is the attractiveness that seeps through the full design
of the building through the objective, rational application of a uniform
proportional, harmonic system throughout the building. Essential for
this approach is the careful consideration of partitioning of elements
in order to create easily readable and understandable units in width,
height and depth that break down the large stature of the building into
smaller, harmonious parts (Wittkower, 1949)
A basis for such a harmonial proportion system can be found in the
studies of Francesco Giorgi (1525), specifically his study of proportion in
all its facets (the Harmonia Mundi Totius) as depicted in figure 9.1. The
base of his system can be traced back to the architecture of Classical
Athens and the Classical Greek Musical system and builds forth upon
what Alberti refers to as the ideal base of finding architectural harmony
in music. In essence the system proposed by Giorgi for the design of
the primary elements of the city, or the Res Publica as defined thusfar,
builds upon the Pythagorian idea that musical tones are physically and
spatially measurable. The spatial translation of the musical harmony
as envisioned by Giorgi is in essence a numerical system, upon which
further proportions are to be derived. At the very core of the numerical
system lies the octave and the fifth and their respected squares and
cubes, resulting in the Lambda of Proportion, the triangular figure seen
in figure 9.1, harmonising the numbers 1,2,3,4,8,9,27. In this figure the
base is the uniform whole, or 1, followed by either the square and cube
of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8) or the square and cube of 3 (1, 3, 9, 27).
Inherent to this proportional system of Giorgi, are his observations
that the measurements as derived from this core proportional system
are to be applied not only externally in the facade but throughout the
entire building, resulting in the readability and understandability of the
structure and his proportions, who are ideally at harmony with one
another. Barbaro (1556) adds to the proportion theory of Giorgi that it is
key to not only adopt this system in the general sense of dimensioning
of facades but adopt this also in through its subsets, resulting in the
partitioning of the facade into proportions that are to be fitted within
the universal harmonious system in order to create a structure that is
dedicated to the arouse awe. Or in the literal words of his third book on
Vitruvian principles:

This beauty and awe is exactly what is to be strived for in regard of
the development of the Quartermaster and specifically the City Crown
in regards of its programme and following the examination of their
functioning in regard of identity and manifestation in line with the
observations of Taut (1919), Behne (1923), Alberti (1485) and Lynch
(1960).
Complementary to this numerical base for harmonious design lays the
geometric component of the translation of the Type into Form. As the
translation of Type to Form brings the translation of ideas into three
dimensions, two subsets of geometrical approaches are to be taken into
account, the two dimensions that define the plan of chambers and the
third dimension that defines the space of chambers. These, according to
Wittkower (1949) are, in light of the system as proposed by Giorgi, best
to be derived from the notions of Palladio (see figure 9.2) in regard of
the plan and Alberti (see figure 9.3) in regard of the space. This confines
both the plan and the space into the musical system, as both of these
are based on the Pythagorian musical consonances; the thirds, sixths,
decimes and octaves.
The use of these three systems in the design of a primary element,
in the translation of type into form, according to Barbaro results in
the creation of a unified, proportionalised building that is designed in
the eye of the creation of a building that is to be lasting, recognizable
and iconic. The application of these systems in the formation of the
City Crown is thusly of aide in relation to design of the City Crown as a
Landmark and founder or shaper of identity as discussed prior.

“One can not praise the effects of proportion enough, it is the
glorification of the architectural art and the producer of beauty and
awe”
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Chapter X

RECOMMENDATIONs for the
Design of Linkeroevers City Crown
THE TWO CROWNS OF
ANTWERP METROPOLIS

As examined in the previous chapters, an important factor of the
Quartermaster and specifically the City Crown is its influence on the
public space. A large contribution to this is its recognizability and
readability as an important, unique element within the public space
and the Urban Tissue. For the City Crown, following Lynch (1960) and
Taut (1919) this is of even greater importance. For the design of the
City Crown three important notions are to form the core of the design
when aiming for this readability and functionality as a recognizable,
landmark object, aside from its programme, within the Urban Form of
Antwerp; namely Type, Form and Positioning. This is attested by the
observations of Milizia (1781), Taut (1919), Rossi (1966), Gramsbergen
(2014), Behne (1923) and Lynch (1960). Within the Masterplan Urban
Development Linkeroever, this programme, due to its catalyst nature,
has been defined as the new House of the Flemish Parliament, and
its positioning is chosen as the core of the expanded City Center of
Antwerp and the termination of a Monumental Power Axis (see chapter
seven). For the architectural design of the House of Parliament as the
second City Crown within the Urban Form of two complementary halves
in a Radial-Concentric model, three points of recommendation are of
main concern.
The first at hand is the rooting of the design of the new Houses of
Parliament in a Typological evolution. As examined in chapter eight,
both the rooting of the members of the Res Publica as the Parliamentary
Type in general, knows a rich history. From the analysis, as showed
in that chapter, the departure from either three existing Archetypes

Courted

Figure 10.0: The Two City Crowns that Constitute Antwerp Metropolis
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Figure 10.2: The Three Archetypes of Parliament Buildings
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(see figure 10.2), as advocated for by Rossi (1966) and Krier (2009) is
still a very viable point of departure in the forming of a new Flemish
House of Parliament. It must be noted however, in line with Behne
(1923) and Krier (2009), that the design of this Parliament Building is
to be taking the existing parliamentary system and its related type as a
framework for the development of a new type of Houses of Parliament
that becomes more resistant for the near future, based on the analysis
of a possible future for the Parliamentary Democracy and the current
functioning of Flemish Politics.
The second point to be taken into account in the design of the new
Flemish House of Parliament is the importance of its manifestation of
its role and display of that role as a City Crown and as a monument of
power and identity. This, following the notions of Rational or Formal
approach (Behne, 1923), is best achieved through the following of
notions propelled by and associated with the designs of the Classic
and Renaissance architects. The use of an intricate designsystem,
rationally based and executed throughout all aspects of the building
contributes highly to the shaping of a recognizable, awing building that
fits the stature of the City Crown and a physical manifestation of the
largest democratic body. In addition to this the design of the House of
Parliament also needs to reflect a sense of national identity.
Lastly is the notion of the new House of Parliament as the second
City Crown of Antwerp. In the Masterplan, the Flemish House of
Parliament not only functions as a point of reference and identity for
its direct perimeter as the main Quartermaster of the expanded city
center on Linkeroever. This new structure will also have to function as
a city-wide point of reference and a complementary half to the City
Crown of Rechteroever; the Cathedral. In this sense the design of the
New Flemish Parliament will also have to take in account this role as
a counterpart of the Cathedral in the formation of a coherent RadialConcentric Urban Form comprised of two complementary and equal
halves of this Order
ensemble (see figure 10.0).

Order
Effective Harmonisation Figure 10.4: Harmonisation as base for Order (Leon Krier (2009))
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SECTION D

ARCHITECTURE OF
THE CITY CROWN

Chapter XI

Form as base for the design
of Linkeroevers city crown

Approachable

Flemish Parliament

City Park

Scheldt Quay

Parliament Square

As examined in the previous section, the design for the Form of the
Flemish Parliament as second City Crown of Antwerp is to be based
upon Type and a sense of ideal or rational translation of this into Form.
This is, as stated before, to happen in respect to other influences
that have to be met in regard of the positioning and the role that the
building is to fulfil within the general Masterplan Urban Development
Linkeroever. What is sought after as a base for the design of the City
Crown functioning of the design for the new Flemish Parliament, is the
typological translation to form on the basis of three levels. The first
level in regard of the inherited form as a product of the past existence
of motifs and types, the second derived from the specific fragment
and the external forces that are required from it and finally a proposed
recompositioning of these fragments of these two layers.
The first layer as a product of past iterations of the type has been
discussed in chapter eight and appendix D. Simultaneously in chapter
eight and ten, the required alterations to this type, in regard of the
programme has been suggested. In chapter nine an ideological basis for
the translation of the typological scheme to a Formal scheme has also
been discussed. What is key thusly is to examine the second layer of
translating type into form, the specific contextual requirements of the to
be realized Form. In chapter ten this has been briefly touched upon with
the mentioning of the role of the Flemish Parliament as a counterpart
for the Cathedral in terms of the two complementary City Crowns
within the proposed Urban Form. Although the programme of a formal
institute, that is center-forming and associated with authority requires
a formal approach towards its Form and in that sense can form a good
base as a counterpart of the Cathedral, its specific context as a slight
nuance to this.
As can be seen in figures 11.0 and 7.13-7.15, the new Flemish House
of Parliament is to fulfill a number of demands from its context. First of
all the positioning of it requires it in sense of Form to stand out from
its context while simultaneously, in approaching and examining the
North-South road in front of it, is to function as a building block. Its

Figure 11.0: A Two-Faced Task for the City Crown Design
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Eastern façade, as it is facing the Scheldt quay requires its most stately
and formal answer as a City Crown to the Cathedral. It is namely the
façade that is oriented toward the ‘city balcony’ from which those that
approach from Rechteroever witness the Parliamentbuilding as the
City Crown of Linkeroever (see figure 7.4). The Western façade on the
other hand forms the termination of the Monumental Power Axis that
constitutes the backbone of the Center development of Linkeroever.
Though this, in that sense is also to be expected to showcase this sense
of Monument, it is of a more approachable nature in regard to the
Eastern façade as it is a determinant for the functioning of the large
square that lies in front of it.
In essence this results in two important vista’s or axes that approach
the building, one from the East side and the Quay, the other from the
West side and the Cabinet/Park. These are to be brought together in
the Form of the new House of Parliament. At the same time, following
the discussion of the future of a democractic parliamentary system (see
chapter eight), a shift is suggested toward putting the individual citizen
more at the heart of the democracy. Based on these two observations,
an alteration of the general spatial scheme within the archetypes of
the House of Parliament (see figure 8.7), is to be made. The suggested
change for this (see figure 11.1) is the alteration of the Spatial Sequence
into one that is approachable from two sides and that puts the meeting
of these two lines of approaching at the heart of the building. This in
return becomes in the approaches the most important space within
the Parliament Building. Rather than proposing the positioning of
Parliament Hall there, in line with the observations made in chapter
eight, a grand hall for the general public is proposed.
This emphasis on a sense of centrality and two-sidedness, in
combination with the earlier observations of the positioning within the
context as a building block that, in form, needs to blend in and stand out
simultaneously, the ‘Courted’ archetype (see figure 10.2) seems to be
most fitting to base the Form of the new Flemish House of Parliament
on. Though this Archetype seems most suitable, its translation from
the general spatial sequence to this new suggested spatial sequence
(see figure 11.2), still leaves questions in regard of the Form of the
new House of Parliament. Externally this is specifically in regard of the
Eastern and Western facades, their approaches and their identities.
Internally however, this is for a large deal concentrated in the question
how access and internal organization are regulated and structured. As,
discussed prior, a proper base for such positioning such questions lies
in the examination of type. In light of the Courted type, the base for the

Figure 11.1: Evolution of the Spatial Sequence within the Parliament Type
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design of the access and internal structuring of the Form can be derived
from examination of the programmatic needs in light of the typological
evolution of the Court / ambulatory.

isometric

ORIGINS oF THE COURTED TYPE

Evolution of the Courted Spatial Type
ancient egypt
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plan
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"Pastas"
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The ambulatory motif is believed to have found its origin in the peristyle
court of the Roman domus, referred to as ‘atrium’. The ancient cultures
however each had their own dominant variety of the atrium, though in
all three, Egyptian, Greek and Roman the three varieties were present.
The most dominant type in the Egyptian culture and seen not only in the
domestic buildings but also in their palace is that of the Liwan house, a
motif referred to in Greek as ‘Prostas’. In this type the atrium is also the
point of entrance of the house and the rooms are grouped around this
atrium that is positioned against the outer façade of the building.
The dominant Greek type is referred to as the ‘Pastas’ with an atrium
attached to a corridor that stretches through the entire house. This
corridor is also the point of entrance. Rooms are grouped around
the ensemble of the corridor and atrium. The atrium in this case is
still positioned against the outer façade, but does not form a point of
entrance.
The most recognizable atrium type is dominant in Roman types,
referred to as ‘Peristyle’ in Greek, the Roman Domus is the most clear
antecedent of the later cloister typology where the rooms are grouped
around the atrium. Specifically the second atrium, which for the bigger
part is not roofed, is resembling the later cloister typology already quite
closely, with an ambulatory that routes along all the rooms and in the
form of a colonnade folds around the atriums open garden space.

Public Application oF THE COURTED TYPE
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Where in the Egyptian, Greek and Roman the atrium and ambulatory
typology is one that is mostly related to the dwelling and not the public
building, it eventually becomes a motif that is recurrent in western
public buildings, specifically Christian religious buildings. The atrium for
the public building in times of the ancients is one that is, if this can be
deemed ‘public’, in the palaces or in the form of a forecourt in front of
the actual building and thusly typologically not integrated within the
perimeters of the public building itself.
The first shift of the atrium being more than a forecourt to the basilica
is believed to have been established in the late fifth century churches
around Syria, Egypt and Jordan. One of these examples is the Saints
Sergius and Bacchus cloister at Umm-is-Surab, Jordan, dating from 489

Figure 11.3: Evolution of the Ambulatory as Access and Spatial Structuring Type
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AD. In this small convent the monks would reside in a structure built
against the church, centered around a colonnaded court. At this time
in the Western societies, similar fashions of structuring the Christian
Religious buildings is not yet present, no in the Irish monasteries, nor in
the Benedictine churches.
In the Western societies it takes up to the 9th century before this
typology becomes popularized as, under Charlemagne’s rule, the
clergy are further closed off (claustere -> Cloister) from the public,
which resulted in the cloister typology as an architectural / spatial
solution for this change. One of the most known and probably oldest
antecedents in Europe is the so called Altenmünster of the Lorsch Abbey
built under the supervision of Abbot Gundeland in which the senior
clergymen resided. This structure, dating back to the 8th century, takes
the positioning of the atrium no longer as a separate structure in a
separate building built against the abbey, but takes the abbey as one of
the spaces that is accessed through this ambulatory and thusly one of
the sides of the ambulatory. It is this motif that becomes the standard
typology in order to group the spaces of the cloister throughout the
Western world, led by the Benedictine Christians.

Developing the Form
This brief examination of the functioning and development of the
Ambulatory or Courted type as a form of spatial organization offers
insight in the possible development of the Form of the new Flemish
Parliament. In examining the central point within the no longer as a
stationary room that is to be accessed through a different element
taking care of the access distribution within the building but rather
making it an integral part or even core of the access scheme of the
building the solution to the internal organization can be found. This in
essence results in a set of two atria, two courts within the building, one
of a smaller nature, even subdivided in two halves and one dominant,
the central hall. This scheme of an hierarchical double atrium (see figure
11.4) solves the approach of Form in the second layer of translating
type in regard of the major internal adaptation that was required of
the Archetype. What remains however is a dominant issue in regard
of the devolopment of the Archetype when it comes to its functioning
as a spatial answer to the Cathedral and the role the Eastern facade
is to play within that positioning. In the sense of the Landmark role
that this building plays as a City Crown (Lynch, 1960, Taut, 1919)
a vertical element answering the Cathedrals spires is desirable.
However, as examined in the analysis of the preceding (see appendix
D) and the contemporary parliament building (see appendix E), the
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Figure 11.4: Merged Atrium as Ambulatory Access Type

vertical element, with the exception of the Palazzo della Signoria of
the Florentine Republic, is not inherently part of the Parliament Type.
The functioning of the Florentine Republic as a city-state however
does show the presence of this vertical element evolve in a new set
of legislative, governmental buildings when the City State as entity
develops, specifically in the Southern Netherlands in the form of Belfry.
An examination of the Belfry as a typological base for the translation of
the Parliamentbuilding into a Form that caters this point might thusly
offer insights.

Examining the Belfry addition
As could be seen during the republics of the city states of Italy,
the citystates in the north of Europe also developed a seat for the
governmental power. Their typology however found a quite different
origin than the citystates in the south of Europe, namely that of the
Belfry, Belfort, specifically dominant in the Netherlands and the North
of France and the Hansa League cities. These cities showcased an
increase in the industry and thusly a solidification of the bourgeoisie.
The government of the cities thusly gained, alongside the already
powerful church and nobility, more importance. Following the form and
type of the structures of the nobility, their castles, and the clergy, their
churches, a new type of governmental building developed. The tower
structure came to be the symbol of citizenry and governmental power
of the citystate.
The typology consisted of a base that housed the Linenhall (Lakenhal),
a place where both commerce thrived as well as the place where the
governmental body held seat. Atop of this was the beacon of the free
citystate, the Bell-Tower, contrary to the church towers but similar to the
castletowers of the nobility, these were often heavily fortified towers.
This was due to the function that these towers occupied, as the beacon
of the city these did not only showcased importance through their
appearance but also through their interior. Inside of the Belltower were
the treasury and archives of the city states located.
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The relation of an archive or treasury and a meeting hall is a typological
relation that is already visible in the earliest governmental forms in
the Tholos of the ancient Greeks, the Tabularium of the Romans and
the Arnolfo Tower of the Florentine Republic (see Appendix D). In
addition to this the tower was used as a place to overlook the city and
its territories to spot danger or irregularities within the perimeters and
symbolise the power of the citizen in regard of the noblemen and the
clergy.
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NOTABLE BELFRIES IN BELGIUM

Its typology emerges around the turn 11th century with the creation
of the Beffroi of Poitiers, France, to celebrate the independence of the
city, at this time still a wooden structure of which little is known other
than its celebratory completion in 1099. It is a century later during the
12th century that these belfries begin to be erected in stone. Two of
the oldest, still remaining Belfries of this kind are the Belfry of Ipres and
the belfry of Bailleul, reminiscent of fortified castle towers. The large
dimensions and heaviness associated with the old fortified castle twoers
becomes resembling for the early beffrois, seen in amongst others Ipres
and Bruges. From the end of the 15th century on the Belfries become
more and more decorated and slender, in line with the evolution of the
Gothic movement, seen in Belfries of places such as Armentiers and
Brussels.
Throughout the following centuries existing belfries are being
modernised and stylistically adapted, however after the first World
War many of the old Belfries become so heavily damaged that it is
necessary to rebuild or redesign them completely. For most Belgian and
French towns that suffer severe damage to their Belfries it is chosen
to reconstruct the original towers, however in some towns entire new
towers are constructed. Examples of these towers, executed in a more
modern, Art Nouveau or Art Deco style, are the Belfries of Lille, dating
1932, and Charleroi, dating 1936. The motif of the Belfry as an indicator
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Figure 11.5: The Search for a Base for the Vertical Volume answering the Cathedral
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Figure 11.6: Chronological Evolution of well-known Belfries in France & Belgium
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of governmental power, dating from the middle ages, continues to be
used well into the first half of the 20th century in regard of its motif a
celebration of Governmental Power and the identity of the City and its
Citizens.
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The Belfry motif, from its very origin deals with the manifestation of
identity and celebration of government and the free citizen in regard
of the rest of the city, specifically noblemen and clergy. In this sense it
is a motif that suits very well the question as to how to form a base for
the identity and stature component for the development of the Flemish
Parliament as a City Crown that is to answer the Cathedral of Antwerp.
Catering this and previous observations in regard of the internal
organization and the positioning within the Urban Tissue forms together
the second layer of the translation of Type into Form. The final layer,
the bringing together of these suggested alterations and evolutions of
the Archetype, is to occur, as stated in chapter nine and ten, through a
set of unified coherence. As argued in those chapters, in line with the
idealistic component of the programme and what it aims to achieve
combined with the notions of the design from Type via Form to Design,
this is ideally found in a coherent mathematical system that propells
proportion and structuring. In figures 11.7-11.11, the translation of
the Courted Archetype in relation to all suggested alterations and
manifestations as required from the new Flemish Parliament in relation
to its functioning and positioning within the Urban Form and the Urban
Tissue of Antwerp into a principal Form can be seen. This translation of
the Archetype in regard of these observations has been done through
the aide of the observations as dealt with in chapter nine in regard of
the unified system for Formal translation as a merge of Giorgi, Alberti
and Palladio. These principal sections and the principal plan function
as the Formal basis upon which further design that caters the specific
addition of peripheral programme, and physical manifestation in regard
of material, design and identity, is to be continued.
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Figure 11.7: The Principal Plan Scheme, based on the translation of Type into Form through Giorgi’s Scheme
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Chapter XII

The Design for the
New Flemish Parliament
In the previous chapter Form as a base for Design was discussed.
This Form was approached as a translation from a set of types and
typological motifs into a formal scheme at the base of the design. Form
however, when discussing architectural design, can be approached as a
number of characteristics (Ching, 2007) of which part are dealt with in
the previous chapter on a larger schematic scale, whilst others are of a
more precise scale, they constitute the building. On the more schematic
layer of Form these characteristics include the shape, size, scale
and proportioning of the building, aspects that have been discussed
in previous chapter in regard of the design for the New Flemish
Parliament. On the more concise scale these characteristics include
rhythm, articulation and texture. It is these three that define how the
building comes together, how its Form is defined and how this is read
or perceived. It is this legibility that remains a critical function in the
constitution of these underlying layers of Type and Form in the design
of the building. The translation of the Form as depicted in the previous
chapter into a functioning design requires thusly an approach that
deals with visual symbols and signals. The pure functionalist approach
thusfar leaves a vacuum if not followed through in regard of these last
three characteristics associated with the translation of Form into Design
(Colquhoun, 1969). This is echoed by Anthony Vidler in his work “The
Third Typology” (1977). In this work, Vidler argues that the Typological
model, the model of Form, requires specific attention for the fragment
within it. As the approach of the creation of Form following from a
composition and analysis of Types and Typological motifs has been
adopted thusfar, it is the connotation of these fragments that is critical
in this composition. These elements and their symbols, plan forms and
apparent functions are to be examined individually and as a part of the
whole. The building requires its desired meaning namely on three levels
in regard of these elements (Vidler, 1977): its Formal continuation in
regard of its inherited typological eveloution, the manifestation and
specific form of its elements and lastly, the recompositioning of these
elements as a whole.

Figure 12.0: East Approach as seen from the Parallel Street
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Figure 12.1: East Approach as seen from Scheldt Quay
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Figure 12.2: West Approach as seen from the Monumental Axis
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In regard of that first level, the design for the new Flemish House of
Parliament finds its origins in the courted parliament-type, the Belfry
and the Ambulatory or Cloister typology. This, as examined in the
previous chapter, is recomposed to a Formal base in which a dominant
central axis puts emphasis on the centrality of the Form through the
alteration of the traditional mono-directional axis of the Parliament
Type into a bi-directional axis. This Type is subsequently translated into
a Formal Schema through the Renaissance notions of harmony based
on Giorgi, Palladio and Alberti. Within this Formal base and the design
flowing from that a set of four distinct elements can be derived: The
Grand Civic Hall as the heart of the building, the Parliamentary Hall as
the Typological element, The Tower of Parliament as the Iconic element
and the Double Ambulatory as the Organisational Element.
Identity and recognizability however lies not only in these Formal
aspects, as stated before, but also in its architectural articulation. As
the building aims to manifest itself as a symbol of Flemish government,
and thusly as a symbol of Flemish identity, its materialization and
architecture are chosen to be of a vernacular nature and a continuation
or extension of the Flemish building tradition. Recognizable architecture
as a form of identity is rooted in culture, identity and recognizability of
motifs (Krier, 2003). The design of the building in this sense thusly lies
in the continuation and innovation based on ideas that originate from
these spatial languages associated with that specific culture and identity
(Krier, 2009, Behne, 1923). For the design of the House of Parliament
of Flanders as a continuation of the Flemish building tradition its roots
for articulation and texture are found in the Flemish Neo-Renaissance
(Verhelst, 2010).

CENTRAL AXIS

CENTRAL AXIS
southern "cloister"

APPROACH

DOMINANT ELEMENTS
civic hall

central AXIS

core of the building
northern "cloister"

parliament hall

square entrance

Ambulatory

scheldt entrance

parliament tower

The design of the Flemish Parliament as a beacon of Flemish
Democracy and Identity is thusly not only to bring forth awe through
its Formal presentation but also through its Architectural articulation.
A formalization of elements of the Flemish Neo-Renaissance in texture
and articulation forms thusly the base for the articulation of each of the
individual elements and the design as a whole. The building is therefore
designed as a solid massive building of brickwork and steel with a sense
of formality, stateliness and serenity in its unity of design throughout
the entire building and its individual elements. This formalization is
aimed to be of such a nature that a sense of rooting in the past is
achieved whilst simultaneously a sense of timelessness and durability is
taken into account. This building and its elements, as stated by Martine
Goossens (2016), is not built in a day, nor is it built for a day.

Figure 12.4: Composition of Elements that Constitute the Design of the Flemish House of Parliament
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The Grand Civic Hall - Grote Burgerzaal
As taken from the analysis of the House of Parliament as a spatial and
architectural element and as element of Democracy, the core of the
design for the new Flemish House of Parliament is centered around the
individual civilian. For this, typologically and formally, the base for the
design of the Grand Civic Hall is sought in other ‘Grand Assemblies’ in
democratic history (see appendix D). The Civic Hall becomes not only
through its positioning and returning point of access for the rest of the
building the centerpiece of the design (see appendix F) but also through
its volumetric and architectural presence within the building.
As with the founding democracies of the Greeks and Romans, it is
specifically the public elements, of use for the average civilian that are
celebrated in their architecture. Its importance is structured in ways
such as the Greek Agora, the Roman Forum, the Florentine Piazza and
the Dutch Republics Grand Hall. From these antecedents and current
Grand Assemblies, the Civic Hall is dimensioned and designed in such
a way that a maximum free floor space that is easily accessible from
multiple points is obtained so that, regardless of the configuration
and use, the Civic Hall can accommodate its function as a place for
the gathering of citizens (see figure 12.9). Various configurations for
the implementation of the Civic Hall as a centerpiece of an adapted
democratic system have been taken into account, varying from a
completely open space in which citizen and member of parliament roam
freely, as the classical Forum and Agora, to the strict configurations such
as the classroom or the hemicycle from later democratic systems.
As centerpiece of the building and the democratic ideal, the civic hall, is
also the space pre-eminently that, in line with the classical democracies
is of the most celebratory nature in regard of the democratic system.
In this nature, in line with the Greek and Roman public buildings, is
the space within the building that is the richest in dimensioning and
appearance. As seen in the floorplans and sections (see appendix F),
the rest of the building, within its organizational scheme, is designed
in such a way that moving through the building forces users to pass
though or alongside the Civic Hall, resulting in the physical centrality of
the space and the symbolic centrality of the individual citizen within the
Democratic system.
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Figure 12.5: Isometric Section of the Grand Civic Hall; core of the House of Parliament
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The Grand Civic Hall - Scale, Proportion and Centrality

BURGERZAAL

9

6

4 1 1,8 2 3

2 3

9

4

With its open floor of over a thousand square meter and a free ridge
height of nearly thirty meters the Civic Hall is the largest space within
the Flemish Parliament. As the centerpiece of the design, the Civic Hall
is aimed to generate a sense of awe through its scale and proportioning.
The hall is subdivided into smaller segments that are based in units of
the scale of Giorgi, with a root of four meters through the articulation
of its walls and the repetition of the rafters (see figures 12.6 and 12.7).
From the dimensioning of this centerpiece of the building through
the numerical and geometrical standards as discussed in the previous
chapter, the dimensioning of the rest of the building is derived.
Following from this, motifs and proportions designed for the Civic Hall
are repeated throughout the building in such a way that when moving
through the building, every time the user navigates toward the Civic
Hall, whether on ground floor or through one of wrap-around balconies
of the first and second floor, the Civic Hall is the culmination of this
proportioning and these motifs.
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This culminating effect is achieved through subtle repetition of the
smaller motifs such as the gantries and gateways, and the continuation
of the rhythm in the articulation of the walls of the ambulatory and
adjacent rooms that lead to the Civic Hall. Due to this repetition it is
the sheer scale and proportioning of the Grand Hall comprised out of
larger sequences of these smaller motifs that triggers a sense of awe
when approaching the Civic Hall through the corridors of the House of
Parliament.
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Because of its functioning as the heart of the building, the large open
hall, when not in use for Assemblies serves as the main point of access
and navigation of the building. All routes, as seen in the sections and
floorplans (see appendix F) find their core at the Civic Hall or the
ambulatory that wraps around the Civic Hall. In this sense, the Civic Hall
is proportioned as a large, indoor courtyard, publicly accessible at all
times and the core where the two approaches toward the building are
met (see figure 11.1) and find one another at the core of the building.
6
Its sudden scale increase in regard to the approaches
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the
1
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9
4 9
12 it on ground
corridors forces a moment of rest when moving8 through
27
16
18
level, bringing a moment of rest to the two approaches and
in that
24
27
32
sense an interior point of termination before these two blend
into one
36
48
54 to western
another when crossing through the building from eastern
81
approach and vice versa, emphasizing the importance of110682 the public and
their role within the building.

Figure 12.6: Plan and Sides of the Grand Civic Hall
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Figure 12.7: Wallsegment of the Grand Civic Hall
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Figure 12.8: The Structural and Ornamental Rafter and Materialisation of the Grand Civic Hall
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Figure 12.9: Possible Seating Configurations of the Grand Civic Hall based on existing or past configurations of grand assemblies
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The Grand Civic Hall - Architectural and SYmbolic Articulation
As stated prior, the Civic Hall becomes the centerpoint not only of the
building but also of the Democratic system as it is the individual citizen
that forms the core of the democratic process. In this sense, as with the
classical democracies of the Greeks and Romans, this space is marked
through its architectural and symbolic articulation. From the design of
the Civic Hall stems the materialization that runs through the entire
building. An architectural articulation of a solid mass, with a sense of
permanence in which awe is aimed to achieve without an excess of
splendour. To achieve this grand Formal schemes and proportions are
adopted in a materialization that is of a more humble nature. The brick
and steelwork used in the design of the Civic Hall is thusly continued
through the entire building, in order to design the Civic Hall as the
culmination of the solid brick House of Parliament.
The Civic Hall is the only space in the House of Parliament that,
additionally to its lighting from its sides also has light drawn in from
its ceiling. This creates a setting in which the mass and heaviness of
the building becomes contrasted with the light drawn in through the
rooflights that span the entire hall. This adds to the sense of awe and
importance associated with this Grand Hall.
As seen in figures 12.7 and 12.58, the material articulation or texture of
the Civic Hall is obtained through the alternation of various brickwork
bonds, eachw ith their own purpose. The majority of the planes will
be drawn up in a Flemish Bond, while horizontal accents are created
through the interlocking of a running Dutch Bond. Larger Plane accents
and termination of walls is achieved with a Rhombal Bond. This
alternation brings segmentation and texturing of the solid brick mass
that the sides of the Civic Hall form.
In line with the sense of Identity and the celebratory nature of the
Grand Hall, the walls are adorned with a set of symbolic plates that
articulate its functioning. These plates commemorate the role of the
territory of Flanders and the functioning of the Flemish Democracy (see
figure 12.10 and figure 12.6). The highest points in the Hall are reserved
for the symbolic representation of Flanders and the Flemish people
while the many portals on the ground floor are subdivided into ten
sections, representing the ten jurisdictions of the Flemish Government.

Figure 12.10: Interior Perspective of the Grand Civic Hall
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Parliament Hall10- diParlementszaal
gital voting monitor

6 cabinet passage

Though originally the
primary element of the Parliamentary Democracy,
3 stenographers
1 chairwhere
of parliament
the seat of parliament in a system
the individual citizen gains
more participatory possibilities becomes the second element of great
importance within the organizational
2 pulpit scheme not only of the Democracy
in itself but thusly also in the Form of the building. The space however
remains a core contributor to the typology of the building. As seen
in the development of the Parliamentary Hall (see appendix D and
et one
seats that is a product of habits and traditions. It is a
4 cabinis
E), the space
space that, in its Form and Articulation, is rooted in the large history
of Western democracies. The seat of parliament in the new Flemish
House of Parliament is in that sense not different. Following Gierstberg
(2019), there are certain elements that are recurrent in a Parliament
Hall, eventhough there is no specific set for the architectural demands
that are to be met in regard of positioning and representation. For the
Flemish Parliament a striking feature is the approach etymologically to
the gathering of Parliament, referred to often as “Het Halfrond” (The
Hemicycle). This is one of the spatial features that has become symbolic
for the Flemish Parliament. Aside from this and the Coat of Arms
of Flanders that represents the national interest and identity of the
Parliament and its members, another element in regard of positioning
and Form is taken into account in the design of this new Parliament Hall;
the role of the civilian.
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Figure 12.11: Isometric Section and Elements of Parliament Hall
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10 digital voter

5 member seat

2 pulpit

As it is taken from the analysis of previous chapters the importance of
parliamentary
hemicycle
the civilian is to be increased5 more
and more
which is a main driver
for the design of the Parliament Building around the Grand Civic Hall.
However this does not mean that the Parliament Hall is to be set
apart from this notion that the individual citizen within the democracy
10 digital voter
becomes more important. Though in Parliament Hall the citizen that is
not a member of Parliament remains a spectator, its role in that manner
is of great importance and a constant reminder that those individual
citizens form the center of the democratic system. In this sense the
deliberate positioning of Parliament Hall on the edge of the building
(seeseatappendix F) rather than enclosed
in the center of the building
2 pulpit
5 member
(see figure 8.6), results in a direct relationship with the exterior world
outside the parliament and the citizens and life that occurs outside of
the Parliament Hall. Due to this the citizen is not only spectator and
witness of the parliamentary process from the public tribunes inside
the hall, but it is the public outside of Parliament Hall as well. Those
that address parliament and those that stand above all political bias
and are expected to transcend parliament (the Chair and the officials)
have a continuous view to the public outside the Parliament Hall, as a
reminder of the importance of the individual citizen over the Member
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of Parliament. At the same time, the individual members of parliament
are positioned in such a way that the outside world ‘looks over their
shoulders’ in regard of monitoring the parliamentary process and their
work as a representative of the people.
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The Hall, as an extent of the traditional parliamentary halls is comprised
of a spatial econfiguration of four elemental fixtures (see figure 12.11):
The Hemicycle (5), the Pulpit (2), the Seat of Cabinet (4) and the
Chair of Parliament (1). These have been put together in an assembly
that puts main priority both visually and spatially to the entity that
transcends political bias and orientation and is true representative of
the democratic process; the Chair of the House and the supporting
officials of the Chair. Flowing from the original hemicycle configuration,
a slight alteration is made in the choice of the positioning of the Seat
of Cabinet. Where in more traditional Parliament Halls Cabinet is
physically separated from the members of Parliament and the Chair and
supporting officials, the design of this Parliament Hall aims to articulate
spatially the need in which all these individuals are to work together
in a healthy representative democracy. In this way the motion of the
hemicycle is continued yet in such a way that there is a slight difference
as the role of a member of Cabinet is different to that of a member of
Parliament, however they can not function without each other. The
Cabinet can be seen as a bridge between the more partisan hemicycle
and the non-partisan Chair, symbolizing their ambiguity between
the two, as Flemish politics is one that is of a Coalition Culture. Their
cooperation is of essence, specifically in a more participatory democracy
that functions within the framework of the traditional parliamentary
representative democracy.
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This cooperation of the three main groups, Parliament, Cabinet and
Chair, occurs for each of these in various ways as their roles are
different. This difference in roles not only communicated through their
seat positioning and the configuration of the Hall as a whole, but also
through the routing towards their position within the room (see figure
12.12). In this routing scheme a hierarchical nature is produced in
which only those that transcend political bias, the Chair and supporting
officials, have a visible entry into the Parliament Hall. This division
however is one that is only executed spatially within the Parliament
Hall, as directly outside of this hall ultimate aim is the cooperation
of all members of Parliament and interaction between each of these
individual groups is encouraged (see plans in Appendix F).
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Figure 12.12: Plan and Sides of Parliament Hall
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Parliament Hall - Architectural and Symbolic Articulation
The most dominant feature of the Hall is its large glass elements that
span the entire hemicycle. This hemicycle of windows faces down the
Monumental Power Axis westward, and looks out over the Parliament
Square. This represents the direct relationship beween the outside
world and the individual citizen and the members of parliament within
Parliament Hall. It is in stark contrast with the more massive and closed
eastern walls drawn up as solid brick mass. The constituting elements
and their fixtures within the hall are designed as a continuation of the
steel and brickwork material articulation that runs through the entire
design of the building.
Aside from the symbolic contribution taken in through the positioning
of the individual members present in the hall as discussed in the
previous subsection, the national Flemish Lion overlooks the process of
Parliament and its members in the hall (see number 9 in figure 12.11).
This symbol of national unity and identity is an active reminder of what
the speaking member of the house and the chair stand for as they
conduct their tasks right below this Coat of Arms. At the same time the
members of parliament seated in the Hemicycle always face the coat of
arms when paying attention to the Chair or a member that is addressing
them from the pulpit.
Additional to this emblem that is to overlook the conducts of the
members present in the Parliament Hall, the individual citizen is a
form of monitoring and sense of national interest as well. Due to
the alteration of the traditional positioning of the Public Tribune,
a configuration is created in which every acting member can be
monitored and seen by the public. Through the large glass planes the
outside public looks over the shoulders of the members of parliament,
yet as they face forward they face the public tribunes seated next to
the National Coat of Arms, as a reminder of their representative role.
Through their positioning the spectators on the public tribune also face
down over the members of cabinet and the Chair, showcasing that each
of the members is, though elected representative, not above the public
and that the individual citizen is not only in the Civic Hall celebrated
as the core of the democratic process but also in the spatial and
architectural articulation of Parliament Hall.

Figure 12.13: Interior Perspective Parliament Hall, as taken from Southern Public Tribune
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The Tower of Parliament - Parlementstoren
As discussed in the previous chapters, the task of the House of
Parliament as the City Crown or main Quartermaster of the Masterplan
Urban Development Linkeroever as a building is one that is not solely
fulfilled through its programme or function. The Houses of Parliament,
both on a National level and on an Urban level as its functioning as City
Crown in the Masterplan functions as an institute. The term ‘institute’
in this case refers to the importance of the interdependence of a civic
function and its architectural or formal appearance (Gramsbergen,
2014). As the House of Parliament and the City Crown of the
Masterplan, one specific trait becomes important for the Form of
the building and that is the ability of the building to be recognizable,
perhaps even iconic. A City Crown is in this sense of manifestation
as an icon of the city to tower over the rest of the city in its formal
functioning (Taut, 1919). The Houses of Parliament, in this sense
literally the building that houses parliament, becomes symbolic and
synonymous with the democracy and identity of the country/district/
region it caters. Simultaneously as the City Crown of the Linkeroever the
building functions as a major landmark and contributor to the identity
and appearance of the Urban Form. In that role, the building is to form a
counterpart to the Cathedral on the right bank of the Scheldt in order to
transform Linkeroever into a full-fledged counterpart to the city on the
right bank.
This recognisability or ability to manifest itself as an icon is sought after
in form and in silhouette through the addition of a vertical volume to the
traditional courted type of past Houses of Parliament. Its architectural
expression, as discussed in the previous chapter, is based on a type of
governmental towers found throughout Belgium and thus Flanders;
the Belfry. This motif originated as a civic counterpart to the clerical
and noble towers in the skyline of the city, and in this sense is to do so
again as a counterpart to the Cathedral and its tower. With its projected
ninety meter height, the Tower of Parliament would, after the Cathedral
and Boerentoren be the third highest tower that adorns the skyline

ONZE LIEVE
VROUWE
KATHEDRAAL
123 METER

Figure 12.14: Isometric Perspective of the Tower of Parliament
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Figure 12.15: The Tower of Parliament as contributor to the Antwerp Skyline
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of Antwerp (see figure 12.15). In this sense it forms a recognizable
addition on Linkeroever and a formal counterpart as second City Crown
in comparison to the Cathedral. Its height pays respect however to the
historical development of the city and as it sets itself below that of the
Cathedral and Boerentoren, the two most notable vertical landmarks
the city currently has.
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The Tower of Parliament - Form and function
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The Tower of Parliament is to house the National Archives and
Parliamentary Archives, spread over ten floors. In its functioning
as a public beacon of the city, within these floors two are set apart
additionally to function as a publicly accesible Reading Hall and a
rooftop Café with access to the rooftop terraces at the ninth floor.
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The tower as a volume adds to the stately approach that is given to
the eastern approach of the building in relation to the functioning
of the Houses of Parliament as counterpart of the Cathedral. In this
sense, in comparison to the much lighter and less imposing entrance
on the square (see figure 12.18) the Scheldt entrance to parliament,
situated in the base of the tower (see figure 12.17) is of a much greater
stature. This entrance, at it is formally also the entrance to the National
Archives, is of a much more stately and historic character than the
more approachable semi-circular entrance on the square side. A large
triptych in the entrance hall beneath the tower pays tribute to this as an
integrated symbolic work that commemorates the Battle of the Golden
Spurs (Guldensporenslag) in which the Flemish people for the first time
freed themselves from French suppression, which is celebrated to this
day as the only national Flemish holiday. Together with the outspoken
brickwork design of vertical motifs this entrance and constitutes the
required level of stature that was set out for this eastern side of the
building.

Figure 12.16: Plan, Facade and Partitioning of the Tower of Parliament
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The articualtion of the tower lends itself from the early or renaissance
Belfries of Flanders, such as those of Ipres, Bruges and Ghent (see figure
11.6). Notable features are its tripartitioning and angular or lantern-like
design that articulates its role as a beacon of the city through its form.
Its accentuated corners, long vertical lines and clearly pronounced
crowning of the volume all aide in the construction of a recognizable
silhouette and facade. Its 3:4 ratio in comparison to the horizontal mass
of the building sets a harmonious whole to the building in which the
tower in itself can be observed as a functioning sole unit, but at the
same time it functions as a balanced whole in relation to the rest of the
building when observed fully.

body
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Figure 12.17: Schelde Vestibule, Entrance of Parliament Building beneath the Tower of Parliament
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Figure 12.18: Rodenbach Vestibule, access from the Parliament Square
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The Double Ambulatory - De Rondgang
With the shift of the Courted Type to the design of the House of
Parliamant with a Grand Civic Hall as centerpiece, the organizational
scheme of the building was to be reconsidered (see figure 11.4). The
Double Ambulatory becomes the organizational element that structures
the building in such a way that all access to the building is brought back
down to the centerpiece of Democracy and the central scheme of the
building; the Civic Hall. The Double Ambulatory however brings forth
another component that is key to the design of this building, namely the
role of the public.
The entire heart of the building, everything that is inside of the double
ambulatory, is of a public nature. This means that non only the Civic
Hall (Figure 12.10) is publicly accessible, the two courtyards, North
and South (Figure 12.21) are publicly accessible as well. This is a literal
formal manifestation of the idea of an inclusive democracy in which the
heart of the system, and in this case the heart of the building, is fully
accessible for the most important factor in it; the public as a whole.

Public Access

In addition to this, due to the adopting of a cloistertypology when it
comes to access, the individual rooms within the House of Parliament
are all focussed outward rather than facing inward. This design ensures
a constant connection between what occurs inside the rooms of
Parliament and the outside world. It places not only the building, but
also those that occupy it in their context.

First Floor

Second Floor

Ground Floor

First Floor

Second Floor

Member Access

Ground Floor

Figure 12.19: Isometric and Schematic representation of the Ambulatory Structure and Access
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First Floor

Figure 12.20: Main Organizational Scheme
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The Double Ambulatory - Architectural Appearance
Main focus of the double ambulatory is on the public spaces that it
wraps itself around, the ambulatory thusly adopts the rhythm and
articulation of the Civic Hall and the public Courtyards when it comes to
its appearance. At the same time, the ambulatory is designed in such a
way that it is a widely enough dimensioned space in order to have it no
longer function as a corridor but truely as spaces of organization and
access.
The hallways that comprise the double ambulatory are designed to be
pleasant spaces to be in as it follows that this is a supportive structure
for the functioning of the building not only in the literal sense as a
distrubtor of access and structuring of the building but also in a more
abstract way. The “corridor” as the proverb goes is a place where a lot
of middle-grounds are found and bridges are built amongst people. In
this sense the design of the ambulatory hallways are set out in such
a manner that these interactions can be facilitated and can occur
pleasantly without harming the structural nature and accessibility that
the double ambulatory provides for the navigation of the building.
The central, or dominant ambulatory, wrapping around the civic hall is
completely open towards the hall and in that sense adds architecturally
in to the idea of a certain sense of transparantness. Even though the
corridor on the first floor is not accessible for the public, those that
roam these corridors can be seen from the Civic Hall. In this sense there
once again is even in a more reclusive parts of the House of Parliament
a sense of public control.
Exempt from this are private quarters, meeting rooms and offices that
are situated in the North and South wings of the building (see figure
12.19). Though these are closed off to public, as the members of
parliament do have workspace that is not publicly accessible, these are
once again oriented outward. In this sense there still is the idea of the
public ‘looking over the shoulders’ of those that work in the Parliament
Building, even in those areas that are closed off to the public.

Figure 12.21: Perspective of the Publicly Accessible Courtyards
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Each of these four dominant elements together comprise the total
design of the new Flemish House of Parliament as City Crown of
Linkeroever. As examined in the previous chapters, an important factor
of the Quartermaster and specifically the City Crown is its influence on
the public space. A large contribution to this is its recognizability and
readability as an important, unique element within the public space
and the Urban Tissue. The design of the House of Parliament forms in
this sense a beacon of identity and characteristic catalyst for the Urban
Development of Linkeroever. It is designed as the dominant Urban
Element within the backbone of the Urban Development Masterplan
as embodied in the Monumental Axis. This monumental axis is thusly
not only a sequence of urban spaces, but more so an axis that is
main contributor to the Identity of the Linkeroever as a full-fledged
counterpart of Rechteroever. This renders the terminations of this
axis, Cabinet and Parliament, to function as Landmarks (Lynch, 1960).
The physical, formal, spatial appearance of the axis and its terminating
buildings, and integrally the entire central tripart of Linkeroever, is
to represent and relate to this Power Axis. The design for the most
dominant of these two termini, the House of Parliament, proposes
thusly a strong, clear formal appearance, enforcing its Landmark
institute and contributing role as a source of identity for the Urban
Development, and specifically the manifestation of this Urban Axis
as once proposed by De Heem and Van Averbeke (1934) as an axis of
governmental institutions or more clearly so a Power Axis.
The design for the House of Parliament approaches its role as being
of a coronary nature for this urban motif of the Power Axis, and in this
sense is approached as an exercise of “Civic Art”. The large and rich
history and positioning of this institute within society that coronates
this axis requires an approach that is in line with their status in regard
of the formation of this piece of ‘Civic Art’. The design sees the
traditional or the classical in this sense not only as a heritage but as
a source of reference for civic ideals and patterns, as a translation of
the spirit associated with or desired from this institute into a spatial
form. Through the tightly interwoven combination of the Urban Design
for the Monumental Axis and the architectural design of the House of
Parliament, a unification of these ideals and the designed form (Taut,
1919) of the City Crown is aimed to be achieved in the light of the axis
as a manifestation of a work of civic art, linked to observations in regard
of this by amongst others, Behne (1923) and Hegemann (1922).
The use of an intricate designsystem, rationally based in ideals
associated to this approach of Civic Art and the grafting of the design
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upon Typological development (Rossi, 1966), executed throughout all
aspects and elements of the building contributes highly to the shaping
of a recognizable, awing building that fits the stature of the City Crown
and a physical manifestation of the largest democratic body. In addition
to this the design of the House of Parliament also reflects a sense of
national identity, transcending the local need that this Monumental Axis
can attribute to, and manifest it as a recognizable Urban Composition
on a more national level. Lastly, the notion of the new House of
Parliament as the second City Crown of Antwerp in the Masterplan is
catered with the Flemish House of Parliament not only functioning as
a point of reference and identity for its direct perimeter as the main
Quartermaster of the expanded city center on Linkeroever, but as citywide point of reference and complementary half to the Cathedral.
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The axis, in combination with the design for the Flemish House of
Parliament, based on the principles as brought forth by Hegemann (“The
American Vitruvius”, 1922), Sitte (“The Art of Building Cities”, 1898), Taut
(“Die Stadtkrone”, 1919) and Behne (“Der Moderne Zweckbau”, 1923),
ensures a sense of a stately, recognizable, formal design that completes
an urban and architectural ensemble that is a physical manifestation of
the ideals and identity belonging to this institute. It caters the traditional
inheritance of this institute and at the same time caters the need to
constitute a sense of identity and clarity (Lynch, 1981) when proposing
such a large Urban Development within this Masterplan. The Central
Axis as the recognizable backbone of the Development of Linkeroever as
a continuation of the existing city in the form of a Parliamentary Quarter
of the City of Antwerp and the House of Parliament as the City Crown
complementary to the Cathedral, bring a new chapter in the journey of
Linkeroever that evolves it from Tête de Flandre to the Head of Flanders.
In line with the observations made with the original purchase of the
grounds of Linkeroever, the Masterplan Urban Development together
with this proposition of the Flemish House of Parliament aim for the
continuation of the Traditional Antwerpian city and the transformation
of Linkeroever to form Antwerp Metropolis as the capital of Flanders, a
role of stature that is aimed to be echoed in the spatial configurations
and architectural appearance of the Central Monumental Axis and the
design of the new Flemish House of Parliament.
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Figure 12.23: Parliament and Cathedral, the Two City Crowns of Antwerp
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APPENDIX A - Analysis Antwerpian Tissue
In order to examine what makes Urban Configurations not generic but
specific for Antwerp, the various quarters on the right bank of the river
Scheldt, as seen on the next page, will be examined. These quarters are
examined in regard of their general functioning and atmosphere, their
Figure-Ground configuration, the various resolutions of the Figure-Ground,
their perception and architecture. Examining these various quarters and
comparing them amongst one another brings forward a few ‘common
grounds’, or unconscious rules as Rossi would refer to, as to which the
built environment seems to adhere which in its turn is interpreted as
having an ‘Antwerpian’ atmosphere. These commonalities are dealt with
in chapter two, this Appendix discussess these traits for each examined
quarter. In the light of the development of the Urban Form of Antwerp,
certain areas within these quarters are adopted more freely as there are
plans, have been plans or certain development is expected from these
quarters in policy documents. When this is the case, such as with NieuwZuid and Eilandje, spatial sketches are made as to what the aims of these
developments are in regard of the development of the Urban Form.

Eilandje
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Zurenborg
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Eilandje can be
seen as one that is of a orthagonal configuration. This can be
contributed to the history of the quarter as a harbour for the city.
This leads to a rational, orthagonal configuration and assemblage
of both building blocks and high-rise structures in an interplay in
this formerly industrial area.

Quarter - Eilandje

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

The urban tissue, as stated is comprised of both building
blocks in the traditional sense of the word as well as an
interplay between those and highrise structuring. In the
blocks that are traditionally subdivided into plots the
rationale of the plotdivisions belonging to a former
industrial area is clearly visible. The plots are substantially
larger than the plotdivisions in other quarters of the city.
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THE STREET AND ITS PERCEPTION

The traditional blocks that are present in
the Eilandje quarter are already of a larger
volume, due to its industrial background.
The larger plots in the traditional building
blocks have lend themselves for a bit higher
structures to arise. In combination with the
highrise structures in this area, this quarter
is one that is generally of a higher volumetric
nature than the other quarters in the city.

Where the
north of
this quarter
with its more
coarse grain
and highrise
finds its
connection
with the
harbour, the
south finds
connection
with the city
center.

The MAS
Building

This is where the original
harbour of the city of
antwerp began, it still
borders the City Center

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE
Quarter Eilandje
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The quarter of Eilandje has seen various developments
over time and most of the architecture yet have always
been dedicated to industrial and harbour developments
of the city. The architecture here is a catalogue of
industrial architecture through the ages. The most
important quartermaster in this area is related to this
development as well and is the Harbour Administrative
office, a traditional building that has been added to and
refurbished through a design of Zaha Hadid.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Historic Center quarter shows most clearly the remnants and
development of Antwerpen as a medieval European city. With its
Figure Ground configuration showcasing the almost textbook
example of the organic type. The configuration is comprised of
traditional closed building blocks of various sizes that make up
the irregular fine-grained pattern so typical for the organic type.

Quarter - HISTORIC CENTER

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

As stated the Urban Tissue of the Historic Center
showcases clearly the organic configuration,
being comprised of traditional closed building
blocks with a variety of sizes in building blocks, but
also, as seen in the resolutions, of various plot sizes.
Majorly the plot size difference is contributable to
the joining of smaller plots over time. The building
blocks all have some form of courtyard or those
have been built in as well over time as the city
densified and developed.
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The traditional Historic Center shows human scale in its
most purest sense of the word, with narrower streets that
know little to no subdivisions and are one on one in a clear
relationship between built form and street and where open
or public space is guided through and shaped by the built
form. A very traditional approach to street-making.

Entrance Building
St. Annatunnel

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

Historic Center

228

The Historic Center as it is the core of the city and
has seen the biggest development since the founding
of the city, showcases an extensive amount of varying
traditional architectural styles, from Neo-classical and
Flemmish Neo-Renaissance to medieval and art-deco.
Simultaneously it harbours many quartermasters of
various types, commercial, religious, educational are all
present, most dominant however are the city hall and,
depicted here, the Onze Lieve Vrouwe Cathedral at the
Handschoenmarkt, erected between 1350-1520.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Mode can be classified
as that of a organic nature in the observations of Roger Trancik in regard
of the urban poché. Its spatial structure though still derivable from earlier
grid like settlements shows clearly a medieval, organic and irregular street
pattern. As with other European Medieval city quarters, Mode shows a
dense yet highly penatrable configuration.

Quarter - MODE

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS
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Similar to the Historic Center the majority of the streets in the Mode
quarter are of a dense nature, small, irregular and with a built structure
of about four to five stories. At the same time the Mode quarter is nested
at the bank of the Schelde river (Kaai). This bank is extremely wide in relation
to the built structures that are at the edge of the Mode quarter.
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As stated the urban poché of the Mode quarter is one that has a very
high density yet at the same time is highly penatrable. Its plot structuring
is of a varied nature, with larger and smaller plots, the first being a result
of smaller plots being joined together for the creation of larger urban
villas. This results in traditional closed building blocks with irregularly
shaped yards.

Prison of
Antwerp

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

Overall the quarter Mode comprised of a variety of larger and
smaller structures, European Townhouses and mixed use are
represented in the area and majorly consist of four to five
floors. The main quartermaster of Zurenborg is the Sint Andries
church located at Augustijnen street, erected in the early 16th
century by the Augustinians just outside the medieval city walls.

Quarter Mode
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Latin can be classified
as that of a transition between the more organic poché of the Mode
quarter and the Historic center to the more classical, radial poché of
the inner ringroad that is comprised of the various Leien.

Quarter - LATIN

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

This is just south of the
Meir, the main
commercial district of Ant
werp, resulting
in cafés and shops in this
quarter as well

In the three resolution of Figure-Ground, Plot series, Plots and Buildings
as defined by Karl Kropf, the medieval, organic character of this quarter
is clearly visible. The subdivision of larger and smaller plots, similar to the
mode quarter and the historic center flank the organically shaped streets.

City
Theater

Antwerp
Police Tower

As mentioned, the quarter Latin is one that
forms a transition between the organic
poché of the medieval town and the more
radial poché that is attributable to the ring
road around the city center. This street as
one of the main roads through the city is
given its status and importance through
the dimensioning of both street and
building as can be seen in the section. It
is of a nature similar to the boulevards that
are found in various cities that had been
under influence of Napoleon but most
notably of course in Paris.
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The quartier Latin is, as stated before, a transitional zone
between the organic and smaller scale of the historic center
of Antwerp and the more monumental and larger radial scale
that is attributable to the Leien as a ring road. This is seen in
the various building heights in the quarter. The larger plots
and volumes are found near the Leien and the smaller scale
near the adjacent Mode quarter and City Center. The major
quartermaster of this district is the Neoclassical Bourla
Schouwburg erected between 1829-1834.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Zuid can be classified
as that of a radial nature in the observations of Roger Trancik in regard
of the urban poché. Its spatial structure is almost of a baroque street
reminscant of the Haussmann style urban environment associated with
this type of configuration. Combined with its typical architecture
Zuid forms a recognizable district within the city of Antwerp.

Quarter - ZUID

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

In the three resolution of Figure-Ground, Plot series, Plots and Buildings
as defined by Karl Kropf, the human scale and fine grain of the quarter
is clearly visible. The plot seris are already of a scale that is easily
interpretable by the inhabitant and the fine parceling creates a
pleasant traditional building block in which there is a close relationship
between private and public and a clear definition of the urban space.
Within this configuration of the Figure-Ground the corner is put
extra emphasis on. This can be seen in the plot structuring as well.
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This quarter is just south of the
city center, seperated only by the
Kronenburgstraat
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As mentioned, the quarter of Zuid is one that is of a nature in which
there is close attention and presence of the human scale. The clear division
between public and private and the clear demarcation of the urban space
is a product of the traditional building block of which Zuid is built up.
Its close relationship between built form and urban space creates pleasant
and understandable streets in which the user feels secure and at ease. Its
four to five storey housing blocks flank the streets that are monumentalized
through the introduction of two rows of trees that line the street.
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QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

Overall the quarter Zuidis comprised of similar types of residential
accomodations, European Townhouses. These are of a more
traditional c.q. classical architecture consisting of four to five
floors. The main quartermaster of Zurenborg is Royal Museum of
Fine Arts situated at the Leopold de Waelplaats, constructed in the
1880s and designed by architects Winders and Van Dijk.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Nieuw Zuid can be
seen as one that is of a more orthogonal nature more towards the
banks of the river Schelde. At the more ‘city’ half of the quarter it
can be qualified as a transition between the orthogonal and the
more organic configurations of the figure ground forming a tie
to the adjacent quarters that have a more organic or radial
configuration such as the quarters of Zuid and Brederode.

Quarter -NIEUW ZUID

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS
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The urban tissue of the Nieuw Zuid quarter is one that is of
a much more modern nature than the rest of Antwerp. This
is visible in the larger blocks but also in the parceling. Large
parcels are the base for larger collective blocks that are
erected at once. As a product of the 21st century, the quarter
does however resemble a modern interpretation of a more
traditional urban tissue comprised of building blocks, this
time however rather more open than in the traditional sense
which is more visible throughout the rest of the quarters.
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Even though there is no sense of small parceling as
can be seen in the rest of the quarters in Antwerp,
the quarter of Nieuw Zuid, as a 21st take on the
building block does adhere to the clear sense of
street defining through the built form. This results
still in pleasant streets with a human scale as we
are accustomed with in the take on urban tissue
in a quarter with more traditional building blocks.
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QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

The quarter Nieuw Zuid, as stated before is a very recent
addition to the urban form of Antwerpen and is in its
sense one that is a modern take on the building blocks
and urban tissue. This is visible in the common architecture
that is present in the quarter. The sole and major quarter
master in this area is the Palace of Justice, erected in 2006
and of a modern industrial style designed by Richard Rogers.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

Quarter - BREDERODE
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FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

Even though the urban tissue is comprised of large building blocks
in the quarter Brederode, the plot division within these plot-series
is one that brings about the small, finegrain scale that is typical for
the more organic configurations and the traditional closed building
blocks that are found throughout the urban tissue of Antwerpen.
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The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Brederode can be
seen as one that is of a more radial nature in the southwest where
it lies opposite quarter Zuid, whereas other parts of the quarter
can be qualified as of a more organic nature. Typical for this quarter
are the large building blocks and continuous streets.
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Just as the quarter Latin, the Brederode quarter is one
that is comprised of both the organic and the radial
configuration. Even though the building blocks are of
quite a large dimension, the parceling is fine-grained.
This results in a very comfortable and pleasant street
section through the fine grained structure the ratios
within the Brederode quarter are of pleasant scale.
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Quarter Brederode

The quartier Brederode is, as stated before, a transitional zone
between the organic and smaller scale in the north of the
quarter and the more monumental and baroque radial scale
that is attributable to the Leien and the quarter Zuid. The major
quartermaster of this district is the Flemmish Neo-Renaissance
style Jongensweeshuis on the Durletstraat, erected in 1875.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Berchem quarters Figure-Ground configuration can be typified
as that which is an angular configuration with intermezzos that are
remniscant of a more radial configuration. This is visible in various
parts of the quarter. The dominant figure-ground configuration
however remains that of angular nature.

Quarter - BERCHEM

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

Berchems urban tissue is comprised almost fully of
building blocks in the most traditional sense. Small
regular parceling resulting in plots that are built in
such a fashion that they form the traditional, closed
building block throughout the entire quarter whether
it is configured in an angular or in a radial manner.
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The traditional building blocks that make up the quarter
of Berchem are majorly of a dimensioning that is quite
similar to other quarters such as Zurenborg. and Borgerhout.
The height of the building blocks varies between three to
four layers and has some exceptions in larger moments of
the city and the emphasizing of the corners in the blocks.
Just as the majority of the other quarters in Antwerp, there
remains a very close relationship between the building and
the street, creating pleasantly defined streets throughout
the Berchem quarter.
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Quarter Berchem

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

The Berchem quarter is one that is of a quite uniform
nature as stated before when it comes to the creation
of the majority of the urban tissue. It is organized
around a few important axes with quartermasters of
which the axis between the St. Hubert church and the
St. Maria Home for the Weak and Elderly is most
dominant and executed in a radial configuration. Both
of these stem from the early 20th century and, as the
axis, are drawn up in a flemmish Neo-Renaissance style.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Harmonie & Groen quarter is one that is majorly comprised
of a more angular/organic urban tissue that forms the infill of
larger moments and movements through the quarter that are
of a more radial nature. The Figure Ground configuration is thusly
one that is of a more combined nature of both radial and organic
or angular tissue that together make the urban tissue of the quarter.

Quarter - HARMONIE EN GROEN

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

The urban tissue in the Harmonie and Groen quarter
is one that is majorly comprised of closed traditional
building blocks in which there is parceling on the
small scale with small individual plots that together
form a closed traditional building block that obtain
a clear relationship between street and built form.
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The traditional building blocks that make up the quarter
of Harmone and Groen are majorly of a dimensioning that is
quite similar to other quarters such as Zurenborg and
Berchem. The height of the building blocks varies between
three to four layers and has some exceptions in larger moments
of the city and the emphasizing of the corners in the blocks.
Just as the majority of the other quarters in Antwerp, there
remains a very close relationship between the building and
the street, creating pleasantly defined streets throughout
the Harmonie and Groen quarter.
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QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE
Quarter Harmonie & Groen

The Harmonie and Groen quarter is one that is majorly of
a quite uniform character as described so far. Whether the
modern additions to the old Military Hospital or the older
parcels that comprise the building blocks in the area all
are of a human scale and manifest a clear relationship
between public and private and street and built form. The
main quartermaster of this quarter is the former military
Arsenal and Hospital which has been transferred to a new
epicenter of the quarter with restaurants, bars and housing.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Zurenborg can be
classified as that of a radial nature in the observations of Roger Trancik
in regard of the urban poché that dictates the creation of space and
street in this quarter. Its spatial structure is almost of a baroque street
pattern and defines the characteristic buildup of this district. Combined
with its typical architecture Zurenborg forms a recognizable district
within the urban form and configuration of the city of Antwerp.

Quarter - ZURENBORG

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

In the three resolution of Figure-Ground, Plot series, Plots and Buildings
as defined by Karl Kropf, the human scale and fine grain of the quarter
is clearly visible. The plot seris are already of a scale that is easily
interpretable by the inhabitant and the fine parceling creates a
pleasant traditional building block in which there is a close relationship
between private and public and a clear definition of the urban space.

The Tissue configuration
of this quarter is of a more
classical, almost baroque nature
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As mentioned, the quarter of Zurenborg is one that is of a nature in which
there is close attention and presence of the human scale. The clear division
between public and private and the clear demarcation of the urban space
is a product of the traditional building block of which Zurenborg is built up.
Its close relationship between built form and urban space creates pleasant
and understandable streets in which the user feels secure and at ease.
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Quarter Zurenborg

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

Overall the quarter Zurenborg is comprised of similar types of
residential accomodations. These are of the typical townhouse
in a more traditional c.q. classical architecture consisting of
three to four floors, oriented towards the street. The main
quartermaster of Zurenborg is the Neogothic church of Saint
at the Dageraadplaats, erected between 1901-1904.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Borgerhout can
be qualified as one that most resembles the organic approach.
This section is however more classically drawn up and would
therefore be of a more angular categorization. The quarter is one
that is comprised mostly of traditional building blocks of various
sizes and dimensions.

Quarter -BORGERHOUT

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS

This quarter is typified by
the multitude of closed
buildingblocks

The urban tissue of Borgerhout, as stated is one that is
comprised mostly from traditional closed building blocks
of various sizes. This quarter, as many of the other quarters
in Antwerpen is formed through the traditional parceling
of the building block, various parcel sized appear but occur
through the joining of various parcels into larger plots. The
mean of the quarter is that of the small plot as integral part
of the larger, closed, traditional building block.
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The traditional building blocks that make up the quarter
of Borgerhout are majorly of a dimensioning that is quite
similar to other quarters such as Zurenborg. The height
of the building blocks varies between three to four layers
and has some exceptions in larger moments of the city
to four to five layers in general. Dimensioning remains
close to that of the other quarters with quite pleasant,
human scale, width and height ratios of the streets.
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Quarter Borgerhout

QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

The Borgerhout quarter harbours various quartermasters
of which the majority are churches. The most dominant
however, in both composition and institutional functioning
is the District Governmental House that is located on the
Moorken square. The district is comprised of a variety of
architectural styles from Flemmish neo-renaissance to
contemporary domestic architecture, dominantly varying
between three to five floors.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Figure-Ground configuration of the quarter Diamant can be
seen as one that is between a more organic or angular structuring
in some parts of the quarter whereas it is more radial and baroque
in the moments where it flanks important recognizable elements
of the city of Antwerp, such as the ringroad (Leien) and the known
triangular City Park that flanks the quarter in the south-west.

Quarter - DIAMANT

FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS
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The urban tissue of the Diamant quarter is one that is of
a more hybrid nature between a very traditional building
block and a more modern tower structuring especially
around the traintracks that enter the city. Noticable in this
quarter is the way in which the built form accompanies and
guides the important moments in the city through both
height and size of parceling, as can be seen here where the
‘parkfront’ is addressed by larger parcels, offering space for
higher built form, putting emphasis on this moment in the
urban tissue of the city.
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Antwerpian Zoo

It is however in the building heights around
the city-wide moments such as the ring and
the park that this ratio is opened up and the
space offers possibilities for higher built forms.
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The majority of the blocks, as in the other
quarters that surround the historic inner
city and have been part of one of the first
outlays of the city, the streetsection is one
that is of a smaller scale with an almost 1:1
ratio in regards of width and building height.
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form. It is a large part of the
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with the Antwerpian Zoo a quarter with
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The quarter of Diamant has seen various developments
over time and most of the architecture can be traced back
to the 19th and early 20th century. Most is four to five
story built form, with exceptions as stated prior in certain
moments. Though not the original quartermaster, that
would be the Atheneum, the station is the current most
important quartermaster that brings identity to this quarter.
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FIGURE GROUND CONFIGURATION

The Noord quarter is one of the largest quarters of Antwerp and
of a more angular/organic urban tissue that forms the infill of
the quarter. Varying between larger more radial movements in
tissue in regard of the parts of the quarter that flank the Leien,
the Ringroad of Antwerp, but thusly majorly angular/organic.

Quarter - NOORD
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FIGURE GROUND RESOLUTIONS
is

The urban tissue in the Noord quarter is one that is
majorly comprised of closed traditional building
blocks in which there is parceling on the small scale
with small individual plots that together form a
closed traditional building block that obtain a clear
relationship between street and built form.
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This

The traditional building blocks that make up the quarter
of Noord are majorly of a dimensioning that is quite similar
to other quarters in the city of Antwerp. The height of the
building blocks varies between three to four layers and
has some exceptions in larger moments of the city such as
the flanking of the ringroad, the Leien streets. Just as the
majority of the other quarters in Antwerp, there remains a
very close relationship between the building and the street,
creating pleasantly defined streets throughout the quarter.
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QUARTERMASTERS AND ARCHITECTURE

The Noord quarter is of quite uniform nature as
described priorly. Being the largest quarter of
Antwerp, it houses many quartermasters such as
the old Fransicisian monastery and various churches.
The major quartermaster however is that of the
Stuivenberg Gasthuis, in use ever since the late 19th
century and modified overtime but always operating.
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APPENDIX B - Code of Construction
TISSUE CONFIGURATION

The Code of Construction is a document of regulations and frameworks
that accompanies the Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever and
deals with the morphological production of space through the individual
element. In line of the development of Linkeroever as a continuation
of Rechteroever, the framework set out in the Code of Construction
is a combination of values derived from literature (“Designing for a
European City”) and the analysis of the Urban Tissue of the city of
Antwerp. The Code of Construction is drafted in such a manner that
every stakeholder and contributor within the Urban Development of
Linkeroever can design and construct within a realm of possibilities
without limiting their wishes or needs to harshly. The Code centers
around the notion of a collective production of Urban Space in which
every element is to play its part, related to its location within the
plan and the atmospheres that are to go with this. Accordingly there
are thusly general rules within the Code of Construction, applicable
throughout the entire Masterplan, as well as additional, accompanying
area-interpretations and sketches (see Appendix C). The architecture
as described in the Code of Construction recognizes the importance of
architecture as a producer of interior spaces but focuses on the function
of the individual architectural element as burdened with the task of
contributing to the definition of the exterior, public spaces. The Code of
Construction adds to the design of the individual element as allocated
through the production of Urban Space from the notion of the Urban
Tissue as a product of the collective Public Space, the intricate system
of streets, squares, monuments and amenities (see figure B.1). The
Code of Construction is therefore an integral part of the Masterplan
Urban Development Linkeroever in order to achieve the transformation
of Linkeroever from its current state to a full-fledged complementary
counterpart to Rechteroever and a continuation of the Urban Form of
Antwerp. The following pages comprise the basic rules for development
of the individual elements throughout the plan.

STREETS + SQUARES AS
RESULT FROM URBAN BLOCKS

URBAN BLOCKS AS RESULT
FROM STREETS + SQUARES

COMPOSITION OF FORMAL MOMENTS
RESULTING IN URBAN BLOCKS

Figure B.1: Three approaches to the organization of public space and mass (Leon Krier, 2009)

•
The Masterplan is designed with the Public Space in mind. This
derives its meaning from proportion, position, use and design. The
individual element as the framework of the Public Space and specifically
its facades are thus of key importance.
•
Every element is to aide and contribute to the constitution of
the public space. This means that it is to be oriented to the street and
finds its entrances in the public realm, at street level positioned at the
street or the square.
•
Use and manifestation of the Public Space forms the core of
the Masterplan. The relation between the individual element and the
Urban Plan is thusly of main concern. Every individual element thusly
needs to be a product of a direct, visible, readable relationship between
form, design and meaning in regard to its role in the constitution of the
Public Space. This is specifically applicable for those elements of the Res
Publica, that constitute often important Urban Elements such as squares
and vistas.
•
The Masterplan Urban Development Linkeroever knows
a variety of different sub-areas within itself typified with each its
unique character, further specified in Appendix C, these areas are the
Boulevards, Ring and Quay, the Park, the Marina, the Pedestrian Zones
and Urban Axes, the Recreational Zones, the Villa Pockets and the
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PLOTS

PLINTH

BODY

CROWN

SMALL PLOTS

PLOTSERIES

HYBRID

LARGE PLOTS

•
Each of the larger structuring elements forms edges of districts
or areas within the Masterplan, and are thusly appointed as lines along
which development of higher structures (5-10 floors) in comparison
to the median (3-5 floors) is suited. These higher elements aide in the
structuring and readability of the Urban Tissue on Linkeroever and
communicate the different districts within the plan.

HYBRID
EXISTING HIGHRISE

•
Edges of districts and lining of Structuring Urban Elements can
occur in various manners, but are all member of the family of “height
accents” that is employed throughout the plan.

Implication of Code of Construction on shaping Building Blocks

Figure B.2: Implication of the Code of Construction on the development of Building Blocks

Office/Highrise Pockets. These are roughly subdivided in four different
categories; Bussiness, Commerce, Urban, Dwelling. These subsets are
specifically dedicated to lively plinths in relation to each of these four
different categories as they form main linking and structuring of the
Urban Tissue.
•
Flexibility of the Individual Elements that flank these Urban
Elements in order to obtain and maintain liveliness is of key importance.
Those individual elements along these important Public Spaces, as
stated above, are expected to sustain a lively plinth. These elements
are thusly to be executed with increased ceiling heights in the plinth,
varying between four to five meters. Elements of the Res Publica in
need for divergence of this rule in order to emphasize their importance
or contribution to the constitution of public space are exempt from this.
•
Within the various subsets of districts, different identities,
characters and atmospheres are defined and with that corresponding
buildingheights, plotstructures and functions. The masterplan comprises
an average, general building height of four floors, with height accents
and individual elements flanking larger Urban Structures exempt. In
order to obtain a varying cityscape and allow for maximum diversity,
the Code of Construction does not dictated absolute heights, but rather
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indicative number of floors. In Antwerp two dominant categories can be
found in regard of this; the 3-5 floors as the general mass and the 5-10
floors as the height accents.

•
Linkeroever in its current manifestation is typified by its object
in the park nature and the highrise development. The Masterplan
Urban Development Linkeroever is typified by its intensive scale
of development of the built form and the translation of the area
toward that of an urban character through, in line with Rechteroever,
development of large building blocks. This however does not mean that
highrise in Linkeroever is out of the question.
•
Highrise development, as balance to the densification through
development of building block based Urban Tissue, and as counterpart
to the developments in Nieuw-Zuid, Eilandje and the harbor, is
specifically allocated near the edges of the site. Specifically along larger
spatial elements such as the bent in the Scheldt and the Galgenweel,
highrise development is tolerated.
•
Highrise development in the Masterplan Urban Development
Linkeroever is not to drown out the two City Crowns of Antwerp
after completion of the Masterplan, the Cathedral and the Flemish
Parliament.
•
The building block based development is a continuation of
the Urban Tissue of Antwerp which mainly is comprised of the closed
building block. The courtyards of the building block and its accessibility
varies by the nature of the district they are located in and are thusly not
dictated within the Masterplan or Code of Construction per plotserie
specifically. The courtyards can be developed into (semi) public or
private spaces, depending on their location and functioning within their
respective district.
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•
The building block is a sequence of singularly identifiable and
recognizable components. Every street in the masterplan Linkeroever is
thusly constituted through the ‘shoulder-to-shoulder’ approach of the
flanking facades.
•
Each of these individual elements, as stated prior, aides in the
constitution of the public space they flank. Their entrance is thus of
importance and needs to be identifiable and readable within the façade.
In order to achieve this, all elements, regardless of their size, are to
adhere architectonically to a visible and clearly communicated tripartion
of a plinth, body and crown, in which each of these are individually
recognizable.

B

7B

structure

street

CROWN
BODY
PLINTH

4-5 M

Figure B.3: Examples of various elements in the Code of Construction

excerpts of points addressed in the Code of Construction

•
Additionally these courtyards might serve as parking facilities in
those areas that are carfree or know a minimization of car-presence in
the streets. Within these areas the parking is facilitated where possible
in the forms of underground or above ground parking garages. In areas,
specifically outside of the central axis, courtyard or street-side parking is
tolerated.
•
Development of parking garages within the plan is preferred
to be above ground and in relation to previously set rules in regard
of ceiling heights and floor levels and need to be designed in such a
way that transformation to dwelling or commercial/public functions is
possible with ease.
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•
Each individual element is to adhere to a sense of
recognizability and readability in architecture through its continuation of
the materiality and formality of the mean of the Antwerpian individual
element. This requires the development of the individual element to be
of a stone-mass nature, and forms a whole in the sense of materiality,
detailing and use of color schemes. Flashy deviation of this is to be
avoided and is primarily reserved for those elements that manifest
themselves as accents within the structuring of a district or the Urban
Tissue at large.
•
Materialisation of the individual element is of a vernacular
nature and a product of ‘pure materials’, this refers to the usage
of nature-real materials and a clear stone-related character. This is
applicable, in the light of the obtaining of a urban character of public
space, to those facades that flank or are visible from the public realm.
Interior facades of the building block are allowed to be approached
more informal and have freedom of material.
•
Every Individual Element follows proportions as dictated per
district, with height accents and important corners of building blocks
that are termini of vistas or signalers of important public moments are
exempt.
•
The proportioning of the plot of the individual element is based
on the regulation in regard of maximal parceling of the plot series, this
is tied to the dictated floorlevels and their mean heights. This dictates in
an average building block the maximum size width of an individual plot
to be 51 meters and the minimum width of 7,30 meters.
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APPENDIX C - Atmospherical definition
The development of Linkeroever toward an Urban character and a
complementary half of Rechteroever in the Radial-Concentric Urban Form
requires the development of the grounds into a mixed, diverse Urban
Tissue. To achieve this, specific subareas within the tripartition of the
plan are marked and further described in word and image. The aim of this
character-index is to achieve a varied supply of urban spaces and dwellings,
to ultimately achieve a mixed and diverse Urban population on Linkeroever.
This is done in order to transform Linkeroever to a place characterized by
its mixture of working and living within an Urban context and Antwerp as a
whole.
Specific interest in this development is the character of Linkeroever
Centrum, that is not only dedicated to cater the inhabitants of the to be
developed Linkeroever but is to cater the entirety of the city. The area is to
become a complementary half to the historic center and is to function in
that character. A lively center is to be created through a varied programme
of retail, dwelling, restaurant, cafés, offices and cultural institutions in
a manner where public space is the basic starting point and mixture of
functions within the building block is essential.
Within the Urban Tissue of the Masterplan Urban Development
Linkeroever these distinct subareas aide the manifestation of identity
and character of the various districts within the plan and form pleasant
interruptions of the rational street patterns that are suggested in the
Masterplan. These specific subareas, defined further in this appendix,
are specifically dedicated to certain target audiences. These audiences,
specifically in regard of the creation of a sense of urbanity, can be
subdivided in four groups (Coenen, 2019):

The Settled Dweller. This individual is characterized as at a settled point in
life. The Settled Dweller often has an above average paygrade and usually
has enjoyed a higher education. This individual has specific interest in
culture, privacy and tranquility without having to miss out on the urban
amenities. The Settled Dweller is specifically interested in larger property
that is ground-bound and has sufficient, privately owned, outdoor space.
The Middle Class Dweller. This individual is not at the stage of
the Settled Dweller but is also not characterizable as a Starter. They have
outgrown the starting phase in the real estate market but have not yet
found the position within it that the Settled Dweller has. This individual is
highly materialistic and searches for dwellings with the benefits of both
the Young Starter and the Settled Dweller dwellings have. The Middle Class
Dweller is thusly most interested in the more high-end appartements.
The Free Dweller. This individual is not typified by the traditional
instances of dwelling stages in life. The Free Dweller is more open toward
non-traditional living typologies and shared amenities. This individual is
specifically interested in communal or group living and shared facilities
within their groups or communes and searches for renting or buying
apartments or living units with a high level of communal sense.
In addition to these target audiences, the various important sub-areas are
typified through their character in regard of their dominant functioning.
This is subdivided in six categories: Dwelling, Office, Commerce, Culture,
Civic and HoReCa.

The Young Starter. This individual is characterized by its active
lifestyle. The young starter wants to have public recreational and nightlife
activities close to home. As this individual is just entering the real estate
market, this target group is specifically interested in cheaper apartments
for sale or more expensive apartments for rent in or close to districts of
nightlife, bars and cafés.
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Sub-Areas within the Northern tripart

Marina boulevard

Highrise & Offices
Boulevards

Villa pockets

Sub-Areas within the Central Axis

Parkedge

Boulevards

Retail District

Western Urban Axes

Axis & Main Squares

Sub-Areas within the Southern tripart

Recreational Boulevard

Boulevards

Highrise & Offices
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Per

EASTERN URBAN AXIS

Perspective D

G
The EasternPerspective
Urban Axis
is the heart of the New Center on Linkeroever.
This axis forms the location for the most dominant and important
squares and offers space for bars and restaurants, cicivc functions and
urban recreational functions such as movie theatres and other cultural
programmes. The axis is typified by its strong monumental character.
The main contributors to the spatial identity of the axis are the
Parliament and adjacent Parliamentsquare. The Parliamentsquare is the
most central core in the New Center and is typified by its variety,
diversity and splendour of cafés, hotels and restaurants. These
are alternated by cultural and civic intsitutes and occasionally a
niche retailer. The axis offers space for the realisation of dwellings
but this is not a dominant target for the creation of this area. The
Parliamentssquare that is located in this area offers, due to its shape
and size also an area that is suited for small to mid-size urban events.
Perspective I

Perspective F

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

Young Starter

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

HoReCa

Civic

Cultural

TARGET DWELLER

Middle Class

EASTERN CIANTWERPEN
TY AXIS
GROOTS
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MAIN PROGRAMME

Offices

Commerce

MAIN SHOPPING DISTRICT

Perspective B

The major stores and shops are concentrated in the Core Shopping
District. Within this area an attractive shopping environment with a
large diversity in stores and supplies is realised. Every built object has
its entrance located a, and facing the street. The clear ‘ambulatory’
concept functions as the basis for the streetpattern in order to create
a logical, easily navigable shopping circuit. Part of these streets will
function as a shopping promenade within a pedestrian friendly zone.
The larger and busier shopping streetsa re alternated with larger
urban moments such as squares and the quay of the Scheldt, which
offer place for restaurants, hotels and cafés. The area works together
Perspective G
with the central axis of city squares within a balance between pulsating
and more calm areas. In situations where the building block obtains a
courtyard, this will be of a private and not a public character to assure a
calmer side for appartments situated above the commercial plinth.

Perspective D

Perspective I

Perspective F

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

Young Starter

MAIN RETAIL
DISTRICT
GROOTS
ANTWERPEN

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce
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HoReCa

Per

Commerce

WESTERN URBAN AXIS

Perspective A

Perspective B

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

The Western Urban Axes are the backbone and structure the Western
city quarter of the Linkeroever Masterplan. The area is mainly focussed
Young Starter
on dwelling, but offers space for civic functions. The Axes guide
urban
dwelling area towards the green character of the large City Park. Aside
from routing toward the park, guided by mere dwellings,
the Northern
MAIN PROGRAMME
and Southern axes offer space for commercial activity focussed on daily
needs, situated in the plinth. The area is home to a mixed community of
Commerce
HoReCa
dwellers by its very nature. The monumental axes within the plan, are
of a more green character and form the ideal place for spacious urban
Civic
Cultural
villas with private backyards and courtyards within the building
block,
TARGET DWELLER
whilst the side streets in the plan are suited for more diverse dwelling
typologies. The central axis with its interlocked square spanning a northsouth boulevard is the main ‘point of rest’ within this Urban
Tissue
Middle
Class and
is marked as the sole pedestrian area on the Western side of the plan.
This square can cater small-scale cafés.

Perspective E

Perspective H

Perspective G

MAIN PROGRAMME

Offices

Commerce

Perspective D

Dwelling
TARGET DWELLER

Liberal Dweller

Perspective I

Perspective F

MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

Offices

TARGET DWELLER

Settled Dweller

MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

Civic

HoReCa
TARGET DWELLER

Western Urban Axes

Settled Dweller Middle Class
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PARK EDGES

Perspective A

Perspective E

Perspective B

Perspective H

Perspective G

The borders of the Large City Park at Likeroever is shaped by middlehighise and generally larger volumes and dimensions to shape a clear
edge of the park and setting the area apart from its urban surroundings,
especially the New Center Linkeroever that is located east of the Park
and the Western Urban Axis to the West of the Park. The
lively
City Park
MAIN
PROGRAMME
offers space for high quality and spacious living and working within an
urban context. The area is pre-eminently the area to develop
Commerceproperty
Dwelling
and parceling in the top or higher segments with main functions set
apart for dwelling and office. The typology of the large urban villa
TARGET DWELLER
strengthens the monumental character of the parkborder
and, together
with the park form a high-end location for the settled dweller in the
higher segment. The courtyards of the building block are privatised.
Young Starter

Perspective D

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

HoReCa

Civic

Cultural

Perspective I

Perspective F

TARGET DWELLER

Middle Class

MAIN PROGRAMME

Offices

Commerce

Dwelling
TARGET DWELLER

Liberal Dweller

MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

Offices

TARGET DWELLER

Settled Dweller

ParkANTWERPEN
Edges
GROOTS
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MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

Civic

BOULEVARDS

Perspective F

The larger infrastructural moments within the plan, such as the two
former chaussees (the Blancefloer and the Charles de Koster) and the
new Inner-City-Ring
(former Halewijnlaan), shape, together with the
Perspective I
Scheldt quay, the structuring elements within the urban scheme for
Linkeroever and organizes this area. They are designed and dimensioned
as Urban Boulevards to avoid and extremity in barriers between the
various areas within the plan. The north-south oriented boulevards are
aimed to find more connection to the urban areas rather than merely
functioning as a space for transportation. These areas offer space for
larger commercial activities in the plinth and office development in the
layers above that. The spacious character of these boulevards offers
space for parallel parking in a street profile that is lined with trees. The
larger volumes in the edges of this area offers space for alternative, nontraditional forms of dwelling in which shared spaces andMAIN
shared
facilities
PROGRAMME
are allowed.
Commerce

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

Young Starter

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

HoReCa

Civic

Cultural

TARGET DWELLER

Middle Class

MAIN PROGRAMME

Offices

Commerce

Dwelling
TARGET DWELLER

Liberal Dweller

Boulevards
GROOTS
ANTWERPEN

MAIN PROGRAMME
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Dwelling

Offices

Perspective A

Perspective E

Marina Boulevard

Perspective B

The Marina Boulevard in the Northern tripart of the Linkeroever
Masterplan is one of the core Urban Elements that structure and
shape its identity. In contradiction to the boulevard that flanks the
recreational lake, this boulevard is of a much more formal and high-end
nature. It is focused around specialty retail and high end restaurants,
café-restaurants and hotels. The marina harbour specifically caters the
more high-end oriented market both in dwelling and in commerce. The
boating and yachting surrounding the Marina Boulevard is specifically
catered to the larger villa pockets that are situated within this tripart as
well. The Northern tripart is thusly more typified as a place for working,
recreation and dwelling in the higher segment and is most dominantly
oriented toward the middle class and settled dweller.

Perspective H

Perspective G

Perspective D

Perspective I

Perspective F

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

Dwelling

HoReCa
TARGET DWELLER

Middle Class

Marina ANTWERPEN
Boulevard
GROOTS

Settled Dweller
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Recreational boulevard

Perspective A

Perspective E

Perspective B

Perspective H

Perspective G

Perspective D

The Recreational Boulevard forms the core of the Southern tripart of
the Linkeroever Masterplan. It is the most dominant and important
spatial element and closely works together with the Recreational Lake
Galgenweel. In that character it is thusly a place where facilities that
cater the recreational usage of the lake are situated. It is typified by
its orientation to the lake and its main contributors to this identity are
niche commerce dedicated to recreation on the lake and
Restaurants
MAIN
PROGRAMME
and Cafés that cater the users of the recreational lake and the residents
of the southern tripart of the Linkeroever Masterpaln. Commerce
Its spacious
Dwelling
nature and the orientation of all its surrounding built structures and
streets toward the lake determines the character of this area, itsHoReCa
TARGET
DWELLER
southwest orientation and view accross the Scheldt toward
Nieuw-Zuid
aides the scenesetting of this area.
Middle Class

Settled Dweller

Perspective I

Perspective F

MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

Settled Dweller

MAIN PROGRAMME

HoReCa

Dwelling

Commerce
TARGET DWELLER

Young Starter

GROOTS
Recreati
onalANTWERPEN
Boulevard

Middle Class
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Perspective D

Villa Pockets

Perspective I

Perspective F

Aside from the Marina and its boulevard, a second spatial pocket
typifies the Northern Tripart of the Linkeroever Masterplan, namely
those of the Villa Pockets. These pockets of already existing, groundbound, free-standing homes with private gardens remain present in the
plan and are set apart from the rest of the Urban Tissue through Urban
motifs suc as medium-highrise structures or open urban elements such
as wider roads or park-elements. Together with the Marina, these villa
pockets cater the more high-end and upper segment that is catered in
this tripart. The main inhabitant of the villa pockets is the settled dweller
and as with its preferences and the existing current situation, these villa
pockets are solely dedicated to dwelling and will not see other functions
blend in within these areas. Its spacious and green nature sets them
apart from the other pockets of tissue on Linkeroever.

MAIN PROGRAMME

Commerce

Dwelling

HoReCa
TARGET DWELLER

Middle Class

Settled Dweller

MAIN PROGRAMME

Dwelling

TARGET DWELLER

Settled Dweller

Villa ANTWERPEN
Pocket
GROOTS
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Highrise and Office pockets

Perspective J

Around larger Urban Elements within the plan, near the quay, around
the Galgenweel Recreational Lake and the old Linkeroever Marina,
pockets of Highrise Office structures are envisioned. These are areas
that, just across the river are answering to other, existing highrise
pockets in Antwerp such as the developments of Nieuw-Zuid, Eilandje
and the Harbour. In this sense these pockets aide in the visual
connection between these areas on both banks of the river. The Office
pockets Highrise vertical volumes are compensated with more wide
and open horizontal spaces in order to balance the surplus of highrise
in comparison to the rest of the plan. Because they are located around
areas with an additional recreational purpose and to assure liveliness
these are not monofunctional office areas, but dwelling and restaurant
activites are encouraged and even desired. The lively plinth around
the recreational areas and the dwelling of entry-level to midrange
appartments ensure a lively urban setting for working, dwelling and
recreation.

MAIN PROGRAMME

Offices

Dwelling

HoReCa
TARGET DWELLER

Young Starter

HiGROOTS
ghrise andANTWERPEN
office pockets

Middle Class
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APPENDIX D - Typological evolution parliaments
Democracy and the built structures associated with the execution of it
have seen a great evolution since their very first occurrence. Starting
from a direct democracy in Ancient Athens up until the representative
democracies of today, various aspects have changes, whilst certain
motifs have remained constant or have seen only slight changes over the
long course of history. This appendix deals with the examination of the
structures associated with the execution of the democratic system of four
notable examples up until the construction of the buildings that are still
used today in order to execute and exercise democracy. These four are the
ancient Greek Agora of Athens, the ancient Roman Forum in Rome, the
various Pallazzi of Florence shortly after the middle ages in the Renaissance
and the Binnenhof court of the Republic of the Netherlands, the oldest
political devoted building still in use for democratic governmental purposes
today.

CLassic Parliaments
Dutch Republic
17th Century

Ancient athens

Florentine Republic

500 BCE

14th Century

Roman Republic
300 BCE
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The Origin and evolution of the democratic type
Ancient Greece

stoa

stoa

agora

metroon

stoa

tholos
bouleuterion

stoa
agora

bouleuterion

metroon

The political system that is referred to today as ‘democratic’ is widely
accepted to have found its origins in the Ancient Greek society,
specifically in Ancient Athens. Athens, as many other citystates of
the Ancient Greek society, emerged around the seventh century BCE
with originally an aristocratic rule. Through a process of various state
reforms, primarily led by Solon, the Athenian lawmaker, the road
was cleared for the creation of what is now seen is that founding of a
democratic system in the fifth century BCE. Under Cleisthenes, the basic
framework was laid down for what is referred to nowadays as a direct
or “Athenian” democracy. Within this system, the population of Athens
was organized into 10 tribes and was governed by the council of 500
citizens. Each of the 10 tribes sent 50 delegates, who served for one
year. It could issue decrees on its own but put most of the decisions for
the public consisting of the about 30.000 free men of the citystate.
The council of 500 in its turn was governed by the Board of Presidents,
a group of 50 members of the council and a role that rotated between
each of the 10 tribes. This Board of Presidents were burdened with the
daily governing of the city-state and represented the whole government
of Athens. In addition to these groups, an Assembly was occasionally
held. In this Assembly the free men of Athens came to discuss and listen
to decrees that affected the everyday life of the Athenian. The Assembly
was also burdened with the task to check the decrees and functioning of
the Council of 500.

tholos

The Agora as Spatial Component of Greek Democracy

In its sense one could thusly state that the Athenian democracy knew
three participatory groups:
The Presidents of the Council of 500, currently this could be translated
to the Cabinet of Ministers.
The Council of 500, translated to modern day as Parliament
The Assembly, not literally translatable as a similar function where all
constituents gather is not something that is practiced today, but in
function this could be seen as what is referred to in present-day as the
“Upper House” in bicameral parliamentary democracies.
Each of these ‘Tiers of Government’ gathered in seperate instances,
something that can be seen in the spatial organisation and manifestition
of the Greek or Athenian Agora.

The Agora
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The center of the first assembly between government and the public
in western civilization can be found in the ancient Greek society in the
form of the Agora. At the heart of the center of governance lay
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stoa

stoa

agora

tholos

metroon

tholos
bouleuterion

metroon

bouleuterion

the Agora, a square, surrounded by buildings that housed the other
governmental functions, bodies and boards. These included the council
hall, bouleuterion, the offices of the council, stoa, and the archives,
tholos. The Agora was the heart of the Greek society in the sense that
this square offered a space where both governmental, political, juridical
and commercial, social or cultural activities took place. The Agora was
used as a space where the representatives, the council of 500, consulted
and conversed with the public. The Agora was of public nature and
thusly always publicly accessible.

The Bouleuterion / Metroon
The first congregating in political or governmental setting in a semicircular fashion can be traced back to ancient Athens where the council
of 500, roughly translatable to modern-day parliament, gathered in the
bouleuterion. First in the old bouleuterion, referred to as the metroon,
as three sides of the square plan building were used as the tribune,
and later in the new bouleuterion in a semi-circular or horse-shoe
shaped, separately constructed tribune. The council gathered in the
bouleuterion and in addition to this could consult and converse with the
public in the agora. Both the metroon and later the bouleuterion were,
just as the tholos, of a semi-public nature. Though public was allowed
in, this was only on certain occasions, on permission of the ‘presidents
of the council’. The public in that instance has a spectator role and not a
participatory role as it has in the agora square. The bouleuterion had no
public tribune, but it is believed that the public, when spectating were
congregated in the reception space between the two rows of columns.

The Stoa
The congregation of the governmental council of ancient Athens
consisted of 500 members. Each of those held office around the
Agora as well when not assembled in the Bouleuterion. The offices of
the council where situated in the various stoas, office-buildings that
were situated furthest away from the Agora and distant, in separate
structures separated from the two assembly halls, the Bouleuterion and
the Tholos.

stoa
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The agora was not only place of politics but also of commerce. This was
not only reserved for the square of the agora but was also incorporated
in the office buildings, the stoas, that were located near the square.
This additional commercial functions, or external, non-governmental
functions, where added to the stoas, ensuring and facilitating an
increase in informal contact between civilians and the structures of
government heightening the approachability of the government.
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The Tholos
The first mention of a structure adjacent or belonging to a center of
governance dedicated to the housing of the national archives stems
from the ancient Greek Athens with the Tholos. In the Tholos not only
the archives were housed, it also served as a hall where the daily council
of 50 assembled.
In that sense it was the first structure to both house a national council
and national archives.

Other Notable Spatial Features
basilica
curia

forum

tabularium

curia
basilica

tabularium

forum

basilica

Aside from the typological and configural elements of the first
governmental center of Western society, the Agora formed the origin
of a number of different architectural elements that found repetition
in later centers of government and was heavily influential for the
architectural vocabulary of governmental buildings. The most dominant
of these elements are the raised foundations, the krepis, found as a
base for the bouleuterion, raising it above the ground level, and the
collonades that form the entrances for the bouleuterion, the stoa and
the metroon. At this time religious buildings and society as a whole are
of a much greater importance and figurative ornamentation is reserved
for those functions that are deemed more important and are thusly not
or little used in the architectural vocabulary for governmental buildings
in ancient Greece.

Ancient Rome

basilica

The Forum as Spatial Component of Roman Democracy
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The first iteration of the Greek Democratic system is found once again in
the Ancient, or Classical, societies; Ancient Rome. Though the majority
of the time classified as a Republic and not as a Democracy, it is their
adaptation of the Greek Democracy that forms often the basis for
what is seen as a democracy in the present day. The Roman Republics
governmental system was headed by two electoral consuls, changed
each year. They were the presidents of the Senate and chosen by the
senate. The Senate originated as a 100-member advisory group but
over time grew to a 300 member governmental body and even a 900
member body under Julius Caeser. Members of the Senate were always
member of an upper-class family. In case of emergency situations
or need of quick actions and decisions the members of the Senate
chose amongst themselves a dictator that could autonomously act as
sole representative of the entire governmental body. The consuls in
this system can be seen as a monarchical component of the Roman
Republic. The governmental tasks in the daily operation of the empire
were supervised, or led under magistrates, always occupied by members
of Senate of the most prominent families. The Roman Republic could
thusly be defined more as an oligarchy than as a democracy as a small
amount of families, the Gentes, monopolized the magistracies.
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The Forum Romanum

basilica
curia

forum

tabularium

curia

basilica

Though tumultuous and varying between dictatorships, monarchy
and republic, the Roman empire was politically focused around
the Forum Romanum, a square with a grouping of governmental
buildings around it. The hart of the site was the Forum itself but
the legislative power housed in various other buildings, including
the Senate hall, the Curia, the offices of Senate, Basilica, and the
archives, the Tabularium. The Roman Republic knew a very strict
division between Upper and Lower Class and the 300 Senate
members would only converse with and consult the upper class,
doing so both on the square of the Forum and in the various
temples and basilica. Main addresses to the people and large
scale interaction between public and governmental bodies would
be held at the square of the Forum.

The Curia
Though often attributed to the Anglican parliament tradition,
it is already in the Roman Republic that the opposing benches
typology emerges for the congregation of Senate. The Curia, was
subdivided in three areas; two tribunes on opposing sides of the
room that seated the 300 senators of the Republic and a podium
against the backwall which offered seats for the consuls and the
president of the Senate. Debate happened on the floor in front of
the podium. Even though the opposing benches seem to split the
senate in two camps there are no records stating that there were
two parties that were represented or opposing.
TABULARIUM

The Basilica
Where the debates were held in the Curia, it was mostly in the
other buildings around the Roman Forum that the Senators of the
Republic conversed and worked. Varying from out in the open to
halls inside one of the many temples, most Senators were present
all over the Roman Forum. However, they were mostly present
in the Basilicas that flanked the Forum. The various basilicas that
were located around the forum housed various administrative
functions and offices for the senators.

basilica
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Just as the Stoa in Ancient Greece, it is in the office or
administrative buildings of the members of ‘parliament’ that
additional, non-governmental and non-political functions are
present. Comparable to the situation in Athens, the Roman
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Basilicas offerd in their collonaded halls a space for market and
commercial activities.

The Tabularium
The Roman Republic documented all important decisions and
influential events and stored this in the State Archives that
were located at the head of the Forum Romanum in a structure
towering high above the other buildings as it was built on a higher
level. In addition to the valuable documents that were stored
in this building, the Tabularium also served as the building that
housed the treasury of the Roman Republic.
piazza

palazzo
della signoria

loggia
dei lanzi

palazzo
degli uffizi
palazzo
degli uffizi

piazza

loggia
dei lanzi
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della signoria

Other Notable Spatial Features
As with the Greek, the Romans held much greater regard for
religious buildings than for legislative buildings. In addition to
this, during the empirial times and during periods of voluntary
dictatorships it was custom to honor the leaders of the Roman
Empire through constructions at the Forum Romanum. This
resulted in the numerous constructions of basilicas. As they were
built in honor of leaders, these were constructed with the aim
to awe through large constructions and heavy symbolism and
figurative ornamentation. Ornament was thusly reserved for the
temples and the basilicas of the Forum Romanum.

The Florentine Republic
The Palazzi as Spatial Components of Florentine Democracy
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From the Roman Republic, the majority of states and districts
adopted systems more closely resembling oligarchies and absolute
monarchies, something that even Florence in the Renaissance
became subjected to. Before that however many city-states, or
Republics, of medieval Italy adopted a version of Democracy in
which some characteristics of the antiquity remained present.
They adopted a so-called Guild Democracy system. In the case of
Florence, the Republic was governed by a council, the Signoria,
of nine men, led by the president of council, the Gonfaloniere,
elected every two months by lottery. For a brief period during
the Middle Ages, the oligarchical or even monarchical tendencies
of the Medici family was put to a halt in an aim to create a
stronger democracy within the Republic. This was done through
the introduction of the Council of Five Hundred, the Maggiore,
comprised of 500 citizens that checked the functioning of the
Signoria, who remained a mostly aristocratic governmental body.
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dei lanzi

Loggia dei Lanzi
palazzo
degli uffizi

palazzo
della signoria

The Hall of 500 followed what later would become the classroom
typology of parliament halls, demonstrating its inferiority to the
signoria. Through its various stages of democracy or monarchy,
the main legislative governmental buildings of the Florentine
Republic were solely dedicated to house the governmental
councils and bodies and offered no place for external or nongovernmental functions as was the case with the Roman basilicas
or the Greek stoas.

Loggia Dei Lanzi
Through its history the Florentine Republic knew various degrees
of democracy. Varying from its most strict rule under the Medici
family in almost monarchical or oligarchical fashion to the brief
period of democracy that aimed to mimic the ancient Greeks
under the rule of Girolamo Savonarola. What remained a constant
however was the place where the main legislative body of the
Republic came into contact and debate with its civilians, albeit
under the Medici rule only with those of aristocratic nature.
That place was the Piazza dei Signoria in front of the Palazzo del
Signoria and most specifically the Loggia dei Lanzi that flanked
the Piazza. The loggia was built in the 14th century specifically for
political assemblies.

Palazzo Della Signoria
palazzo della signoria

palazzo degli uffizi
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In its heydays of democracy, under the rule of Girolamo
Savonarola, the Civic Council, or the Maggiore, was a council of
500 citizens that gathered in the Palazzo della Signoria’s grand
hall or the Salone dei Cinquecento. The council was to represent
the citizens who were entitled to vote and were put in place to
check the legislative council, the Signoria. The council had mostly
a monitoring function in regard to the legislative council, visible in
the seating arrangement of the hall. The five hundred members
of the Maggiore were seated in what later would develop as the
classroom fashion, facing a podium in one end of the hall that
seated the Signoria, the legislative council.
The large and iconic tower was added to the Pallazo dei Signori
in the 14th century by Arnolfo di Cambio and was used as an
architectural tool to manifest the importance of the building.
Rooms in the tower were subsequently used as treasury and
prison cells or archival purposes.
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Palazzo Degli Uffizi

Grote Zaal

Grote Zaal

treveszaal

treveszaal

besognes

The Signoria supervised the workings of various administrative
offices. Contrary to the Signoria, these administrative functions
and the magistrates that occupied these functions did not hold
office inside the Palazzo della Signoria. The magistrates, part
of the government of the republic, held office in the adjacent
Palazzo degli Uffizi, originally known as the Magistrature. As
with the Roman Forum in the past the magsitrates used to meet
in religious buildings, in the case of Florence, in the San Pier
Scheraggio. The creation of the Palazzo degli Uffizi, the Palace
of Offices, offered a permanent place for the Magistrates to
hold office. In line with the stoas, the offices of the magistrates
are attached to a colonnade, its U shape however turns this
colonnade into a corridor rather than an architectural element
overlooking the square as in ancient Athens.

The Dutch Republic
binnenhof

besogne
besogne

The Binnenhof as Spatial component of the Dutch Democracy

In contradiction to the previous two republics, the Dutch
republic did not emerge from a single citystate that expanded
its territories. On the contrary, the Dutch Republic was the first
Federal Republic and was founded in the sixteenth century.
The republic comprised a federation of states, in the Dutch
case Provinces with a republican government, in the Dutch
case the Staten Generaal, composed of elected representatives
and an elected leader of government, in the Dutch case the
Raadspensionaris. In the assembly of the Staten Generaal, each
of the seven provinces was represented on the basis of their
financial contribution to the federal state. The General Assembly
knew 45 members, representing to ratio of contribution each of
the provinces. This general assembly was usually prepared in the
form of the Raad van State, a smaller committee of 25 in which
each of the Provinces was represented. However the largest
and most influential decisions, specifically in regard of state
reforms were made in the Grote Vergadering, where up to 500
representatives could be present, meetings of this kind would
usually last days if not weeks and thusly occurred scarcely.
As with the Florentine Republic, the Dutch Republic had
in the Binnenhof a complex that was solely reserved for
the Governmental court. Though senior members of the
Governmental court did not only work at the court but also
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Grote Zaal

treveszaal
besognes

treveszaal

lived there, no additional functions, aside from gardens were
present within the Binnenhof complex. Since the Dutch Republic
came to life through the congregation of the already existing
provincial councils and these, and from then on the Staten
Generaal themselves were publicly elected, the government had
no specific place dedicated for the general public to be in touch
with the members of government. In fact, the entire complex was
set up as a court, with access only for those working or living at
the Governmental court. The input of citizens happened in the
Dutch republic, as is still the case in the present day at a lower
governmental level, for city or municipal governing.

Grote Zaal / Treveszaal

Grote zaal

The majority of the meetings was held only by a small number
of representatives, a slimmed down version of the full body of
representatives, in the Treveszaal. This slimmed down version
consisted of the main representatives of each of the provinces
in number to ratio of their financial contribution to the state
treasury. This General Assembly consisted of 45 members whose
meetings were often prepared in the hall nextdoor, the Statenzaal,
where a committee of 25 senators was seated. The full body of
representatives however consisted up to 500 individuals and
gathered only for the largest or state-reforming decisions. Their
meetings could lasts days if not weeks and took place in the Grote
Zaal at the center of the court. The parliament and the Stadholder,
head of state, gathered there in a semi-circular setup, centered
around the head of state, with debate on the floor in front of the
head of state.

Besognes

Besognes
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Originally only the state of Holland held office at the Binnenhof.
Over time the other provinces were offered to have their
representatives reside at the Binnenhof as well. In combination
with the expanding archives this resulted in a continuous
expansion of the Binnenhof complex in the following decades.
Many of these new office buildings took various shapes, but the
original office buildings, or besognes followed a traditional setup
reminiscent of the Greek stoa, with a colonnade separating the
offices from the main square of the Binnenhof complex. The
offices were thusly oriented outward from the complex to the city
of the Hague in which the complex lies.
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APPENDIX E - TypoMORPHOLOGICAL Analysis

Contemporary Parliaments

Oslo

Stortingsbygningen

Helsinki

Eduskantatalo

Brussels

Paleis der Natie

Paris

Palais du Luxembourg

Madrid

Palacio de las Cortes

Athens

Vouli ton Ellinon

original unicameral
reduced bicameral

Figure E.1: Unicameral Systems in Europe today (2020)

In the analysis of the Parliamentary Type, as the Flemish Parliament
system is a single chamber system, only those iterations of the modern
parliament type are examined that are a product of democracies that
are of origin a Unicameral system. Throughout Europe various countries
have (see figure E.1) or have had Unicameral systems in place. In the
Typomorphological analysis of which the main findings have been attached
in this Appendix and main observations are discussed in chapter eight, only
these parliamentbuildings of these present and past Unicameral systems
are analysed. For the analysis of these Parliaments, recognizable or typical
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Figure E.2: Current and Former Unicamerial Houses of Parliament analyzed

iterations of the ‘Modernday’ Parliamentbuilding (18th, 19th and 20th
century) are examined (see Figure E.2). The Parliamentbuildings showcased
in this Appendix are those that illustrate best the variations iterations of
this Parliament Type. These are the current Parliament Houses of Greece,
Spain, Norway and Finland and the former Parliament Houses of Belgium
and France when these were Unicameralist states.
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DESIGNING PARLIAMENT

DESIGNING PARLIAMENT

UNICAMERAL PARLIAMENTS - WINGED TYPOLOGY

UNICAMERAL PARLIAMENTS - CIRCUMSCRIBED TYPOLOGY

STORTINGSBYGNINGEN - NORWAY

PALACIO DE LAS CORTES - SPAIN

The Parliaments Building was built between 1843-1850 and designed by Emil
Victor Langlet in the Neo-Romanesque style. The Palace houses a 169 member
parliament in a Horseshoe type plenary hall. The building is H shaped with a
central plenary hall and two sidewings.

The Parliaments Palace was built between 1843-1850 and designed by Pascual
Colomber in the Neo-Classical style. The Palace houses a 350 member parliament
in a Horseshoe type plenary hall. The building is centered around the plenary hall
and follows strict symmetry in plan and spatiality from entrance to plenary hall.

PALEIS DER NATIE - BELGIUM

EDUSKUNTATALO - FINLAND
The Parliament House of Finland in Helsinki was built between 1926 and 1931 and was
designed by Johan Sigfird Sirén in modern, stripped-classical style. The building houses
the 200 member parliament in a semi-circle type plenary hall in the center of the building.
The plan is highly symmetrical and is centered around the main hall aligned with the entrance.

VOULI TON ELLINON - GREECE
The Hellenic Parliament houses in the former palace of King Otto of Greece, built between
1836 and 1843 and was designed by Friedrich von Gärtner in Neo-Classical style. The
building houses the semi-circly type, 300 member parliament and is structured highly
symmetrical. The building is structured around the main plenary hall.
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The National Palace was built between 1779 and 1783 by Barnabé Guimard
in the classical style. The palace houses the plenary hall for the 150 member
parliament in a semi-circle configuration. The building is typified by its
symmetry and entrance opposing hall that is adorned with two sidewings.

PALAIS DU LUXEMBOURG - FRANCE
The House of the Consulate was located in the former Palais du Luxembourg built between
1615-1645 and transformed to parliament building between 1799-1805 by Jean Chalgrin in
a Neo-Classical style. The Palace housed a plenary hall in semi-circular type for 250 members.
The building is typified by its strong symmetry and H shape floorplan.
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DESIGNING PARLIAMENT

UNICAMERAL PARLIAMENTS - MORPHOLOGICAL CONFIGURATION

DESIGNING PARLIAMENT

UNICAMERAL PARLIAMENTS - CITY LOCATION

Greece

Norway

Belgium

CORONARY MORPHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING

Helsinki

Oslo

France

Finland

Slovakia

AUTONOMOUS OBJECT

Brussels

Paris

Spain

Luxembourg

Belgium

INTEGRAL BUILDING BLOCK

Croatia

Iceland

Portugal

SQUARE DEMARCATING
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Madrid

Athens
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APPENDIX F - Facades, Plans and Sections
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longtitudonal section
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transversal section
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NOrthern - southern facades
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NOrthern - southern facades
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eastern facade
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western facade
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western facade
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